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INTRODUCTION

Salt

in 1852, Apostle

Lake Valley,

Great Basin.

2

Salt

The "Kingdom of God" was becoming a reality.

Lake City the center.

in the Great Basin

Mormons making significant
1846-48 migration
Young and eight

decisions

other

of identity.
Jason Briggs,
the leaders

Many of these

of them drifted

and rallied
for nearly

A needed rallying

point

claimed

upon the seed of Jose ph Smith,

members
completely

had drifted

in

especially

around an assortment

of leaders.

without

a real

sense

was found by these

people

when

six years

a member of the Church during
of a small branch,

people

small branches

the Nauvoo period

to have received

from God in November of 1851 , which st ated,
I call

of Brigham

thousand

several

left

had organized

and Wisconsin

3

The earlier

185O's.

in the early

apostles,

original

away from Mormonism, others

The majority

were not the only groups of

westward of Mormons, under the leadership

of the Church in the Midwest.

Iowa, Illinoi~

and south with

to expand both north

were beginning

But the Saints

to the

Brigham Young the

of President

Under the direction

Church settlements

announced the

publically

Orson Pratt

over 29,000 Mormons had gathered

By 1853,

of polygamy.

doctrine

In the

for Mormonism.

years

185O's were significant

The early

and· one of

a revelation

"in mine own due time will

and bring

one forth

•••

mighty

2

Saints who made the overland trek to
Andrew Jenson, "Latter-day
(Salt Lake City:
the Salt Lake Valley,"
Office of the Church Historian,
of this author),
copy in possession
n,d., typewritten
1.

3

"Nauvoo: Kingdom on the Mississippi,"
Robert Bruce Flanders,
University
Department of History,
Ph.D. dissertation,
(unpublished
cited as "Nauvoo Kingdom."
Hereafter
Wisconsin, 1964), ii.

of

2

and strong
felt

to preside

the revelation

Joseph

Smith,

future

leader.

inferred

the Prophet,

The first

official

message was held
again

Seven apostles

ship

and these

people

be called

to take

charge.

Basin.

in the Territory

Joseph

Smith.

during

the nineteenth
This is the story

met

of an organization.

were ordained.

Jason Briggs

the son of Joseph

accepted

leader-

had now been formed
Smith would soon

5
removed from the scene

They were to soon have an effect
they provided

the Reorganized

upon conditions

the basis

Church of Jesus

for another

Christ

of Latter

was to be the only Church that

to seriously

challenge

of the original

The conflict

to this

The people

parts

in the Midwest seemed far

and membership

son of

to be their

one from the seed of Joseph

The Reorganization

Utah as the successor

old,was

of the Reorganization

of Utah because

major Mormon group:

leadership

that

Many

the eldest

of 1852 in Wisconsin.
and established

The basis
felt

years

4

of Mormons who were adherents

pro tem until

These activities

Day Saints.

conference

and a number of seventies

of the group.

of my Church."

Joseph Smith III,

then nineteen

in April

president

in the Great

that

in the spring

the next year

was selected

over the high priesthood

had the

the Mormon Saints

Mormon Church established

between the two groups

centered

in

by

in Utah

century.
of that

struggle

for souls.

4
Robert Bruce Flanders,
"The Mormons Who Did Not Go West: A Study
of the Emergence of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints,"
(unpublished
M.S. thesis,
Department of History,
University
of Wis consin, 1954), 41. Hereafter
cited as "The Mormons Who Did Not Go
West."

5 Mary A. Smith Anderson and Bertha A. Anderson Hulmes (eds.),
Joseph Smith III and the Restoration
Publishing
House, 1952), 156.

(Independence,

Missouri:

Herald

3

CHAPTERI

OF THE REORGANIZED
THE DEVELOPMENT
CHURCHOF JESUS CHRIST OF LATTERDAYSAINTS

1852 conference

in Wisconsin.

about the initial

breaking

to establish

include:

"forms of social

astical

and civil

up of Mormonism.
community.

the notion

government,

At Nauvoo, Joseph Smith
He developed

and control,

organization

brought

at Nauvoo, Illinois

Conditions

a utopian

attempted

the

were formed long before

for the Reorganization

The foundations

Mormonism to

the union of ecclesiMormon nation-

of an independent

and the polygamous family
within the American Federal Union ••.
6
Many members of the Church opposed this total church involvesystem."
state

ment in every aspect

Smith the Church had been held together,
over these

ship openly divided
leadership

who could not accept

migration.
of leaders

7 The remaining
during

Reorganization
opposition

the conditions

polygamy and a political

of not following

opportunity

but after

the fifteen

incorporated

the majority
Saints
years

his death

the member-

When Brigham Young assumed the

issues.

of the Church, he created

of Joseph

Under the leadership

lives.

of their

that

of the Church in their

following

those

kingdom of God the

in the Midwest settled

most of these

provided

the Prophet's

groups and also

westward

around a variety
death.

The

inherited

their

to a "Kingdom of God" type Mormonism.

6
(Urbana
Nauvoo: Kingdom on the Mississippi
Robert Bruce Flanders,
cited as Nauvo~ i,
Press, 1965); hereafter
of Illinois
and London: University

7

'Kingciom 'of ' God' and- ·the
The Pdlitka.b
Klaus Hansen, Quest for Em ire:
MiGhig1;J.n-q~ate
CouridJ: o'f ®'::ilftyniri 'Mormorr·Histor;y: ·Eas·t ·I,ansirtg, Michigan:
Press, 1967), 201.
University

4

not as criti cism of
expressed itself
Their rebellion
to Joseph Smith as a fallen Prophet was
Smith [reference
but
quickly done away with] and his city by the Mississippi,
city
his
and
Young,
Brigham
successor,
of the
as criticism
by the Great Salt Lake.8
It

understood

Utah or the Reorganization
God concept.
continually
felt

9

Many of those

moving and stayed

who remained

many of the claimants

thousand

several

the exodus led by Brigham Young.
established
brother),

around various
James J. Strang,

Alpheus Cutler,
ings

of various

many "arch

9

church

Unstable
William

organizations

Smith (the Prophet

B. Thompson, and Lyman Wight

sizes.

From 1846 through
came to the front.

in the Midwest after

Gladden Bishop,

James Brewster,

by one or

Brigham Young.

of the Church besides
Mormons remained

Some

left.

were inspired

Others

Charles

charlatins"

8
F1anders,

leaders.

of

in the Midwest were tired

where they were when others

to leadership

Kingdom of

temporal

the literal,

and gave up the faith.

disillusioned

At any rate,

member of the Mormon Church in

the average

whether

is doubtful

all

were
Joseph's

Sidney Rigdon,

collected

1860 the "lunatic

fringe"

followand

10

Nauvoo, ii.

to the
one question can be raised to challenge this "opposition
to in Hansen's
referred
of the Reorganization
Kingdom of God" explanation
Quest for Empire, 103 . While i t i s very evident that most of the members
who later joined the Reorgani zation were opposed to polygamy, there was
a United Order of Enoch as
a strong feeling among them to establish
still
early as the 1870's which involved t he Reorg anized Chur ch in the economic
They pur cha sed land in Decatur County, Iowa.
of its membership.
affairs
of Chicago
University
(Thomas O'Dea, The Mormons (Chicago, Illinois:
purchased 6,000 acres in
In 1930 the Reorganization
Press, 1957), 71.)
This is discussed
Zion on an economic and social basis.
order to establish
Modern
in the arti cle, "Followers of Mormon Prophet Plan to Establish
Zion," in the Denver Posts XXVIII (April 10, 1930), 5.
10
"The Mormons Who Did Not Go West," 41.
Flanders,

5

Strang ' s disciples

included

Lucy Smith (Joseph

Smith's

leaders

future

other

several

important

faction

leaders,

major importance

was that

accomplishment

important
deciding

to go to Utah.

Midwest,

he contributed

Among the followers
with their

new Prophet.

he began practicing

after

of Strang

For a short
Strang.
because

11

time Briggs

William
Joseph's

Ibid.,

kept many Mormons from
in the

was soon to arise.

time, Briggs

in

together

the revelation

revealed

upon the seed of Joseph to provide
was influenced

had been an apostle
his right

by William

for William

to leadership

after

Smith.

he left

of the Church

son was not old enough to assume the role

12
Anderson and Hulme$, 156.

Strang

left

too much dictatorial

small congregations

probably

28.

11

were two men who became disillusioned

polygamy and exercising

Smith claimed
oldest

that

for

point

Strang 's most

Zenas H. Gurley and Jason W. Briggs

Jason Briggs

Also of

some Mormon population

to an organization

the Lord would call

with a leader.

his opposition

By preserving

These men assembled their
12
During this
Wisconsin in 1852.
declared

Lake City.

the one in Salt

was that

a rallying

provided

the Strangites

power.

that

to Brigh am Young.

opposition

strong

voiced

the other

like

Strang,

reign.

accomplished

, but it

soon collapsed

short

its

during

Mormons besides

the scattered

were numbered among his

of the Reorganization

things

Many

McLellin.

John E. Page, and William

of Strang

brother),

Smith (the Prophet's

William

mother),

The organization

.

adherents

Marks (the Nauvoo Stake President),

William

Martin Harris,

Reuben Miller,

Mormon leaders.

of the remaining

by the majority

received

ment" was well

of appoint-

a "letter

through

claim to leadership

James J. Strang's

to

them

6
which the Prophet
young Joseph

grew to manhood.

he was influenced
Definite

by "heirship"

opposition

related

this

God.

Briggs

It

had left

Wisconsin.

revelation

received

is not of me, I abhor it • • ••

"13

The succession

of one of the Prophet's
to polygamy

14

Smith -but possibly

Gurley,

speaking

on

by his small group a

in the sight
ye shall

of the

contend

sons to leadership

were early

established

against

of the

as fundamental

of the Reorganization.

The following

seven years

small group.

Five of the seven apostles

meeting

William

until

doctrine.

doctrine;

doctrines

was to be the guardian

"Pol ygamy is an abomination

Church and opposition

this

William

to polygamy was the theme of the second meeting

the following

few months earlier.
Lord,

him.

group in 1853 at Zarahemla,

held by this
polygamy,

had anointed

left

in holding

the fold.

Jason

the group together

were ones of struggle

Briggs,
until

and hardship

chosen during

selected

for

the 1853

president

pro tem, assisted

the Lord 's promised

"du e time" would

13Joseph Smith III and H. E. Smith, History

of the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints (Lamoni, Iowa: Board of Publication
of the Reorganized Church of . Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints,
1902-1905),III,
215.
14
Whether or not Joseµh Smith practiced
polygamy is still
contended
by the Reorganization
and the Church in Utah.
As recently
as 1954 a letter
from the first
Presidency
of the Reorganization
signed by Israel H. Smith
still
affirms that plural marriage was first
introduced
as a practice
by
Brigham Young and that "Jo seph Smith had nothing to do with this doctrine
or practice."
(Alvin R. Dyer, The Fallacy (Salt Lake City:
Deseret Book
Company, 1964), 89~) The available
evidence has ·convinced several Mormon
and Reorganize d historians
that there is a difference
between spiritual
wives as taught and practiced
by Joseph Smith and plural marriage as
practiced
by Brigham Young. Perhaps both groups have overreacted
in
giving Joseph Smith either complete credit for the doctrine
or denying
he ever practiced
it.
While it seems obvious, even to such a noted
Reorganized historian
as Dr. Robert Bruce Flander s , that Joseph Smith was
the originator
of plural marriage,
the smug Utah Mormon still
has to
answer the question:
where are the seed of Joseph Smith's p 7 'lral wives?

7
from the seed of Joseph

time "one might y and strong"

At that

arrive.

over the Chur ch.

would come to preside

Smith and the Reorganization

Joseph

sons, though far away,
The Prophet's
will soon be ours, with us to stay .
of the Prophet

The children

the family

there,

Utah interested
family

of the Prophet

Saints

in Utah.
that

roles

Emma and her children

held a special

The leadership

place

there

the Prophet

Joseph's

seems to be perfectly

them up, and they will
Yo·ung Joseph,
brothers
esteem,

15

roar

The

of many of the
of the future

Heber C. Kimball,

Lake Bowery , June 29, 1856, prophesized

thing

to move to Utah.

in the hearts

in the Salt

boys lay apparently

While
from

spoke occasionally

the sons of Joseph were to fill.

in a state

that:

speaking

"at present

of slumber,

every-

calm with them, but by and by God will
like

the Prophet's

to the Sai nts in Utah.

the thunder

in

and settled

by missionaries

visited

was occasionally

in getting

remained

Major C. P. Bidamon.

and a new husband,

from

in the Midwest by their

wife,

Emma, the Prophet's

Emma Smith.

Nauvoo with her children
living

Smith had been held aloof

as any of the factions

Mormons in Utah as well
mother,

Joseph

wake

of Mount Sinai. 1115

son, was of no more importance

than his

If any one of the boys was held in high

it was David Hyrum, the posthumous

son of Joseph.

From the time

IV (June 29, 1856), 6. Elder Kimball ' s
Journal of Discourses,
for the sons of Joseph did awaken and later
prophesy was later fulfilled
in Utah.
of the Reorganization
roared as missionaries

8

professors

of the deepest

David had been "an object

of his birth,

of the Mormon Faith. 1116

While the Mormon Church in Utah made several

President

Brigham Young was such that
of their

success
maturity,

Joseph was often

little

hope could be given to the
sons grew to

to approach

sent representatives
stopping

by Utah Elders

visited

to get the

between Emmaand

However, as the Prophet's

endeavors.

the Utah groups

attempts

out West, the friction

of the Prophet

family

entire

to all

interest

them.

Young
way

at Nauvoo on their

to Europe or the East Coast.

George A. Smith.

Young Joseph,
of his mother,

They encouraged

as a result

of this

became determined

"I the Lord, will
to lead my people

call

over plurality

experience

companion,
in

of wives. 17

and no doubt the influence

not to join with the Church in Utah.

young Joseph,

and Church,"

Snow and his

Joseph to come to Utah permanently

ended in a disagreement

The visit

1856.

made was by Erastus

visit

The most important

the son of the martyred

was the revelation

group of Mormons, under the leadership

that

of Jason Briggs,

Prophet,

kept the small
together.

Their

16

Thomas H.B. Stenhouse, Rocky Mountain Saints (New York: Dappleton
and Company, 1873), 213. Al s o see statement of Brigham Young about
XV (August 24, 1872), 136.
David H. Smith in Journal of Discourses,
Stenhouse refers to th e remembrance of Dr. John M. Bernhisel who
He was at
in the chi l dren of the Prophet Joseph.
was very interested
the home of Joseph Smith after the martyrdom and attended to Emmaand the
baby, David Hyrum Smith, during the winter of 1844. Bernhisel went to
"He retained a life-long
citizen there.
Utah and became a distinguished
"John M. Bernhisel,
See Gwynn W. Barrett,
in David Hyrum Smith."
interest
Department of History,
(Ph.D. dissertation,
Mormon Elder in Congress,"
1968), 184.
Brigham Young University,
17

As early as 1853 attempts were
J. Smith and H. Smith, III, 254-56.
made. In 1855 William Walker, on his way to a South African Mission,
the
William Clayton also had visited
stopped to encourage young Joseph.
Smith family.

9

sent by the group in 1856.

Joseph when they were finally
Two young elders
18
an:l. Samuel Gurley.

were afte r young

family,

in the Prophet's

interested

while

emissaries,

C. Briggs

Joseph--Edmund

were selected

to approach

They suffered

the same initial

fate

as the Elders

from Utah.

Joseph had agreed

described

to fulfill

Edmund Briggs , determined

and lead his Church.

the Prophet ' s

he was chosen by the Lord to come

him that

informing

young

Nauvoo until

They presented

to lead the Reorganization.

son with a statement

was later

not to leave

and Gurley were instructed

Briggs

by Joseph in the following

his calling,

statement:

Elder Briggs vehemently urged the matter upon me; and
of the message in tones of thunder,
announced the culmination
me to accept the message
directed
and almost dictatorially
it at my peril.19
reject
or
therein,
and do as directed
reacted

Joseph uvery nearly
It took Elder
failed

Gurley

by throwing

Gurley some time to quiet
to obtain

he would not join

Joseph's

stayed

in Nauvoo for about

one year.

friends

with young Joseph.

Briggs

instructing

Joseph in the doctrine

Although Briggs

and

they did get his promise

that

the storm.

approval,

the Mormons in Utah.

them out of the house." 20

Edmund Briggs , true
During this

to his calling,

time he became close

did not miss the opportunity

of

of the Reorganization.

18

He was
Edmund C. Briggs was a younger brother of Jason W. Briggs.
baptized in the early 1850's and had attended the 1852 Wisconsin conferhe was a stubborn successful
Although he suffered from ill health,
ence.
Seven years after his visit to young
for the Reorganization.
missionary
as the
Joseph, he led another important mission for the Reorganization
missionary to Utah.
first
19
20

J. Smith and H. Smith,
I bid.

III,

262.

10
The initial
factor

failure

to secure

Joseph as their

in the slow growth of the Reorganization

of the leadership
remained

of the group like

optimistic

leader,

only that

By 1 a t e 1859 ,young

it be known that

provided

"due time."

high priesthood.
Joseph's

the appointed

2

place

spoke before

by them as their

the 1850's.

and Z. H. Gurley

acceptance

of the leader-

he would never be their
to accept

their

the leadership

located

Some

offer.

of the Church.

on the Illinois

and April

He let

Central

6, 1860, was the Lord's

a group of 150 to 300 individuals

Prophet

and ordained

president

of the

22
initial

to the major differences
Sain ts in Utah.

to accept

a small hamlet

Young Joseph

and was accepted

inspired

was a definite

. d h'is inspira
.
. t·ion. 21
J osep h h a d receive

he was willing

Amboy, Illinois,
Railroad,

future

Joseph had not declared

he did not feel

during

Jason W. Briggs

about young Joseph's

ship of the Church.

prophet

statement

before

the group at Amboy provided

between the Reorganization

voice

and the Latter-day

He declared:

¾easons for his acceptance are debated by the Mormon Church in
Utah and the Reorganization.
B. H. Roberts, a Utah historian,
states
that Joseph Smith III accepted the position
because he had been a failure
in storekeeping,
railroa d contracting , the study of law, and farming.
(B. H. Roberts, Comprehensive History of the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day
Saints (Provo, Utah: Brigham Young University
Press, 1965),
V, p. 137.)
Reorganized historians
feel young Joseph had accepted the
new position
through no choice of his own but, as he said •••
"in
obedience to a power not of my own." Anderson and Hulmes , 162, and
J. Smith and H. Smith, III, 247.
22
Plaintiff's
abstract
of evidence in the Jackson County Temple Lot
Suit, 39, shows about 150 people were in attendance
according to the
testimony of Joseph Smith III (as cited in B. H. Roberts, V, 139.)
Reorganized historians
claim about three '.hundred men and women representatives were present.
Anderson and Hulmes, 159.

11
of any
taught by the leaders
There is but one principle
abhorrence . That
of this people that I hold in utter
faction
(p oly gamy) taught by Brigham Young and those
is a principle
I have been told that my father taught
in him.
believing
I have never b elieved it and never can
such doctrines.
I believ e my father was a good man, and a
b eli eve it ••..
such doctrines.23
gooj man never could have promulgated

was so often

referred

Young Joseph

work brought

ones for

throughout

were in Iowa and Illinois.

branches
hundreds

of members into

in western

disappointed
of Mormonism .

Iowa.

and disillusioned.
The message

Other Saints

with the
25

the Church .

from the migration
had returned

These people
of the Reorganization

often

.

the Reorganization

the Midwest united

were Mormons who had separated

people

and settled

members of the Reorgan ization

other

were successful

scattered

Most of these

missionary

with

shared

years

three

Dozens of branches

these

also

dis lik e for Brigham Young. 24

The next

Church.

and definitely

the two Churches.

distinguished

the general

sides

to arrl.accep t ed by both

sing l e reason

no other

were to gai n re cognition,

doctrines

marriage .

It was plural

announced.

Mormons in Utah was officially
While other

would oppose the

over which the Reorganization

issue

The basic

still

declaring

Active
Many of
westward

from Utah often
held

convictions

opposition

to

History of the Church of
23Inez Smith Davis, The Story of the Church:
Missouri : Herald
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints (4th ed . , Independence,
House, 1948), 451.
Publishing
24
Herald,
like of
dueling
weapon"

Saints
Joseph Smith (1832-1914),"
In "The Memoirs of President
Young Joseph Smith gives another reason for hi s disLXXXII, 48 .
Jo seph with a
Brigham had presented
Brigham Young. Apparently
that had a hair trig ger . Thi s "flimsy dangerous and deadly
pistol
had often gone off in his hands.

25 11
Which Branches of the Church United in the Reorganization,"
prepared by the Salt Lake City Branch of the Reorganized Church of J es us
(Mimeographed copy in the
1-2.
n.d.,
Christ of Latter Day Saints,
of this author.)
possession

12

polygamy and the successorship
message.

It won many of them back into

of dissatisfied

son was an influential

the folds

Danish Mormons had backtrailed

Nebraska. 26

in western

was soon established
people

of the Prophet's

Among these

peopl~

of Mormonism.

from Utah and were located

a branch

in Douglas County which later

for the Church and an outstanding

Numbers

of the Reorganization
provided

missionary

talented

to Utah--Magnus

Fyrando.
The main efforts
centered

around gathering

several
their

of the Reorganization

years

to collect

convictions

strength

in Utah.

in this

developed

attitudes

1.
Prophet

While it would take

several

J.
Joseph

settled

Church

to gain the

missionary

effort

Smith III

Polygamy originated

by the Lord.

apostles

was the true

by the

were not authorized

to lead

successor.

under direction

of Brigham Young and not

Smith.

The True Latter
publication

Day Saints'

of the Reorganization.

Herald

was established

The editor,

Isaac

as the weekly
Sheen, developed

26
William Mulder, Homeward to Zion: The Mormon Migration from
Scandinavia
(Minneapolis,
Minnesota:
University
of Minnesota Press,

105.

in

on the following

from the Church established

Brigham Young and the other
Joseph

area who had retained

years

to focus an active

Joseph Smith and had been rejected

the Church.

It took

to the Mormon Church in Utah:

The Utah Church strayed

2.

years

toward the much larger

the West, the members of the Reorganization
in regards

three

in Mormonism.

and membership required

attitudes

the first

Mormons in the Midwest.

most of the Saints

and interest

The Reorganization
established

the scattered

during

1957),

13
an effective

into

the Herald
establishment

of a publication

The positions

were often

during

27

filled

the days of the Prophet

leadership
religious

voice

needed,

Along with the

of the Church.

came the filling
with individuals
Joseph. 27

the Reorganization

of many church offices.
who had been prominent

With these

men providing

became a functioning,

the

effective

organization.

Among these
W, W. Blair.

men were Isaac

Sheen,

z.

H. Gurley,

William Marks and

14

CHAPTERII
BECOMESINTERESTEDIN UTAH
THE REORGANIZATION

among the membership

crusade
that

by a growing number of people

"relic

probably

Joseph

1860, mentioned

that

of Brigham's

the United

address

a gentleman
people

The

States.
Many felt

struggle.

This

be abolished.

but was

others.

as several

in his

was

church leaders

of the Reorganization

the leadership

influenced

Smith III,

also

should

of barbarism"

a reason

throughout

was becoming a bitter

slavery

to abolish

not a s important

majority

by Brigham Young and other

and beguiled

the other

feeling

that

and attitude

in Utah who had been suppos-

of the people

in the welfare

Interest

shared

to the interest

contributed

from

years

toward Utah.

was developed

edly misled

the three

during

of the Reorganization

Many factors

1860-1863.

in Utah developed

for the Saints

an:i interest

A growing concern

Ear

Eye and a Listening

A Watchful

before

the Amboy conference

in

him that

the

from Utah had informed

and not satisfied

were restless

with their

28
·
con d i· t ions.

Letters

were sent

Reorganization
new developments.

28

to Joseph

from Utah declaring
Other l et ters

Anderson and Hulmes , 164 .

Smith III
that

and other

the people

described

leaders

of the

in Utah were awaiting

the impact in Utah of the

15
paper

Reorganized
September

the Saints ' Herald, 29 edited

1861 issue

of the Herald

by Isaac

Sheen.

the following

contained

The
from

letter

Utah:
read the fifth number of
Dear Brother Sheen, When I first
your Herald , there was quite a company in the house, all a
to believe the contents of it, and rejoice
inclined
little
They want
greatly in the news concerning the Prophet Joseph.
correspondence
private
have
to
also
Herald,
me to send for your
that we may know, if any of us would truly
with you by letters,
believe your system, how to act and be in union with the new
organization.
Another

letter

in June 1861 stated:

excitement in this
considerable
Your pamphlet is creating
Most
in the Territory.
place, and in some of the settlements
(or r ather the disaffected),
of the Mormons in this place,
believe in young Joseph, and wish God-speed to him, and many are
this
to leave Utah for the States and California
preparing
spring.JO
The Saints ' Herald was influential
the Reorganization.

in convincing
31

many people

to

There were many letters

leave

Utah and join

written

from Utah.

People traveling

from the Utah Territory

further

information

about conditions

there . 32

Unfavorable

relayed
reports

of

29

began sending issues of the
The leaders of the Reorganization
was
Saints ' Herald to Utah in early 1860 as soon as the publication
established.
30

saints ' Herald, June and September
in Utah,"
Stephen J. Bradley, "J osephites
Branch Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ
City, Utah, July 10, 1966, 1, mimeographed
author.

as quoted in
1861 issues,
a lecture before the Salt Lake
Salt Lake
of Latter Day Saints,
of this
copy in the possession

31

in Utah," 1, says that, "at one time the
Bradley, "Josephites
was almost
emigration reached the point where the town of Coalville
One questions
waiting to go East."
composed of Josephites
entirely
people
or simply discontented
whether all these people were Josephites
leaving the Territory.
32

Herald, November 15, 1863 ,
Edmund Briggs writing in the Saints'
had been received from different
said "that over five hundred letters
there."
in the city, urging young Joseph to send missionarjp,s
families

16
Utah conditions
conditions

were carried

were reached

people

as 1848, people

33

and Illinois.

Missouri,

from Utah to Iowa, Nebraska,

Some of these

As early

to the Midwest.

in Utah and returned

were returning

with

by many who became dissatisfied

of the Reorganiza-

by the missionaries

tion.

1848. After accepting
missionary

message he labored

their

for six years

Derry found himself

trade,

he moved to Ogden.

He found little

new wife and family

provided.

on what he felt
Reformation

happiness

behavior

in Utah and the Utah War further
soon seized

him.

he laid

in Cache Valley.

in Utah,

of leading
alienated

Knowing that

other

his

by
In 1855,

than what his

economic failure

He blamed his continued

was the unchristian

of rebellion"

"spirit

Church cattle

small

A blacksmith

on with his children.

herding

his

On the Great Plains

to Utah.

wife in her grave and proceeded

from Utah in

as an outstanding

In 1854, he brought

in England.

to America and emigrated

family

Mormons was Charles

in England by missionaries

Derry had been converted

Derry.

returning

of these

One of the most outstanding

Mormons,
Derry.

The

The

"a wise head would

1134he waited for the proper opportunity to slip away
with his wife and children, 35 Because of his poverty Derry could only
keep a still

tongue,

33

The Diary of Hosea
Juanita Brooks (ed.), On the Mormon Frontier:
of Utah
University
Society,
Utah State Historical
Stout (Salt Lake City:
of the
Press, 1964), II, 317-18. These pages contain the description
Wm. Sears, Wm. Weeks, and David Slidham who were
of John Fields,
families
already tired of the Salt Lake Valley,

3411
Iowa:
Latter

The Autobiography of Charles Derry," Journal of History (Lamoni,
of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Board of Publication
1908), I, 287.
Day Saints,

35
stating

from Brigham Young
IV, 4J8. Derry did have a certificate
Ibid.,
he was not to be molested on his journey eastward.

17
rode

Both families

man's wagon.

another

which pulled

the cattle

provide

in the same vehicle.

He had already

in Nebraska.

brother

Derry joined

land."

to the salt

"look back with regret

to cause any of them to

eastward

trip

this

during

transpired

Nothing

his mother and
from

them by letter

discouraged

coming to Utah. 36

with Derry was George Bellamy,

One of the men leaving

ization.

Charles

He would return

in the Reorganization.

priests

important

other

the early

to the Midwest during
Economic problems

Alexander

provided

as a sergeant

the Mormon Battalion
became very bitter

because

to their

families.

had sent
California

in 1847, there

he traveled

spring

38

IV, 631.

Ibid. , 576.

group.

under Captain

When McCord arrived
was no family

J J . Smith and H. Smith,
37Ibid.,

Disillusionment

to discover

III,

772.

there

In 1846, McCord joined
Hunt. 38

Jefferson

in Salt

awaiting

his family

and

for leaving.

Brigham Young kept the money that

eastward

6

Derry.

to the number of

many more with reasons

were of this

McCord and family

from Utah

returned

in the Great Basin contributed

of the leadership

dislike

Many

1860's.

as in the case of Charles

leaving,

people

to England. 37

in the Reorganization

figures

future

to Utah as a missionary

of the Reorganization

missionary

and was the first

of the high

and president

became an apostle

Derry later

who later

Branch.

Louis Reorganized

of the St.

was the president

Derry to the Reorgan-

converted

and W.W. Bla ir

In 1861, E. C. Briggs

the Battalion

Lake City

him.

He

from

The next

safe but suffering

18

ridiculed.

39

in the early
operating

and had been publicly

Brigham for food and clothing

had once approached

McCord stayed

in the Midwest and joined

a saw mill

Grove,

near Galland's
Reorganized

to be one of the first

the Reorganization

Iowa. 40

McCord was destined

to enter

missionaries

in

farm and assisted

In 1862, he had a good-sized

1860's.

McCord's wife

them,

Bri gham had promised

of the necessities

from lack

Utah the follow-

ing year.
Not all
California

attracted

were later

reached

converts

many disillusioned

ary in Utah.

from Utah,

the next two yea rs preaching
ment in th e Gr eat
an escort

of troo ps.

missionary,
to Utah .

and in 1854, emigrated

Brand settled

ene r gy t o be use d ten years

later

missionin

In 1852, Brand was baptized

An effective

Basin was not the best

people

One of the

the most outst anding Reorganized

Hi s name was E. C. Br and.

England by missionaries

Hundreds of these

Saints.

of the Reorganization.

by missionaries

was to become probably

to the Midwest ,

Utah returned

the Mormons who left

for in 1860, he left

in California

Brand spent
His adjustUtah with

and must have stored

up

earned him

in Utah where his reputation

"impulsive
He was an ec centric,
the nickname of "Blastin g Powder Br and."
an d pus h i. ng man. 1141 Even with these attri butes he would obtain cele brit y
the Reorganization

within

for his la bors in California

Gl aud Rodgers was anoth er individual

who had ori gi nally

Church in England and ended up in Califo rnia.
39

and Utah,

After

joined

the

his conversion,

c. V. Waite, The Mormon Prophet and His Harem (Cambridge: Riverside Press, 1866 ), 6- 7. Contains a sworn statement by Alexander McCord
the Waites in Salt Lake City in 186J .
wh o visited
40
Joseph Smith
Mary Audentia Smith Anderson, "Memories of President
Saints ' Herald, LXXXI (April 4, 19J4), 4Jl.
(1832-1914),"
41
J. Smith and H. Smith , IV, 78.

19

In 1851, he came to Utah and once there

Church in England.
from the path"

in California
also

with C. W. Wandell,

terminated

life

These are only examples

people

of the Reorganized
leaving

the leaders

in the Great Basin.

field

church did not have a friend
combined with a natural

By 186J,

.
ln

d"lVl "d ua

in Nevada. 42

of individuals

who left

desire

felt

the Reorganized

a total

the

With so many good

to Utah.

for their

of support

would find

missionaries

or relative
to convert

in Utah.
all

All these

to their

of the Reorganization

Church had obtained

of the Church was probably

a fruit-

factors
stimulated

.

the membership and

to the Great Basin.
known branches

faith

move-

the new

Very few of the members within

of eighty-four

The population
1 44

that

was provided

influenced

people

these

by

Utah and became

leadership

Important

and the evidence

needed to send missionaries

had brought
tion.43

preaching

on the part

actions

more definite

interest

from Utah.

Church to turn

the Territory

Utah,

ment within
ful

to the Reorganization

and very definitely

for the new church
decision

to Australia

with the Reorganization.

associated

departed

and became a missionary

a convert
while

"fast

Rodgers was reached

in 1854.

in California

and settled

the Reorganization

Rodgers'

for the Mormon

missionary

as an active

years

eight

Rodgers had spent

into

Their

elders

the Reorganiza-

over two thousand

s.

42

"Extrac ts From the Closing Pages of the Diary of C. W. Wandell,
Autumn Leaves, XVI, 5.
Missionary to Australia,"
4311
1-2.
Which Branches of the Church United in the Reorganization,"
20,
of these branches included Iowa 37, Illinois
Geographic distribution
Wiscon sin 7, Canada 4, Nebraska 4, Michigan 4, Missouri 4, Indiana 2.
44
History of Utah, 1540-1886 (San Francisco:
Hubert Howe Bancroft,
1889), 645.
The History Company Publishers,

20

Valley.

45

added their

of them remained and

the majority

areas,

the Church am moved on to other

Lake

with

had become discouraged

individuals

While many of these

to the Great Salt

overland

had made the trek

converts

thousand

fifty

Over

larger.

group in Utah was considerably

Saint

The Latter-day

to the number of Mormons in the Mountain West.

own increase

A Warning From the "Land of Salt."
of the Utah Leadership

The Reactions

While the missionaries
building

were caught up in

of the Reorganization

membership,

the Church's

to Unwelcome Voices

the Saints

in the Great Basin were busy

goal and found little

were working for this
opposed it.

Gentile

numbers were increasing
challenge

the immediate

provide

Utah did.

within

with an insight

the leader

President

who

but did not

in the Territory

to the Kingdom of God that

to evangelize

In 1852, and especially
Bishop,

for those

tolerance

two schisms
to other

The manner in which the Mormons of Utah reacted

Mormon groups who tried
Reorganization

in Utah

The leadership

The Kingdom of God was becoming a reality.

too.

of a sma ll

Brigham Young, upset

in the Territory

provided

the

of what they could expect.
in the spring
group,
because

of 1853, followers

were preaching

in Salt

of Gladden
Lake City.

"when I went from meeting last

crying in the streets
Sabbath, my ears were saluted with an apostate
1146
and to keep
not to "court persecution"
warned the Gladdenites
here,
their

tongues

still,

45 Jensen,

1.

46

Journal

47

Ibid.,

or sudden destruction

of Discourses,

SJ.

would come upon them. 47

I (March 27, 1853),

82.

The

21

preacher

of Gladden Bishop,

meetings

dispersed

recanted.

By

to the leadership

Lake City.

on the Weber River,

was not delivered

But Israel

coming of the Savior

Morris

Burton and the Utah Militia.
the following

Reorganized

missionaries

A note written
describes

fracas.

throughout

were scattered

by Morris

predicted

Idaho,

on the walls

48Bancroft,

Morris
miles

thirty-five

ul field

and

second
Colonel

before

were killed

others

followers

north

Israel

"to deliver

arrive

gathered

revelations

of Morris

eventually

50 Later
among these

of a Union Fort building

the situa tio n th at the elders

organization.

its

to build

Nevada, and California.
a fruitf

48

in the Territory.

and the immediate

and several

were to find

or

the Territory

receiving

didn't

The remaining

for

to leave

left

Morris prepared

sins.

warned Brigham Young of his

until

in Utah from "within"

was beginning

49 He claimed to be daily

and his

custody

came from Joseph Morris and his followers.

over four hundred disciples

during

and active

1854, there was not a vocal Gladdenite

while the Reorganization

from Bondage."

either

of the Gladdenites

The second challenge

This challenge

a follower

he was allowed

his preaching,

The rest

California.

to the pulpit

being held in custody

After

marshal.

confined

taken into

found himself

by a city

to desist

he promised

of Salt

Smith,

to Brigham Young, but Alfred

according

occurred

was basically

to the Gladdenites

Utah reaction

people.

perhaps

of the Reorganization

could have

643- 644.

49Mulder, 184.
50

in Utah,"
Jo hn Banks, "A Document History of the Morrisites
thesis provides
This
1909.)
of Utah,
University
(unpublished M.S. thesis,
Church's
Utah
the
account of
the reader with a very pro-M orrisite
affair.
handling of the Morrisite

22

learned

about by the examples of the Morrisites

read:
Brigham rules,
The Kingdom grows.
The Stone is rolling,
Mind your toes.51

5lJ.

Smith and H. Smith, IV, 184.

and Gladdenites.

It

23

CHAPTERIII
TRUMPETSIN THE WILDERNESS
The First
"Arise,
him with all

shake off your sins;

of 186J.

two elders

or by accident,

Edmund C. Briggs,

His preaching
there,

he labored

period

admirably

fitted

In the short

over one hundred new members had been baptized
This young apostle

was

for the work ahead of him.

member of the Mormon Battalion,
there.

of the

Quorum of Twelve

in Iowa had been very successful.

The companion with Briggs was Alexander

people

to go to Utah

missionary

the first

of the Church organized.SJ

and six branches

of the

the leadership
missionaries

Church, was now a member of the Reorganization's
Apostles.

of the Reorganiza-

of 186J.

two very capable

had selected

Reorganization
in the spring

in the fall

selection

Through careful

1152 These were the words both heard

in Uta h as the first

ministry

began their

tion

once again to the Lord and serve

turn

your might and strength.

and read by many people

in Utah

Missionaries

His dislike

in which he carried

had already

McCord.

McCord, as an ex-

been in Utah and knew many

f or Brigham Young probably

added to the zeal

out hi s work .

52

Address to the Saints in
Edmund C. Briggs and R. N. Attwood,
[Reorganized Church of
Illinois:
Plano,
ed.,
(rev.
Utah and California,
used by the early
tract
A
48.
1869),
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saint~,
W. Blair.
William
and
III
and later revised by Joseph Smith
missionaries
SJFlanders,

"The Mormons Who Did Not Go West,"

27.

24

many more mission aries
Briggs

55

him on his mission.

were soon supposed to be laboring

only Alexander

Eventually

in Utah. 54
with

to accompany him and cooperate

or four elders

three

expected

Evidently

to accompany E. C. Briggs.

C. G. McIntosh was originally

the Midwest

McCord left

in c ompany with him.
Lake City by mule and wagon on the

at Salt

McCord and Briggs arrived
7th of August 1863. 56

and McCord in a heated

The 11th of August found Briggs
Brigham Young and twenty-five
clash

direct

outside

The elders

the conflict

upset

A correspondent

during

this

between Briggs

"Troubles

are brewing in the Church."

Briggs was told

that

first

According

56
Davis,

48.

III,

Derry,"
320.

The "Lion of the

Bridger

from Fort

to the correspondent,

at any place

house in Utah, if he, Brig ham Young, could prevent

Smith and H. Smith,

sharp was

and Brigh am Young under the title,

he "could not preach

5411
The Autobiog raphy of Charles

in the

interview.

Union writing

for the Sacramento

the interview

for

in it

Especially

the Utah l eade rship.

describes

SSJ.

purpose

their

declared

between Edmund Bri ggs and Bri gham Young.

Lord" had met his "Luther"

in Utah was

Josephites.

apostate

of the Reorganization

which further

Territory

There was no place

the Kingdom of God.

especially

churches,

way could either

The Church leadership

about the results.

upon building

intent

In no possible

between the two interests.

satisfied

side feel

There was a

of his associates.

to thirty

with

session

38.

it

or live

in any

and· further,

that

25

hour.

1157

I do
and I will
people not
and while
meetings.58

of Brigham Young were not completely

the morning following

in Salt

stayed

courage

hall

He was successful

experiences

58

in visiting

homes, praying,

him.

Even President

his Church.

finally

Young's

settled
that

the
"he

but not Brigham Young 's. 1159

authority

Union co rrespondent

while in Salt

Herald,

as

of the Reorganization,

Appeal to the police

describes

another

of Mr. Briggs

Lake City:

sacra mento Union, as cited

saints'

a man

Briggs was either

him.

on the topic

the Saints

Briggs

there.

As Briggs was removed, he remarked to the policeman
his

but

out,

landlady

Within a few weeks of his arrival,

or a fool.

The Sacramento

57

who would receive

could not quiet

down.

recognized

Lake City.

stood up and defended

young Briggs
warnings

for Ogden to begin proselyting

Young addressed

President

with Brigham, Briggs'

McCord left

with those

and singing
of great

his interview

carried

she could not keep him any longer.

him that

Alexander

Briggs was told:

not want any of your preaching here or your doctrine
you, and warn the
immediately write and advertise
to receive you or your doctrine into their houses;
over the Bowery you cannot hold
I have influence

The threats

informed

a reference

includes

and personalities.

of doctrine

clash

to a very definite

for a single

on the streets

of the interview

own description

Briggs'

life

for his

he would not be responsible

in Bradley,

IV (September

15, 1863),

2.
89-90.

59
veda E. Smith, Young People's History of the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latt er Day Saints (Lamoni, Iowa: Herald Publishing House,
1918), II, 105.

26
of August lJth, Briggs entered into a
On the afternoon
with an old man who has a candy store on
conversation
Briggs conversaA crowd soon gathe red.
Emigration Street,
tion was rapidly changing into a sermon, and the crowd was
the
when the police came along and dispersed
increasing
gathering,60

the elders

61
in the Waite home on the 2Jrd of August 186J.

meetings

Open street
had ten years

On September

was organized

distinction

in Salt

of beginning

a group , other

Lake City.

the first

than the established

the fold:

60

Sacramento

Church,

in Utah. 6 3

engaged in his

His labors

and his wife,

a John Taylor

Union,

These Reorganized
religious

from Ogden in mid-October,

returned

as quoted

By the

in all. 62

continuous

actively

end of

A small

elders

services

calling.

had brought

and Stephen

from Bradley

they

was

service

baptismal

were baptized,

individuals

twenty

Alexande r McCord was also

into

people

Sixteen

Septembe ~ Bri ggs had baptized
branch

that

the same method.

tried

Reorganized

6 , 1863, the first

Lake City.

held in Salt

missionaries.

in 186J met with the same opposition

when the Gladdenites

earlier

The judge and his wife

of the Josephite

supporters

and active

were very sympathetic

was held

meeting

official

first

Their

of the Reorganization,

to

opened his residence

in Utah,

official

a government

Judge Waite,

three

Maloney,

had the
held by

He
people
Both of

2.

61

The Mormon Prophet and His Harem in which she
Mrs, Waite wrote
128. "The Movein detail,
of the Reor ganization
the efforts
describes
was inaugurated,
and a system of proselyting
ment was commended in earnest,
which has drawn hundreds of deluded people back to their duty to themselves
the power of Brigham so
and their country, and which even now threatens
to its fall."
strongly that it seems almost tottering
62
63

J . Smith and H. Smith,

III,

orson J. Whitney, History
Cannon and Sons Coo, 1898), III,

JJ4.
of Utah (Salt

3110

Lake City:

George Q,

27
men were ordained

these

soon followed

wife and family

Maloney's

tion.

and were strong

elders

movement gain momentum.

Almost all

once

Church held in Utah in early
-- North , South,

and North Ogden with thirty.

prospering
Briggs
Their

" equal

to any expectation

and McCord carried
first

concern

for an

of the Reor gan -

Three branches

divided

into

were solidly

ove r one hundred members, Provo with

Lake Branch with

established--Salt

conference

1864 showed Utah Territory

and Central.

the

were over three

of them were pre paring

The first

from the Territory.

migration

G. P. Dykes 64 helped

of 1864, there

spring

By the

in Utah.

Josephites

districts

of Elder

and the ordaining

New converts

Utah.

to Utah prior

was not removed immediately

and fear

arrival

Fear of

at first.

were present .

elders

fifty-two,

four

and baptized

Church from spreading

persec ut io n had kept the Reorganized
to the missionaries'

slowly

progressed

The work of the Reorganization

three

Briggs

could report

the work

I have ever had. 1165

a three-pronged

message to the people

was to announce the Reor ganization

64

of

with Joseph

Almost
Dykes was baptized at Salt Lake City in November of 186J.
The Union Vedette, I
service.
immediately he prepared for missionary
(Dec . 18, 186J), a non-Mormon newspaper published at Fort Douglas, carried
preposes to hold forth soon in
a notice that "Elder G. P. Dykes •.•
the
stating
Dykes wrote a long article
advocacy of his pe culiar faith."
It was this same Utah convert who opened the
belief s of the Josephites.
mission for the Reorganization.
California
65

in

in Provo.

individuals

ized

later

Provo and Springville

He found many who were "with us in faith"

the fall.

early

into

moved south

Briggs

Young Apostle

hundred

the example set by the

of the family.

husband and father

the

members of the Reorganiza-

sa ints'

Herald,

IV (October

15, 186J),

12J~l24.

28
Smith III

it

work and carry
The elders

on. ,.66 The most vocal
denied

of the Reorganization

condemnation

the death

you are now without

a prophet

that

contended

The missionaries

Church and formed a church fold

their

first

of Briggs
year's

Jason W. Briggs
"the

footprints

visible,
,.68
OU.t

and all

to guide you. 1167
from the original
differences

of the first

missionaries

in Utah had begun in earnest
Most of the people

emigrated

efforts

from Salt

of the first
the soft

stated:

Joseph

Other doctrinal

the efforts

and McCord.

writing

in the flesh

of his own.

The work of the Reorganization
the arrival

upon them-

issues.

around these

were directed

of the Prophet

Brigham had apostatized

upon, but principally

were touched

They

the Utah leadership.

against

was directed

area of attention

Had not Brigham Young, after
"Brethren,

in Nauvoo.

in polygamy.

when they participated
The third

originated

Joseph Smith neither

said both men and women of Utah were bringing
selves

around polygamy.

centered

on polygamy while

a revelation

nor received

the doctrine

issue

argued

take up the

"my son Joseph will

Joseph had declared,

the Prophet

that

The Elders

of the Church.

to leadership

of the first-born

right

They claimed young Joseph had the

message.

to their

added much prestige

leader

son was their

the Prophet's

that

The fact

at the head.

from Utah during

converted
the spring

Lake City twelve years

missionaries

later

of the Reorganization

soap of the Tabernacle

with
during
of 1864.
declared,
are still

works can not wash them

66B.
riggs and Attwood, 31.
67Ibid.,
39.
68

Jason W. Briggs

1875), 10.

(ed.),

The Messenger,

I (Salt

Lake CHv,

December

29

CHAPTERIV
THE FIRST FIVE YEARSIN UTAH, 186J-1868

an account

is basically

Edmund C. Briggs

having nothing

Midwest,

that

the new generation

in Utah that

to find

Reorganization
This often
ba ckground.

had lived

that

mis sion a ries

enabled

Directly
mis si onaries.

These were often

Maloney,

the first

a second group of Reorganized

still

as advocates

five years.

of the

the Territory.

within

the peopl e with more of a corrrrnon
E. C. Brand tried

in Utah came the third

the most successful

were of this
Representatives

them-

to ally

in Utah.

group that
of this

group of
of

representatives

Thomas Job, George P. Dykes, R.H.

and Mark H. Forscutt

to the

McCord and J. W. Gillen

a gain s t the leadership

from among the c onverts

the Reorg anization.

the closeness

in Utah and returned

McCord, Gil l en, and l ater

with the Utah Saints

selves

of converts.

William Woodhead and George

Alexander

friend s and relatives

either

the Reorganization,

They lacked

represented

them to approach

They were of

in Utah.

Church or the children

like

individuals

McCord and Gillen

possessed.

during

had grown up within

were of the same school .

Redfield
people

in c ommonwith the people

repre s ented thi s group.

Edmund C. Briggs

came from the

Some of the appointees

them.

to the Reorganized

converts

direct

of many

McCord were prototypes

and Alexander

followed

that

missionaries

impact.

they made little

that

so rapidly

from the Territory

emigrated

people

While

missionaries.

of their

of the activities

were made, these

of converts

hundreds

in the Great Basin from 1863-1868

of the Reorganization

The story

Attwood,

Stephen

worked in Utah
latter

group

JO

H. Smith was an exception

Ale xander

In 1862, he was baptized
field,

Mission

in 1866.

The fall

proceed

Church appointed
journey
Redfield

during

July

W. Gaylord

This was the first

would complete
that

the first

of 1864, Briggs

69

R.H.

McCord working

and Alexander

to

and D. B. Harrington

of the Reorganized
to

and George Redfield,

of several

missions

the

arrival,

that

George

in the Great Basin .
of these

appointed

elders

Attwood,

ordained

expounding

missionaries

in Utah.

the faith

a seventy 69 in the early

The person holding the office of a Seventy within
has a special calling to preach and administer
Priesthood
contains
or Melchizedek Priesthood
The higher priesthood
and High Priests.
Elders, Seventies,

in Utah

arrived

and McCord had found and set apart

and Stephen Maloney were actively

Ogden region.

some time

he spent

among the men who had recent ly embraced the Reorganization
Taylor

in the

of the California

charge

1864 conference

The April

two more elders,

westward.

By the time

McIntosh

C.H.

in Utah.

to missions

in 18J8.

unproven

Still

two months of their

Within

of Utah.

had appointed

He was the

groups.

success.

of 1863 found Edmund C. Briggs

Reorganization

.

to the west coast

While traveling

alone in the Territory

these

an appoint ment to take

in Utah, with limited

preaching

to all

int o the Reorganization

he received

mission

and

former friends

born at Far West, Missouri,

Joseph,

son of the Prophet

third

would

fr om the faith.

them apostates

now considered

neighbors

Their

persecution.

of the most intense

the object

who often

the Territory

messag e, but they in turn were sometimes

ear to their

lend a listening

within

had relatives

also

These individuals

feelings.

with similar

and knew of associates

in many friends

brought

John

in the
spring

the Mormon
the gospel.
the offices of

31
of mission ary work among the Saints

of 1864, had begun a life

This man was one of the most

Thomas Job led the work in the Provo area.
early

and outstanding

persistent

arrived,

a nd Harrington

McIntosh

and five

seventy,

work had been instrumental
Perhaps

for home in July of 1864.

His zeal for the

in forming the Reorganized

branch at Ogden.

Reorganized

General

were called

Conference,

which would prevent

I am ready.

1172

Until

tions

of Idaho.

declined

to return

the following

the opportunity.

"I have neither

me undertaking

His labors

place

District

to go to Utah in 1866, at the

several

he was released

worker in the Great Basin.
Malad Valley

took Briggs'

J. W. Gillen,

young elder,

who stood up and declared,

was Gillen
property

1866, when he asked to be allowed

in the West until

When missionaries

year.

of Utah and the Pacific

Pre sident

Edmund C. Briggs was sustained

A fiery

one

the old sco re with Brigham Young was settled.

he now felt

and labored
home. 71

high priests,

of three

force,

missionary

they found an active

70

elders.

McCord left

Alexander

When

in the Territory.

missionaries

from Briggs and McCord, consisting

aside

in Utah.

a mission

in 1867, Gillen
centered

He was instrumental

It

wife nor child

nor

in the Lord's

work,

was an effective

in Northern

in establishi

Utah and the

ng the founda-

of the Malad Branch.

70

J. Smith and H. Smith, III, 373. Frederi ck Ursenback, John Stiles,
R.H. Attwood,
and Thomas Squires were the newly ordained high priests,
the se venty, i'.and Henry Ursenback, David Pudzey, A. Williams, Wm. Chapman,
and Thomas Job were ordained elders.
7libid.,
72

saints'

418.
Herald,

IX (June 25, 1866) 221.
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The Labors of the Reorganized

26, 1864, the first

On January

brought

to leave

the opportunity

in Utah were willing

many people

.

Spring

encouragement ,

With this

the Territory.

to openly embra ce the Reorganization.

quite

They were able to exercise

in Utah.

over conditions

John

dissatisfied

on the people who were already

capitalized

The missionaries

Lake Branch.
individuals

over a membership of thirty-nine

presided

Stiles

Church in

of the Reorganized

the Great Salt

It was called

Utah was organized.

branch

Missionaries

an influence

over them. 73
meetings

Public
as opportunity

were usually

debates
the best

a meeting

provided

unsuccessful.

means of opposing

the missionaries

elde r there

or some of the halls

in."

houses to preach

While Edmund C. Briggs

Apostle

of

The presiding

for meetings.

"No we do not wish to let

had replied,

was not

of the Reorganization

of 186.3, he had asked for the privilege

was in Ogden in the fall
the Tabernacle

of the Mormon Church felt

voice than possible.

to give them any more public

using

The leaders

at public

Attempts

and a crowd.

place

as often

missionaries

were held by the Reorganized

you have any of our

Rich of the Utah Church then chastised

Elder Briggs.
In December of 186_3,Edmund C. Briggs was still
·
· h old meet ings
h ouse to
.
. 1 h a 11, or commad ious
a singe
available

halls

left

to hou s e in the settlements

(July

7311
History

the alternative

the mi ssionaries
and holding

meetings

J. Smith and H. Smith , III,

.
_368

·
in.

11

to "procure

74 The lack of
house

of tracting

with families

of Weber County ," Tullidge ' s Quarterly

188J), 62.3.
74

unable

that

Magazine , II

would

33

in Utah felt

school~

were here to challenge

the Kingdom of God that

were working

so hard to establish.

This often

any more attention
them before

placing

mis si onaries

to the m.

instructions

to local

Only with the arrival

Brigham Young.
occasionally
public

spoke at Provo,

to the elders
in Salt

and

the

was exercised

chastisement,

and

were given.

leaders

H. Smith,

a son of the Prophet

se nd someone to defend polygamy and

ten ye a r s , there

, but only while Alexander

response

as po ss ible

Excommunicati ons,

of Alexander

Aft er the first

ignored

While they publically

in 1866, did the Utah Chur ch openly

by

especially

of the Church leaders

as much effort

efforts,

and their

to give

it was foolish

than necessary,

The attitude

the public.

in opposition

privately
special

to the miss ionaries

one of sile nce.

was usually

press

toward the Reorganized

of the Utah Chur ch felt

The leaders

.

missionaries

the Mormons

for the hostile

accounted

of Utah maintained

the people

spirit

The

of the Reorganization.

missionaries

uncooperative

apostates.
to open homes,

they refused

often

by actions--for

to the missionaries

and chapels

They looked

and deceived

upon the members of the new Churc h as strangers
Thoughts were expressed

and labor

in prestige

greatly

when they came to Utah.

and relatives

friends

and had lost

had the truth.

they already

in Utah had sacrificed

Most of the Saints

the

that

hard for them to realize

It was often

of the people

majority

vast

saving

their

to bring

efforts

The mis sionar ies were sin c ere in their
message to the people.

conditions.

found inhospitable

the Mormons in Utah, they continually

among

labored

of the Reorganization

As the missionaries

them in.

let

were public

debates

Smith was in Utah was there

of the Reorganization.

Lake City at Independen ce Hall,

When Alexander
and at Fox's

any

J4
Gardens he found his

him, 75

to speak against

to drive

opposition

could be exercised

The Reorganized

He often

pretensions."

When the Josephite
they often

many times

he tried

mentions

wasteful

the Utah leaders

that

felt

missionaries.

in Utah reacted
Often there

challenged

the meetings

from the meeting

missionary

it was not often

75

Roberts,

Comp. History,

of the Utah Church,

places.

77
of the

78

bands and assassins.
being murdered.

If

condition

than he entered

harm received

from the people

in worse physical

due to the physical

76

Few of the missionaries

was open opposition.

of any Reorganized

the Territory

their

to debates.

in many ways to the preaching

by Danite

someone left

Edmund C.

debate.

Utah leaders

did not claim to have been threatened
There is no record

were

to "have run down and tested

attended

missionaries

were asked or ordered

The people

it,

them.

to meet and engage them in open and fair

unwilling
Briggs

against

strongly

missionaries

from the Territory,

missionaries

the Reorganized

impossible

with the Lord.

While it was

them the chance of success.

could bring

Only isolation

covenant

and special

mission

appointed

own divinely

their

they had

They believed

at Nauvoo,

the one attempted

after

community,

for a utopian

striving

were still

The Utah leaders
patterned

of the Utah Church present

F, Smith,

Joseph

cousin,

V, 273,

76
Iowa:

Edmund C, Briggs, Who's Afraid to Have the Light Turned On? (Lamoni,
1876), J .
[Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints],

77

union Vedette , VII (June 15, 1864), J.

78

J , Smith and H. Smith, III , J68. Edmund C. Briggs gives a typical
received in Utah when he said, "My footsteps
to supposed threats
reaction
leaders who hYPocritically
sent by spiritual
have been dogged by assassins
profess the name of Jesus,"

35

be found.

can occasionally

to the rule

For example,

midst.

in their

to the "apostates"

in July 1864 at the home of Peter

evening meeting

from a group numbering from thirty

of rocks

volley

Briggs

source.

no amiable

When Briggs

Briggs

Reorganization.
that

agreed with the mayor for he felt

wholeheartedly

families

with their

were living

families

M. H. Forscutt

were Josephites
The day after

in Salt

in the dinner

saints'

pot.

in their

be came violently
followed.

minds that

The army surgeon

Herald , VI (October

Gillen

a threatening

they had received

and the missionaries

was no question

Elders

the

and Stephen Maloney

Lake City during

am entertained

and numbness of the hands and feet

79

of his dis-

did more than threaten

Utah occasi onally

within

of the Reorganization.

missionaries

Anderson.

Fork

1179

Extremists

families

they came from

commented on the mob,

"while they are doing his work they need be in no fear

pleasure.

there

that

individuals.

of the Devil meaning the

the mob was not afraid

that

the mayor replied

to forty

after

to the mayor of Spanish

and Job complained

who managed to get the mob to retire.

Briggs went

with volley

the elders

of the rocks convinced

and weight

The size

an

After

White,

They were saluted

with Thomas Job to his residence.

opposition

Fork was one

Spanish

open opposition.

brought

success

community where Josephite

did more than voice

people

the local

I n some localities,

Exceptions

taxingr

work in Utah was mentally

of Utah, but the missionary

sick.
While all

1866.

Both

and Peter
letter,
Vomiting,
recovered

someone had placed

both
spasms,
safely,

strychnine

at Fort Douglas tended to agree with

15, 1864),

124.

36
80

them.

Maloney's

Whether sister

the Danites

were running

. Ut a.h Sl
in

.
. .
of th e missionaries
out much injury

and peace pervades

unity

bur ns a holy fire,

the first

to work with"A spirit

in whose breast

five years

as he and other

members of the Church

Mormons who were too friendly

As early

as 1864, Briggs

reported

to the
that

or twenty were cut off from the Church in Provo for entertaining

eighteen

and housing

him or attending

exactly

the role

provided

lodging

that

his meetings. 83

the Reorganized

or attended

a Bishop 's Court and usually

people

often

accepted

Often the Utah Church played
hoped for.

missionaries

Reorganized

before

"cut

meetings,
off."

When people

they were brought

These excommunicated

the message of the Reorganization.

SOibid., X (October 23, 1866) , 142-143,
81
Bradley , 5, records the following account of an attempted assassi"On the night of April 10, 1865, as a brother Maloney was
nation:
jumped
an assassin
home, within three blocks of his residence,
returning
from behind a fence and struck him a violent blow on the head with some
a deep wound; Maloney staggered forward
inflicting
sharp instrument,
attempt
At the first
He was fired at three times.
some paces and fell.
to fire the cap only snapped, [it happens every timEO which gave him time
The third missed
The second ball wounded his left ear.
to rise and run.
Whoever was trying to
him, and he escaped from the murderous attack,"
kill him must have given up the effort until the poisoning attempt the
following year.
82

of

also burned in the eye of many a Mormon bishop

of the Reorganization.

elders

all

sustaining

the mission,

and excommunicated those

chastised

reported,

the reports

1182

That "holy fire"
during

continued

Most missionaries

In 1865, the missionaries

though.

fill

occasionally

assassinations

or

proven.

about was never conclusively

of attempted

Accounts

home cooking almost proved fatal,

saints'

SJJ.

Herald,

VII (June 1, 1865),

Smith and H. Smith,

III,

4120

171.

37

John Lewis, and John Green were ca lled

Squires,

men forward

the three

to the backbone,

am a Brighamite

homes.

scamps in their

d---d

reached

As the missionaries

record

harvest.

Thomas
the new

John Lewis joined

Reorganized

became one of the first

tracts

"d isseminating

of the Southern

for

for metals.

He and many other

Utah Mormons

reaction

in harmony with either

past

they were engaged in.

by the Utah Church to the efforts

in 1868.

the book Biographical

C. Gibbons at Pinto

1185 Mr. Gibbons

or with the activities

occurred

Utah Mission

by the Josephites.

of the Reorganiza tion

found the preaching

the Utah Church

settleme nts,

and publications

had also been prospecting

A noticeable

the smaller

of Elder Richard

the excommunication

Josephites

their

Later

The annals

in the same manner.

convictions

these

who harbored

in the Territory.

high priests

reacted

then reaped

of 1864, Squires

In April

Church.

counsel,

men were excommunicated,

thereafter.

shortly

was baptized

Squires

1184 All three

of the Reorganization

The elders

to know I

abide by Brigham's

and I will

was to cut off all

at conference

counsel

and his

the Bishop

"I want the brethern

and stated,

of

the court

As the meeting progressed,

Bishop C. W. West of North Ogden.
called

before

Thomas

gentlemen,

These three

members of the Mormon Church there.

active

with three

in Ogden, he made friends

While Briggs was laboring

Brigham Young called

for all

Sket ches of Joseph Smith the Prophet,

of the
the copies

of

by his mother,

84

While Briggs was
Herald, V (February 1, 1864), 45-48.
saints'
one showing the
obviously
allowed to attend the meeting, his account is
of the trial.
injustice
85

James G. Bleak,
1889, notes of Stanley
Library.

"Annals of the Southern Utah Mission," July 2,
Utah State University
Ivins, XIV, 132, on microfilm,

38
and a

falsehoods

who was now affiliated

wife,

of Emma, the Prophet's

account

favorable

the book contained

felt

The President

Lucy Smith .

. t·ion. 86
wi·th th e Reorganiza
of the new Church received

effort

The missionary

from the Mormon Church in Utah .

tion

firmly

into

the anti-Mormon

often

referred

to Danite

Elde r Forscutt

pape~ the
"General
to

fraternity

from the Danite

or die. 1188

leave

that

It was the policy

the public

appearing

before

Reporter,

published

with the gentile

Smith,

the posthumous

"We had no choice

"debars

a line

in all

journals

at Corinne, 1189 that

align

press.

from the pen of a Josephite

He said

87
88
89

J. Smith and H. Smit h, III,
saints

' Herald,

502,

XVII (March 21, 1871),

Ibid ., X (January
Ibid. , XII (October

2, 1867),

to

As David H.

the situation:
it was necessary

for it was the only means to a

they had.

86

one.

expressed

later

but to ali gn with gentiles."
small loaf,

the Reorganization

was an uneasy

The truce

save the

of the valley,

forced

son of the Prophet,

for them to hang onto this
press

he had learned

that

were under orders

others

Connor and eight

The missionaries

from the pages of the gentile
reported

moved

of the Dr. Robinson

reports

Their

threats.

murder could have come directly
Union Vedette .

the Reorganization

the Territory.

camp within

,"

of the Terri-

citizens

progressed,

five years

As the first

tory.87

in Utah and the "Gentiles

and non-religious

Episcopalians,

the Liberals,

align-

an interesting

As a result,

between the Reorganization

ment took place

but opposi-

nothing

175 ,

10, 1869) , 9 ,

10.

39
sponsored

The Union Vedette , a publication

of Brigham Young to respond

followers
1190

, "Notice

article

their

McIntosh,

the

of the "New

to t he teachings

Elde rs Attwood,

later

A year

encouraged

On December 18 , 1863, the Vedette

to the Mormons in Utah.

challenges

their

were able to publish

organ the missionaries

Thro ugh this

Church.

aided the Reor gani zatio n.

at Fort Douglas , Utah , occasionally

military

by the United States

published

and Harrington

of Utah " in the December 21, 1864,

to the People

Union Vedette.
Support

of the Josephites

Judge Waite had opened his home for their
of the gentiles,

halls

were able

to assemble

their

Reorganization

received

who were concerned

Smith III.

The United

asked for a delegation

States

90

92

in 1866. 92

Church was to take in advocating

The active
strong

in the 1860 1 s.

union Vedette , V (December 18, 1863) , 2.
J . Smith and H. Smith,

saints

III,

at Plano,

456.

' Herald , IX (June 25, 1866),

on Territories
before

Church to appear

from the Reorganized

Utah had not as yet been established

Connor called

committee

Congressional

Chairman Ashley and the committee
Reorganized

General

in the United States

the Utah problem with Joseph

s, in March of 1866, to discuss

Illinoi

91

from those

in Utah.

in Utah, the

increased

and converts

more attention

with affairs

the missionaries

Hall , that

crowds. 91

largest

As the number of missionaries

It was in the

meetings.

first

such as Independence

had arrived ,

elders

As soon as the first

in the Territory.

officials

by many of the federal

was exp ressed

817.

role

federal

that

action

the
in
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"The Message"
We believe that the Church in Utah, under the presidency
of Brigham Young, has apostatized
from the true order of the
gospel.
We belie ve that the doctrines
of polygamy, human
sacrifice,
or killing
of men to save them, Adam being God,
Utah being Zio n, or the gathering place for the Saints,
are
doctrines
of devils.93
This "Josephite
after

his arrival

Creed" was declared
in Utah.

Joseph Smith III

also

Other issues

received

attention

major message of the Reorganization
successorship.
displeased

This especially

of the Church belonged
class

with)

received

alike,

on the front

speakers

for their

the attention

row of seats

that

that

the rule

support

among this

polygamy did.

When the

preaching

their

in the meeting

Church soon developed
viewpoints.
message .

bated

as a righteous

Their

pamphlet , Address to the Saints

9311Josephite

in Utah who were

The doctrine

found ready

The

claim to

principle

Creed,"

topic

The Utah Church would in turn

particular

to declare

of the Church.

people

to be the wives of the Prophet

Church and the Reorganized
backing

to those

in Utah in 1869, their

polygamy.

of women who claimed

around their

of

persons. 94

sons of Joseph appeared
(or dealt

and the role

from the missionaries.

to the Smith family

of discontented
But no doctrine

McCord in 1863,

such as tithing

centered

appealed

with the leadership

by Alexander

Neither

9411History
of Weber County,"
(July 1883), 623.

dressed

Both the Utah

historical
side

all

a number

and scriptural

lacked

talented

Polygamy was in no way ever appro-

by the elders

in Waite's

place

Joseph,

hall.

usually

of the Reorganization.

in Utah and Califo rnia,

The Mormon Prophet,

Tullidge's

Quarterly

declared

130-131.
Magazine,

II

41
polygamy could be proven an "abomination
ness of Old Testament
many a meeting

and after

of Their

The Fruit

years.

five

the first

of

was the topic

polygamy,

who practiced

Prophets,

both during

by Holy writ. 1195 The righteous-

Labors

"Farewell to the Land of Salt"
"Hurrah for Joseph Smith "
"Good-bye Polygamists"
These were the signs

the Great Basin in 1865.

leaving

from 186J-68 as the rapid

during

or into

the preceding

advisable

that,

for the present.
discouraged

wagon train
the period

so distinguishes

of Josephite

from the

converts

of the Reorganized

the converts

year would vanish

The new converts

in that

as far as practicable,

the Saints

1197 The Utah converts

did not heed this

remarked,

"We are aware that

it

in

it

is deemed

region

remain

"in view of the demand of the work in Utah,

brother

mission-

over the Wasatch Mountains

west of the Mormon settlements.

the desert

Utah were told,

96 Nothing

migration

Each spring

of Utah.

Territory
aries

on the wagons of a Josephite

One

advice.

is advisable

to remain

95

example of these arguments was
Attwood and Brig gs , 1. A typical
The Utah Church declared the seven
in Isaiah 4:1.
over the reference
of plural marriage.
women taking hold of one man supported the principle
"this prophecy speaks of • • • when the
Edmund C. Briggs declared,
when filth and shame shall be
daughters of Zion shall become corrupt,
there shall be a stink;
smell,
sweet
a
of
upon them; when, instead
to happen to the •••
not
this
and
baldness;
hair,
fine
of
instead
so
but to the daughters of Zion ; and we know of no doctrine
gentiles,
ss,
opposed to God, and Godline
so entirely
no principle
contaminating,
sex, entail
to bring reproach upon the fairer
no one thing calculated
of the Almighty , on the people of
misery, and bring down the indignation
18.
Ibid,,
of polygamy,"
God, than the practice

96

union Vedette,

97

An Official
Herald , IX (April

V (May 1, 1865), 2.

Statement

of Reorganized

15, 1860), 12J.

1866 Conference,

Saints'

42

Other factors
Once an individual
underwent

had accepted

that

once an individual

joined

Any debtors,

the Church,

aware that

the convert

his
would
money.

and emigration

mortgages,

were upon him for debts,

soon leave,

and neighbors.

friends

employment was taken away.

he

of the Reorganization,

from his former

some persecution

D. H. Smith re ports

the message

departure.

to their

in contributing

important

were also

conversion.

their

East before

a trip

planned

converts

who do n't

awhile. 1198 Many of the

it

had bette r come here and try

it

believe

and those

is hard indeed,

the work, but it

her~ and spread

An apos t a t e in
. a communi·t y th a t was mostl y Mormon d"d
i have a rou g ht· ime. 99

who owed past

The members of the Reorganization
Emigrating

Company occasionally

found themselves

of 1865, Br igham Young as President
against

was plaintiff
Smith tried
States
their
excited
other

leaving

the case an:l comments that

military

escort

in court.

of the Perpetual

two Josephites

took the Josephite

to the Perpetual

debts

In the spring

Emigrating

Judge Elias

the Territory.

on the following
parties

Company

day a United

eastward

without

paying

was very
The Judge mentions that the Utah leadership
100
attempted
The Church in Utah thereafter
over the situation.

debts.

means of acquiring

98
Report
1968), 78.

payment of the debts

from Malad, Idaho Territory,

This

of the Josephites.

Saints ' Herald,

XIII

(May 13,

99
. some cases, one ques t·ions i·t
Wh·1
i e persecu t·ion was evi"den t in
reaching the point of an organized campaign against the Josephites.
of newly converted members
experiences
"the terrible
Davis, 485, records,
that they might well be disin Utah were so appalling
then residing
by unimpeachable testimony."
credited were they not authorized
lOOJournal of Elias
on microfilm.
Society,

Smith,

May 17-1 8 , 1865, Utah State

Historical

4J
explains

with Mormon leaders

Discontent
doctrines

up other

to leave

the Territory

to the yearly

as contributing

all

migra-

Utah.

for leaving

reasons

of the

acceptance

of William Woodhead at Malad in 1868 sum

from a report

Excerpts

and polygamy,

must be considered

that

the Territory.

and the desire

of the Reorganization,

were factors
tions.

to leave

were completed

plans

final

until

change of affiliations

their

did not proclaim

why many individuals

We want to get back to "America" where we can get a stick
of timber without climbing up a mountain for it, and where we
can raise our bread and potatoes without going half leg deep in
our crops.101
water and mud to irrigate

during
of this
a factor

as the desire

neighbors

of a temporary

was not as important

except

basis,

many branches

established

of Utah during

of the Church in the Territory

converts

the Great Basin for economic reasons.

to leave

of the Reorganization

The missionaries

Ida ho Territory

of their

the intolerance

opinion,

Mr. Woodhead

For the Josephite

of farming.

two years

the preceding

they were all

discouraged

and grasshoppe rs had further

The crickets

the branch

years , but

five

the first

at Malad,

organized

in 1866 .
The Study of a Branch in the Gr eat Basin
The Malad Branch

The most stable
nineteenth
Territory

century
about

Reorganized
was established

one hundred miles

in a community where Gentiles

lOlSaints'

Herald,

XIII

branch

in the Great Basin during

in the Malad Valley
north

of Salt

and Mormons dwelt

(May lJ,

1868) , 78.

the

in 1866, in Idaho

Lake City.

It

flourished

from 1866 to 1872 wi~hout

44
muchf ric. t·ion. 102

of the Malad Valley were mostly Welch

The settlers

It was among these

to the Mormon faith.

converts

and Thomas Job, the only two full

Gillen

much of their

1866, concentrated
for their

baptized

Gillen

work.

From that

ence in September 1866.

in Utah during

time missionaries

seeking

Josephites,

seventeen

people

time until

a community far

a Malad confer-

during

February

of 1867, another

north

of the Provo Branch traveled

Oneida County,

It included

was organized.

. .
missionary
president

over the new conference

The first

a district

Idaho and Cache and Box Elder
for the

chapel

built

inside,

by the Reorganization

2
l0 Glade F. Howell,
Brigham Young University,

saints'

"Early History
1960), 66.

XIII

that

of Malad Valley,"

461.

66.
Herald,

in the Great Basin was
20 feet

by February

of

members . 106

lOJJ. Smith and H. Smith , III,
l0 4Ibid.
lOSHowell,

from Malad .

It was a small log meetin g house,

but accommodated a congregation

1868 had grown to eighty-nine

as

and John Lewis became president

district

Both Jones and Lewis were converts

at Malad in 1867.

constructed

106

in Malad that

. t lOS
wor k. in th·is d'is t ric.
William D. Jones was sustained

of the Malad Branch.

by JO feet

In 1866, a part

Malad was the base of operations

of Utah Territory.

counties

Lake City

to Malad . 104

was so well established

The Reorganization

of

An influx

enough away from Salt

added to the branch numbers.

not to cause much friction,

excellent

They found conditions

effort.

twenty new members were added to the branch membership.lOJ
other

James W.

that

people

(May 13, 1868) , 78,

(M.S. thesis,

45
Malad did not completely
destroyed

the Josephite

escape the yearly

Church organizatio

favorable

spring

for,

and pro spects

"I su ppose that

in 1868.

annually

a number will

William

He reported

good in 1868 but feared
quite

that

n in the Great Basin.

Woodhead worked in Malad and Cache Valley
tions

migration

leave

condi -

the a rri val of
here for the East,

in the spring. 11107
Even in Malad, the new members went through
as other

members of the Reorganization.

the missionaries

and leaders

Only after

a substantial

the idea

number of Josephites

of making the area their

the point
Gentiles

with the local
that

Gentile

on the east

wes t si. d e. 108

an unsuccessful

mis sionary

population
into

in Malad with

did friction

increase

of the Reorganization

and antagonis m developed

two sections.

The Josephites

to
and

af ter

Religious

opposition

campaig n influenced

to t heir

the election

of 1872, many

Some removed to Montana, but the majority

Enough members remained to keep the branch
work added new converts

refuge,

The members

increased

moved away.

back to Missouri.

permanent

gathered

the work.

of Deep Cree k, and the Mormons moved to the

As the conflict

of the Josephites
traveled

s.

Malad was divided

lived

The membership was advi sed by

of the Church to remain and spread

between Mormons and Josephite
aligned

the sa me i nward struggles

was a major factor
others

operating.

, but

to leave. 109
Further

missionary

numbers.

l0 7Ibid.
108

Howell, 68. This was also confi rmed in a personal interv iew
with Mrs. Mabel Niefenegge r, May 25 , 1968. She refers to past conditions
of her relatives
and he r own experiences
as being generally
on a peaceful
rela tionship with the Mormons of the area but had heard of a time when
Deep Creek separated the Mormon and non-Mormon eleme nts within the city.
l0 9I bid .,

90 .
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missionary

of Reorganized

to be a center

Malad continued

work during

the 1870's.

E. C. Brand and R. J, Anthony were the most successful

missionaries

in the Malad Valley.

Henderson Creek supported

Throughout

the remainder

ups and downs.

A new chapel

with both local

Malad.

The defense

Joseph Smith III,

missionary

room in 1888.

as the Book of Mormon were debated

figures

found the lib eral

work in other

of the Reorganization

twel ve elders

to visit

David H, Smith,

section

with

composed

strife

throughout

III,

at Malad quite

585,

that

Utah.

of t he Malad Branch were officially

Smith and H. Smith,

H. Smith,

and Alexander

spirit

some time

Utah spent

all

relaxing

of the Mountain West.

parts

Malad did not es ca pe the internal

llOJ.

in

Mormons.

sons of the Prophet,

branches

who lived

clergy

held in the Malad court

debate

All of the major Reorganized

after

eld9rs

Reorganized

even Elder Elvin found his cheering

of local

in Malad.

This

and overflowing crowd attended the several
attendance
110
and Mormons were
between Josephites
Usually the relations

the gentiles,
mostly

suffered

of the Book of Mormon by Elder R. M, Elvin before

but when such topics

strained,

it

by the membership,

was constructed

Mormons and the Protestant

Reverend Lamb was a public

sessions.

to support

of the Church,

branches

was used as one of the town schools.

debated

An active

of time,

on a very

branches

Malad continued

of the century

Like the other

branch.

a Reorganized

building

periods

basis.

temporary

its

with Malad kept these

and consolidation

Emigration

for short

branches

Reorganized

of Elkhorn and

communities

The small

was typical
In 1888, three
silenced

in the
of the

by the Church.

47

the doctrines

111

of the Josephites.

as it was during

century

the nineteenth

advocated

by President

broke the Malad Branch apart

M. Smith of the Reorganization
t·ion. 112
'
Wl· th d issen

By the end of the c entu:t'3, Malad was quieting

as often

ship did not take to the stump or pulpit

cry repentance
missionary
labor

practicing

weren't

work.

In 1894, Elder H. O. Smith,

a single

without

during

convert

the times.

But the Reorganized

old friends

and relatives.

generation

no longer

field.

to

of my

century,

a change in
working among

t here was a new

in Utah that

Malad was effected

"Persistency

1111.3 A missionary

of the Reorganization.

s and the Saints

exi st ed.

see the effect

were no longer

missionaries

born and bred on the doctrines

success

brought

who had been appointed

in Malad reflects

his labors

By the end of the

between missionarie

closeness

in this

for a minister

is a good qualification

to

to the lack of

contributed

recommended that

Mr. Smith further

to the Church."

was less

has not taken the form of

effect

that

•

work here and elsewhere.

as they had in the past.

"I can already

in Malad for a year reported,

additions

also

member-

The local

down.

polygamy openly so there

Other conditions

about.

when the

century

Frederick

Their neighbors

in

This was not so evident

the twentieth

control"

of "supreme directional

doctrine

a

"ever"

remained

The Malad Saints
Church.

removed from the Reorganized

little

accept

he could no longer

because

his membership,

J. Vandlewood resigned

The

had originally

by this

same

situation.

111

saint s ' Herald , XXXVI (January

12, 1889),

112

_31.

The v·igi · 1 , 10 • (n.p., n.d.)
of
(Mimeographed copy in possession
this author) furnished
this author by Reorganized Library, Independence,
Missouri.
113

saints'

Herald,

XLI (March 21, 1894),

181.
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did make an impact

The Malad Branch of the Reorganization

place

strongest

laid

foundation

The

in the Mountain West.

of the Reorganization

in the story

five

the first

during

in the Utah mission

Church

an important

deserves

therefore,

It,

century.

for the Reorganized

branch

the one constant

the nineteenth

during

to

northward

spread

gained momentum.

Boise where the movement really
Malad remained

activities.

to these

contributed

anti-Mormon activity

the bitter

From Oneida County,

were the largest

The Josephites

County, in which Malad was the center.
non-Mormon group in Malad and probably

began in Oneida

of the State

anti-Mormon activities

The first

history.

on Idaho's

years

was the Malad Branch.

by the missionaries

"The Harvest"
Besides
important

the Malad Branch,

centers

had over one hundred members.
During the early
ward.

the fold

114

of 1864, the Salt

Josephite

started

converts

Bancroft,

1864.

645.

east-

Connor to

of tro ops as far as the Green River.

Of those

of Reorganized

during

Lake Branch

and Ogden thirty.

some moved to Fort Douglas for the protection

The activities
into

were the first

areas

three

was enough to cause General

they raised

escort

give them a strong

spring

Once

missionaries.

Provo had fifty-two

summer, most of these

The excitement

who remained,
114
needed.

in Utah, these
By the

organizations.

and Provo were

Lake City,

for the Reorganized

of activity

the work had begun in earnest
to have solid

Ogden, Salt

missionaries

brought

A branch was established

they felt

was

about four hundred

at American Fork that

49

that

117

direction.
gathered

that

Territory.

The group created

arrived

families

other

a bit

upon.)

The whole train

for the East .

left

Fork when attempts

(This t;yps of

There were about fifty
consisted

250 persons

of the Mormon Church . 11118

branch

at American

There had been conflict

were made to collect

of the

camped at Fort Dougl a s

The train

The estimated

of members of the Josephite

" entirely

one Josephite

describes

of e=ixr.itement.

from the North.

families.

sixty

wagons conveying

supply trains

Lake City from the southe rn pa rt

quite

thrived

the Vedette

excitement

a military

received

with military

traveled

The Union Vedette

in Salt

wagon train

until

in 1865 again

The Josephites

Those going on to California

going in that

only " sk eletons " of former

Elder Thomas Job reported

. d 116
b ranc h es remaine.

they had been

of 1865 migr atio n was so

The spring

for the journey.

abl e to prepare

the Territory.

of 1865 a fter

in the spring

of 1864 emigrated

The converts

escort.

to leave

the new conv er ts made preparations

Nearly all

complete

than the Brigha mites. 11115

meetings

attended

at one time housed "better

emigration

fund debts

from some

of the new Josephites.
Prior

to the spring

established

or built

emigration

up at Salt

(near Ogden), American Fork,

115

saints

' Herald,

in 1865, small branches

Lake City , Brigham City,

Pleasant

Grove, Provo,

VII (May 20, 1867),

116

had been

Mount Fork

Spanish

For k, and

Jl.

There is no evide nce of branch record s being kept until
when enough of the conve rts remained in Utah to form functioning
117
Davis , 485 .
118

union Vedette,

V (May 1, 186 5), 2.

1869,
branches.

50

branches

two skeleton

left

of 1865 emigration

Lake City and the other at Provo.
work greatly crippled. 120

at Salt
their

of 1865, Elder

In the fall

drive

stock

succee ded in establishing

of his preaching,

in Utah during

Reorganization

April

Fork during

Spanish

He arose

ganization.

Reorganized

Fast and join

return

At the Spanish
wagons assembled
119

Bradley,

This conference

the conference

had a prominent
leader

in

and apostle

to bea r testimony

claim he later

missionaries

of the Reora desire

expressed

but his health

failed

to begin the journey

East . 123

Edmund C. Briggs

to

him. 122

in 1866, a company of about forty

Fork con£erence

left

4.

0J. Smith and H. Smith , III,
121
Ibid.

123

of the

branch

Church in Utah was held at

with the Reorgani zation,

12

122Dav1. s,

Job had heard of a

to Goshe~ and as a result

Marsh had been an early

during

the Church.

at

and the other

1865. 121

of 1866.

Thomas B. Marsh.

visitor,

two new branches--

the largest

of the Reorganized

conference

The annual

R. Huscraft.

He traveled

to be held at Goshen .

One was

reported

The missionaries

Thomas Job established

over by William

The spring

in the Territory.

Anderson as president

one at Goshen with Christian
Spani sh Fork presided

119

over four hundred individuals.

totaled

Membership

Payson.

418.

501-502 .

several Reorganized sources place the number at 150 wagons, but
of forty wagons in the Midwest.
three other sources record the arrival
These Saints had made the trip without the loss of anything more than one
span of mules and an ox. The other 110 wagons cannot be accounted for
Of the
Reorganized missionary.
unless by the optimism of a reporting
several were baptized in Omaha. Perhaps there were
group that arrived,
during the summer of 1866, but the available
migrations
two Josephite
evidence does not support the claimed 150 wagons mentioned in J. Smith
and H. Smith, III, 4J4.

51
Utah in the spring
place.

Gillen

presence,

arrived

sparked

to a mission
to win his

of 1866.

the missionary

in California,
confidence.

places

in the Territory.

work in Utah.

reaped

at Malad, the Box Elder

The branch

at Provo was built

penetrated

into

but converted

Alexander

Utah Mormon leaders

1866 efforts

the Sanpete

to watch over and

were strongly

people

fairly

Fort

Besides

his

at Brigham City.

of the Reorganization
well

controlled

opposed by leaders

at Mt. Pleasant,

spoke at several

success.

Branch was established

Valley,

was on his way

welcomed him and attempted

limited

up and elders

in his

H. Smith who, by his

of the Utah Church when Alexander

J, W. Gillen's

These elders

for service

Joseph F. Smith was assigned

the doctrines

Hyde .

reported

in Utah with Alexander

defend

success

James W. Gillen

Ephraim,

even

by Orson

of the Utah Church
and Manti,

Emigration

. kl y remove d th ese peop 1 e f ram th e sou th ern par t of th e Terri ·t ory. 124
quic
Emigration
efforts

from Utah during

of the Reorganization

and the Malad Branch,
small branches
converts

at Provo either

Emigration

the following

124
125

It

Bradley,
saints'

consisted

Camp Floyd,

that

and Tooele disappeared.

disorganized

emigrations

of thirty-s

it

The Salt

for several

The first

ix wagons of Josephites

XII (May 15, 1867),

12.

families
The
The
Lake

months.

again. 125

in 1867.

5.
Herald,

the

in the Territory.

it was not reorganized

spring

ruined

Aside from the missionary

went East or moved to Malad.

There were two separate
on May 20.

in Utah.

of 1867 almost

only four members remained

at Box Elder,

Branch was so depleted

the spring

group left
traveling

52
with supply wagons of the government
second group left
larger

ascertain,

a close

for Elder Gillen

the number that

The first

five

years

as the spring

had reaped
appointed
was left

have left

continued

to exist

migration

The end of the first

reorganized.
sisting

elders,

members still

claimed

elder

Lake City,

at Salt

labors

work that

1867

disorganized
activity

in the Territory

one high priest,

The

it.

in Utah came during
Lake and the branch

of Utah a priesthocxi

and one teacher.

Perhaps
the first

was accomplished

in the Mountain West.

was held at Salt

"The time is at hand to do a great

during

Lake Branch managed to survive

era of Reorganized

closed

in Utah were drawing to

remained

and Salt

affiliation.

hundred . 11127

There were no new missionaries

that

A conference

is five

Missionary

in 1868 completely

There remained

of eight

"As near as I can

season

What missionary

up to the few stalwarts

the summer of 1868.

this

harvest.

to the Territory.

the spring

reported,

of 1868 arrived.

The

It must have been somewhat

of the Reorganization

only a limited

Malad branch
until

about the 1st of July.

than the first

Mormons. 126

and disaffected

Jesse

five

work in this

Broadbent,

years

con-

Almost fifty
the presiding

with the remarks,

city. 11128

126

J. Smith and H. Smith, IV, 124. The Reorganized missionaries
often could not even reach some of the disaffected
Mormons. E. C. Briggs
reported that,
"Men as soon as they became aware of the gross decep tion
that had been practiced
upon them looked suspiciously
even upon the truth,
when presented before them."
127
128

Saints'

Herald,

XII (May 15, 1867),

saints'

Herald,

XIV (August 22, 1868),

12.
74.

53
and Nevada

California

Mountain West cannot be complete

The vast

into

belonged

to the Church in Utah.

the Reorganization

the first

westward,

the membership of

and Nevada had exceeded

in California

Reorgan-

one thousand

dua 1s. 129
The first

missionaries

City was sent

almost

California

to enter

by E. C. Briggs

immediately

from Utah, and remnants
faction

members of the Morrisite
six branches

130

and baptized

over fifty

E. H. Webb assisted

of Samuel Brannan,

of the Mormon Battalion.
were not overlooked,
people

in the first

Dykes in his efforts.

Lake

and Nevada.

to California

He worked among the Mormons and ex-Mormons, shipmates
emigrants

from Utah,

were converts

on November 1, 1863, in Salt

being baptized

George P. Dykes, after

labors.

of individuals

after

ten years

a mission

Utah to fill

left

ized missionary

Within

majority

of

and Nevada had originally

the new Church in California

baptized

the activities

discussing

without

in California.

the Reorganization

..
. divi
in

Church among the Mormons in the

of the Reorganized

The account

The scattered

Dykes organized
few months of his
By the

fall

of

1864, Edmund C, Briggs found a membership of 357 people when he arrived
131
A conference was held in October 1864 in
on the Coast for a visit.
California.

The minutes

show the rapid

progress

129

made in the few months

and Nevada
J. Smith and H. Smith, IV, 103-104. Lists California
Eighteen submembership in 1875 as 923 and 115 members respectively.
These were located at San
were organized.
with presidents
di stricts
Alameda, Rumbolt,
Ber nadino, Los Angeles, Santa Cruz, San Francisco,
Pla cer, Del Monte, Shasta, Plumas, Yolo, Petaluma, Alpine, Sacramento,
San Joaquin, and Visalia.
lJOSaints'

13~avis,

Herald,

483,

V (May 1, 1864) , 142.
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the Reorganization

had been working there.

The converts

Mormons from the days of Joseph Smith who felt
the leadership
continued

and certain

westward,

By the fall
established
Brighton,

settling

of 1864, branches

branches

of the Reorganization

chapel

branches

was constructed.

congregation

their

branches

fellow
remained

The Saints
to labor
this

in California
For a while

in the town assembled

converts

had in Utah.

much more stable

in California
in the Territory

later

Herald,

III,

was at San Bernandino.
in the 1860's

the
chapel.

did not have the problems
The organization

than the contemporary

contributed

of Utah.

2
lJ J. Smith and H. Smith,
saints'

By 1865,

in Nevada.

at the Reorganized

several

active

of Reorganized
branches

in Utah.

missionaries

E. C. Brand and Judge Boren were of

group.

133

Watsonville,

Alemeda, arrl Stockton.

The new members of the Church in California
that

had been

Folsom, Petaluma,

of the Church were established

One of the strongest

largest

1 32

at Empire and in the Carson Valley. 1 33

were located

Here a fine

of California.

Sacramento,

Del Monte, San Bernandino,

they could not endorse

of the Mormons in Utah and had

in the state

at San Francisco,

Several
these

practices

were mostly

J4J.

V (May 1, 1864),

142.
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CHAPTERV
A REBIRTH OF ACTIVITY,

The " great

the summer of 1869.

Liberal

Utah Church provided

the conditions

the Josephites

Mormons, gentiles

the Nevada desert

bee n baptized
pr eaching
His stay

in the Great

1865.

in route

to Salt

as a missionary,
Basin was limited

arrived

Afte r

in England.

to Utah in 1854.

Brand emigrated
to six years,

he had

Originally

Lake City.

then he traveled

to the Reorganization

converts

in 186J.

in San Francisco

An eccentric,

withdrawn

from him in

with the Reorga nize d Church,he

making reconciliation
of 1866.

in the fall

missionaries

in the Ter ritory.

mission

man, Brand found th e hand of fellowship

After

rebaptized

allowed

to Utah for the second time as he

Brand was one of the first

when the missionaries
impulsive

of Utah that

the Utah Church by missionaries

into

for two years

California.

of the

Three Reorganized

of success .

Edmund C. Brand was returning
crossed

, and the leadership

among the people

successful

really

the last

spearheaded

deal

a great

had spoken of in 1868 began in

Broadbent

Jesse

work" that

1869- 1871

he was ordained

year

The following

was
an

elder . 134
During the April

1869 General Conference

E. C. Brand was appointed
Smith and Alexander

full

undertake

134

saints'

in Utah.

At the same time David H.

H. Smith , sons of the Prophet,

Other missionaries

there.

to labor

of the Reorganization,

to labo r

both from the Midwest and Utah were asked to

time proselyting

Herald,

were called

IX (April

for the Church.

However the activities

15, 1866), 126- 127.

to

56
of Brand and the Smith brothers
motivation

of the century.

the Reorganization
effective
of his

fearlessness

of a less

fearless

As the sons of Joseph traveled

reorganized

Lake.

a branch

baptized.

On July

he was assigned
encouraged

Salt

there.

of going into

region.

protection,"

westward,

He traveled
Before

14 he arrived

to Northern

the local

Powder" because

"Often

any part

having

to

he went where "others

would not venture . 111 35

nature

toward the Great

that

the movement with an

He was not afraid

with him for personal

biggest

the prestige

Brand bore the nickname " Blasting

even Orson Hyde ' s Sanpete

a revolver

provided

E. C. Brand provided

and fire.

of the Territory,
carry

David and Alexander

needed.

mouthpiece.

were to give the work in Utah its

l eaders

through

he left

in Salt

Austin,

and his

were

Upon his

success

his activities

eastward

Nevada and

the town several

Lake City. 136

Utah and Idaho,
to direct

Brand proceded

arrival,

in this

throughout

area

the

Territory.
The fall

of 1869 found Brand active

with the Morrisites
was organized

among these

Brand organized

another

Cache Valley
"

. the worst

of Wellsville

and Swiss Mormons.
people.

A branch

At Henderson

Idaho working

of the Reorganization
Creek,

near Malad,

by one Reorganized

were so well trained

missionary

that

they refused

to even take

Pauline Dykes, "Histo rical Report of the Utah District,
in 1917, mimeographed copy in author's
possession),
1.
136
J. Smith and H. Smith , III, 530.
Herald,

XVIII (S eptentbeI

M~

as

of God I ever saw. 11137 The people

for the servants

135

7
l3 Saint's

Idaho,

small branch.

had been described
place

at Soda Springs,

t

7, 1868), 277 ,

lff'JI

the

" (writte n

57

in 1869.

the area

at Providence

Swiss people

the local

him both a place

to preach

the focus

and the opportunity

Utah Saints

in the area where Brand proselyted

during

Regular

an unusual
felt

occurrence
it

Certainly

services

the activities

utah Daily

139

along the
C. Owen was the

over sixty

members
the

they organized

were held here for the next two decades,
since

most of the new converts

to leave.

the Utah Church leadership,

138

few months. 139
all

services

At Henefer

for a branch in Utah,

necessary

his first

Snow

of the

for the welfare

they baptized

few months of 1870,

the first

Ephraim Branch.

still

Together

man Brand baptized.

first

Elder

of debate.

companion in the form of William

A s uitable

Weber River.

Brand busy holding

Snow refused

attack.

of Brand's

in Brigham City and was responsible

of 1870 found Elder

the

3.nd P0l;yg3.my. 138

Smith III,

of Joseph

Brand

Reporter,

of the Mormon Church to debate

was living

January

among

was established

the Utah Daily

newspaper,

authorities

Lorenzo Snow received

Apostle

the

of the Valley,

in Cache Valley

of Adam God, Succession

questions

were answered when Brand visited

by Brand in 1869.

Making use of the Corinne
challenged

to

" in reference

.•.

in some parts

While unsuccessful

of the Reorganization

branch

first

prayers

Their

the Mormons in the Valley.

could only ask,

The missionaries

to redeem his people,

effort

every

"May God bless

1869.

up until

had failed

Cache Valley

in

a foothold

to establish

The attempts

of the missionaries.

tracts

Reporter,

of Brand attracted

serious

but they had even greater

I (October

attention

problems

from

in Salt

Lake

27, 1869) , 1.

Old
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints.
in the
rnpies
typewritten
and
(microfilm
(1865-1900)
Records
Utah Branch
posse ssion of this author).
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City.

A liberal

William

reform movement had developed

S, Godbe and several

The Godbeites

E. L. T. Harrison,
its

educated

goals

of the membership.

became their

by remaining

within

At first

of these

church

of their

men were excommunicated
own.

The Godbeites

of David and Alexander
h . 142 Perhaps this
Sip.
fellowship

It was not through

did arrive

Lake City at almost

Godbeites

were beginning

agreement

in Utah were contemporary

knit

in regards

together

140
Laurence,
141
Magazine,
142

to doctrine.

when they

ran into

lead.er-

to dis-

for power.

strong

"The Godbeite
28.

opposition

E. H.B.

David and

The efforts

with the Godbeite

The two groups

movement that

the same time the liberal

of the Reorganization

E. L. T. Harrison,
E.W. Tullidge,
and T. B. H. Stenhouse.

Edmund W. Tullidge,
I (October 1880),

a

of the arrival

decision

to Utah took place.

struggle

and missionaries

to establish

with the Godbeite

Alexander

The Godbeites

Young

for mining in the Territory.

mission

sons of Joseph

President

Brigham Young's

on Brigham's

the second major Reorganized

their

to

had used the occasion

any connivance

in Salt

the group tried

and attempted

had as much effect
support

by

141
· ·
suppor t of mining.

of th eir·

Smith to speak out against

them as their

edited

the Mormon Church .

. f e 11 owsh"ippe db ecause
moved th a t th ey b e d is
Several

to guide the commercial

The Utah Magazine,

mouthpiece.

of

of the Church. 140

elders

opposed Brigham Young 's attempts

and economic activities

reach

other

under the leadership

of the

movement.
were never

did occasionally

in

feel

from the Utah Church .

Kelsey,

Henry W.

Movement ," Tullidge's

Quarte rly

Whitney, II, 179, Whitney quotes the Godbeites as saying that
the Saints "n ever intended Joseph Smith 's nor any other man's son to
preside over them, simply beca use of their sonship."
The Godbeites felt
Brigham Young was out to build a dynasty of his own.

59
While the Utah Magazine was not completely
of 1869, it

does give one the few printed

sons of Joseph.

The article,

view with Alexander
think

either

of their
Joseph

a Godbeite
reactions

"Th e Josephites

and David H. Smith.

organ in September
to the arrival

Platform,"

The writer

describes

an inter-

of the article

does not

son was aware of the Utah Church viewpoint

father.

Even the Utah Magazine differentiates

and the Josephite

movement.

The final

of the

or the true

mission

between the sons of

comments of the writer

were:

In sending their missionaries
to us, this little
"Josephi te"
band at least show their innocence and simplicity
of character •
• • • all we have to say is, that any movement which brings
about no more among earth 's millions
in nearly forty years than
Joseph Smith ' s has done, if it is to be measured by Pla~o a~
its little
system, has not much of God in it anyway.143
The same article

spoke out against

The Reorganization
to help the people
Reorganization

in turn

heirship.

felt

that

of Utah as the Catholics

had the necessary

hearts

of many of the people

Prophet,

having

Reorganized

Church,

was hoped that

their

contact

went out of their

of Utah.

145

place

He was the posthumous

During the April

V, 272 .

Even th e l eadership

He

in the

son of the
his father's

1869 conference

had been appointed

with the Utah Saints

way to befriend

14311
Josephite
Platform,"
144
Stenhouse , 633 .
Roberts,

Only the

wanted to see David H. Smith .

David did hold a special

David and Al exander

the arms of the new Church.

145

or Protestants.

been born on the 18th of November following

martyrdom on June 27, 1844.

first

11144

of prediction.

were as powerless

antidote.

"All the old women in the country
was the child

the Godbeites

of the

to Utah.

would pull

It

many into

of the Utah Church at

David and his brother.

Utah Magazine,

III

(September

4, 1869),

282.

60
While Alexander
the people
that

had visited

of Utah "·

David will

••

are taught

Another

Hyde, had spoken on "t he right
Hyde did not speak bitterly

said
his

147

wife.

of David,

from the stand by their
of the people ."

apostle

Apostle

Heber C.
like

the

of the Utah Church , Orson

to lead the Church" in the fall

of the sons of Joseph but lashed

Brigham Young , speaking

"I still

that

masters

the sons of Joseph would wake up and "roar

46
of Mount Sinai. 111

the Prophet's

Lake in 1866 he had r eported

be a pri nce and ruler

Kimball had predicted
thunders

Salt

of 1869.
out at Emma,

about the sons of Joseph,

look for the day to come when the Lord will

touch

eyes. " 148
The Utah leaders

July

17, 1869 .

The interview

Many of the leading
Alexander

officers

meetings.

to past

there

flicting

Alexander
Joseph Smith

The interview

recorded

Journal

149

Ibid.,
Roberts,

XV, 136.
V, 272.

David and

The topic

it

the next day in a letter

6.

side;

when the con-

were considered.

in my short

to

Brigham did
on either

could have been,

, IV (June 29, 1856),

in order

of discussion

heated.

was not satisfactory

of the two parties

the visit

of Discourses

Young 's office.

Lake City Tabernacle

"I have had many trials

147 Ibid ., XIII
, 194.
148

at President

at Nauvoo and became quite

and interests

III:

to meet with them on

of the Church were there.

was no human way that

claims

146

took place

Brigham Young refused.

events

most of the talking.
perhaps

David and Alexander

asked for the use of the Salt

hold public
switched

invited

life,

14 9

to his brother,
of my powers

61

with him in this

both differed

Alexander

the interview

After

111
50 President

Young had

111
51 David and

lives.

that

opinion,

was so angry and upset

Alexander

that

he vented
the

all

but was nervous

it;

52
of the day. 111

rest

work in Utah,

their

In most places

Young 's reception

As they began

of much attention,

What was lacking

in kindness.

they were received

in President

cordiality

the object

they found themselves

men.

looking

impressive

The sons of Joseph were tall,

gentiles.

for them while

they were in the City.

and promised

the support

much more influence

exercised

appointed

recently
Alexander,

than his

apostle

saints'

Herald,

authorities,

of Utah.

brother,
Elder

XVI (July

in a brief

series

Hall

152Ibid.
V, 272.

1 4
5 Saint s' Herald , XVI (July 18, 1869), 85-86.
155
Roberts, V, 27J,

them

1 54
David

simply because
Joseph

F. Smith,

of
a

to David and

of public

18, 1869), 85-86.

151Ibid.

15JRoberts,

speakers .

in the Utah Church and cousin

opposed the brothers

150

older

and

Durkee entertained

were outstanding

given him by the people

the respect

Governor

of the Territorial

David nor Alexander

Nei ther

in

was made up by dissatisfied

and apostates,
of the Church in Utah like the Godbeites,
1
secured the use of Independence
53 The Walker brothers

elements

well

did I have

my food and swallowing

"In biting

his anger

liar

"the damnedest

to Emma as,

life

in my short

more than I did yesterday.

need of strength
referred

but never

temper;

of over my passionate

discussions

. 155

62
A great

many people

of the Territory

the sons of the Prophet.
Utah leaders

assisted

Their

first

in filling

were curious

meetings

the seats

were often

to send the old Nauvoo Mormons and fill
ended in open debates . 156

The sons appa rently
gentiles.

The non-Mormon citizens

brothers

to be used in their

bapti zed by either
had more ability

brother

effort.

effort

some people
of Salt
157

was probably

than has often

aid the missionary
father

impressed

crowded.

of the halls,

instructed
often

to see and hear

Bishops

the room.

in Utah,

were

The meetings

even if

Lake City donated

The

only the

$162 to the

While the number of individuals
less

been credited

with the qua li ties

than two dozen,
to them. 158

they still

The~r nid not

of leadership

that

their

possessed.
The Utah leadership

In October

blamed Emma for the wayward actions

of her sons.

of 1869 Orson Hyde declared:

That same woman has brought up her children
to believe that
no such thing as plurality
of wives existed in the days of Joseph
and has instilled
the bitterest
principles
of apocracy into their
minds, to fi~ht against the church that has come to these
mountains. 1 5
Elder Hyde , referring
apostate

destroyed

156stenhouse,
1 7
5 saints'

it;

to the revelation

on polygamy,

you have heard her name.'' 160

declared

Even President

:

"an
Young,

634.

Herald,

XVI (March 10, 1870),

208.

1

58.sancroft , 646. Refers to the sons of Joseph as being, " •••
men almost without force of character,
of lamb-like placidity
and of hopelessly mediocre ability ; not shrewd enough to contend with their opponents,
for the Reorganized Church."
The available
evidence portrays
a different
picture.
Bancroft was too harsh on them.
l59Journal
16 ~bid.

of Discourses,

XIII

(October

7, 1869 ), 194,

63

remained
Josiah
Logan .

Ells,
162

on the condition

at the close

address

as true

position

must have proved interesting

to his

the offer. 16 3 It h2.d
of

The spectacle

with Joseph F. Smith.

One
at the

to reply

sons of Joseph and Hyrum, each affirming

and Joseph F.,

Alexander

in

he visited.

David to preach

David refused

of the meeting.

who debated

been Alexander

every place

he would be permitted

that

In 1871, with

of the Reorganization

at Ogden invited

Utah Church leaders

house,

school

to speak at almost

He was invited

of the local

branch

the first

David established

David

conditions.

of companions.

with a variety

in Utah laboring

of the Territory.

to more hospitable

on to California

traveled

Alexander

in many parts

preached

David and Alexander

the Lord might

his mother lived. 161

but not while

eyes if he were willing,

touch David's

that

said

of the Church,

the membership

addressing

while

his

for the gentiles

in the

additions

to the

audience.
Before

Alexander

Utah he could report

left

The new missionary

Church were being made each week.
Alexander

much excitement.

for two years

previously.

161
162
163
164
312 .

Ibid.,

two months,

work was creating

have been more cut off

according

to reports,

than

11164

David H. Smith became quite
ance of the people

"there

that

reported

Church the last

the Brighamite

that

over what he felt

bitter

David was a widely

toward his message.

XV (Augus t 24, 1872),

was the intolerread individual

136 .

Bradley , 10.
Tullidge's
Letter

Quarterly

Magazine,

from Alexa nder to Saints'

II

(May 1882),
Herald,

623.

XVI (November 2 , 1869 ) ,

64
with interests

in poetry

Utah proved quite

strenuous

The missionary

1870.

and early
arrived

and music.

work continued

from the Midwest.

Fort,
Salt

places

language

was established

service

worked mostly

in Utah.

in 1870; until

left

for the East

sisted

for

Reorganization

during

the first

The promise
report

166
167

had accepted

saints'

The companies

con-

number

the message of the

166 The con-

Lake City proved to be the most willing

seemed to be a problem for the new members.

about building

up the Church in Utah after

7.
Herald,

the new

of emigrants

165 A surprising

J. Smi·th and H• Smi·th , III , 600 •

Bradley,

had

of mines opening

of the mines soon to be opened caused the missionaries

optimistically

165

that

few months of renewed activity.

and Salt

Employment still

summer.

in totai.

over four hundred people

at Malad, Ephraim,

to stay.

individuals

A D.anish

missionaries

Six companies

and early

were held

in the Territory.

of 1870 because

differently.

the spring

of about two hundred

did remain,

verts

during

1870, services

then the missionaries

converts

in the spring

The members thought

in the Ogden and

Sugar House ;md Uni0n Fort.

with the english-speaking

would not leave

Andrus Larsen,

the message of the

was placed

There was much hope among the Reorganized
converts

and W.W. Blair

at Sugar House, Union

Lake City during

besides

of 1869

the fall

T. G. Franklin,

were established

In Salt

in six different

during

in spreading

The main emphasis

Lake City areas.

of the work in

such as J. W. Chatburn

important

New branches

and Beaver City.

to progress

Local men like

and W. C. Owen were also

realities

to him.

Other appointees

Reorganization.

The harsh

XVIII (November 15, 1870), 20.

to

1870. 167

65

of advancement

These people

activities

missionary

needed in 1869-70.

During the winter

months,

with the appointees

throughout

and Jesse

reported
maintained
work. 16 9

that

Broadbent,

they were all

their

families

The missionaries

many

two elders

working in Salt

It was by daily

Lake City,
that

labor

they

and some of them had a hard time finding

were quite

were never brighter,

way of our progress

arrived,

work they could accomplish.

working men.

are adding to our numbers in all
Prospects

members traveled

the local

When spring

the Territory.

in the amount of missionary

Warren Walling

first

their

gave the work the spark it

that

were limited

mission-

in Utah. 168
time missionaries

It was the full

the branches

they started

after

over one hundred years

today,

aries

to get away.

a problem for the Reorganized

remains

This still

needed in Utah.

The

only those

left

often

and strength

the leadership

seldom supplied

proved to be one

means or ability

sufficient

either

where opportunities

Church faced in Utah.

capabilities

with leadership

of the people

in Utah who lacked

people

the Reorganized

that

problems

areas

This emigration

were open to everyone.

of the greatest
removal

in other

th at they could do better

felt

usually

and ability

with talent

Those individuals

of new converts.

emigration

by the r apid

plagued

in Utah was continually

The Reorganization

optimistic
parts

in their

where the elders

though every obstacle

by the authorities

1870 reports.

''We

are laboring.

is thrown in the

of the Brighamite

Church."l70

168

Christ

20.

Interview with John Bradley, Pastor Reorganized Church of Jesus
Salt Lake Branch, August 8, 1967.
of Latter Day Saints,
169
Herald, XIV (August 25, 1868), 91.
saints•
l70Report

of W.W. Blai r, Saints'

Herald,

XVIII (Novemb

0

~

15, 1870),

66

of the Reorgani zation

with the Utah Saints

At least

either

joined

once they arrived

convert

a recent
opening

twenty people

he baptized

reported

T. J. Franklin
had baptized

forty-seven
emigrants

The weeks that

ones for the Reorganized
Brand's

reports

1870 he reported
people

seventeen

companion was T. J.

from the Ephraim Branch at Henefer.

Lake City in June that
Bra nd had baptized

individuals;
left

Brand
In one week,

ten more ready for baptism. 1 72

and reported

from Salt

June.

in early

places

new preaching

several

opened the new

that

missionary
Brand's

at Sugar House and Union Fort.

reported

the

Lake area

in the Salt

mission

of this

It was the endeavors

1870.

Franklin,

had

there. 171

his active

E. C. Brand continued

branches

from

of converts

the Church in Utah and moved to the Midwest or accepted

Reorganization

during

The Church in

in mind.

Quorum of Twelve Apostles

two of the Reorganized

The

of 1869-71.

migrations

up by the annual

the Midwest was being built

and efforts

attention

on Utah for the years

was focused

Saints ' Hera ld was published

Utah.

The full

of 1870.

in the spring

the Utah mission

to

were assigned

McCord, Samuel Wood, and M. C. Nickerson

Alexander

since

April

1 73

thirty-three.

of Utah were especially

the Territory

he

busy

missionaries.

give a good insight

working in Union Fort

into

labors.

his

(nea r Sandy) .

in seventee n days and organized

On July 19,

He had baptized

the Union Fort

171

Branch.

the
These two do not represent
Charles Derry and James Caffall.
But they
of the Reorganized Church made up of Utah converts.
percentage
in the
the fact that Utah had provided some of the leadership
illustrate
Re organi za ti on.
172

Saints'

173

Herald,

XVII (June 24, 1870),

J. Smith and H. Smith,

III,

589.

402 .

67

new converts,

Grove were disturbed.

at Pleasant

to have been stoned

and his meetings

As the year closed,

Brand was laboring

successfully

The Utah Church had by now finally

recognized

in the Territory,

The Reorganization

"Reply to Orson Pratt.

11175 In essence

missionaries
entitled,

to the remarks

retort
its

first

that

recognized

Utah Church.

The News felt

the attention

of every member of the class

that

did the converts

"the

lives.

Occasionally

mocked as they left

their

church services.

the Josephites

17l/,

Ibid.,

176

attempts

with rocks or

to discourage

emigration.

While emigration

He felt
did

602,

Joseph Smith III, Reply to Orson Pratt (Lamoni, Iowa:
1870).
zed Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints],
Deseret

belongs."

W.W. Blair , the pres ide nt of

175

176

to the

is worthy

report

continually

to his

reflects

in regards

they were pelted

could get employment in the mines.

III,

The letter

to which his father

and missionar ies

Slope Mission , did his best

News, in one of

reasonin g of the writer,

being made on their

the Pacific

was on]y a m:ild

in the field,

of the father

testimony

with a tract

in Utah, published

a Mormon missionary

and the personal

No longer

this

the Reorganization

on succession

of the Reorganized

responded

the Reorgani zation.

in Utah who had joined

and

in 1870 on celestial

The Deseret

of the Mormon apostle.

from Edwin S. Jearsley,

a letter
father

articles

George A. Smith,

the effect

meant to counteract

were possibly

of the

the presence

Lake City Tabernacle

George Q, Cannon in the Salt
marriage

in the Ogden area. 174

of Orson Pratt,

Speeches

missionaries,

Reorganized

At Provo he claimed

the Lehi Branch,

and he had organized

eleven

had produced

there

His labors

at Lehi.

preached

He had recently

News, XX (March 1, 1871), 45,

[Reorgani-

68
decrease

a little,

branches

established

spring

many people
during

as the branches

establish

a fairly

solid

church

tion

sent

"counter

"remedy evils

in actively

in Utah.

Such activities

Utah efforts

failed.

Federal

into

Briggs ' Address
popular
issues

tracts

l77Reorganized
to Congress (Plano,
Library.
178

and polygamy.

of congress

to

of the
work

why their

Church was effectively

publi-

work in Utah was ended.

the Reorganized

elders

organized

Copies of the Saints ' Herald

in Utah and California

used by the missionaries.

of succession

the action

of

Year 1871

of the Territory.

to the Saints

when they learned

in Utah did not aid their

11178 their

of 1870-71 approached,

many areas

They

In 1870 the Reorganiza-

one of the major reasons

of the Saints,
The Final

trips

actions

were later

in the Mid-

of Utah. 11177 The appeals

When the Reorganized

as a "persecutor

As the winter

might present

of Utah.

the Mormon Church.

They were upset

in the Territory

for stronger

were helping

the leadership

opposing

The

each

in the Territory

Government in Washington.

at work that

existing

Reorganization

cized

organization

a "Memorial to Congress."
influences"

for the Midwest.

The new missionaries

Church grew in Utah,

west became more interested
to the Federal

to leave

1869 and 1870 did not disintegrate

had formerly.

As the Reorganized

appealed

continued

were still

the most

Their message centered

Another interesting

issue

and

on the

was also

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Sai nts, Memorial
Illinois,
1870).
In Utah State Historical
Society

This did not come about during the period from 1869-71, under
discussion.
But as Federal persecution
increased
in Utah and the Reorganized Church still
pressed for government action,
articles
in the Deseret
News like, "The Josephites
as Persecutors,"
Deseret News, XXXIV (February 25,
1885), 91, influenced
the people of Utah.

69

The Reorganization

and its

completion.

and its

dead were rejected

declared

that

own evidence

their

developed

completion

of the Temple at Nauvoo.

had been

in regards
believed

Utah Church leaders

since

of issues

to the
that

the

most of them had

to a ssemble at Nauvoo to work on it

There was never a lack

readily.

this

seized

and statements

completeness,

had to quest i on its

West anyway.

of the

elders

until

by the Lord and asked what right

the Temple had been accepted

the faith

to complete

they failed

the Temple. 179 The missionaries

to complete

Church

the original

of the Utah Church say the Saints

Both sides

lacked

around the Nauvoo Temple

by the Lord because

leaders

heard

Reorganization

Josephites

centered

This did not become a major issue

the Temple.

unable

It

by the missionaries.

stressed

being

to the exodus

prior

to be debated

between the

two groups.
Elder

few months of 1871.

durin g the first
they started
Portage,

and his companion worked in the Malad Valley

J. W. Chatburn

south

toward Salt

Lak e City.

they obtaine d a vacant

at the windows and rocks
and cold enough that
local

bishop

Elder

Chatburn

had sent
r eported

At the small

house to preach

in.

settlement

It was February

was made on the hearth.

Even though the

te a chers a roun d warnin g the people
pre aching

t o "a b out fifteen

of

Blank ets were hung

in for seats.

were carried

a fire

Aft er la bor in Malad for four weeks,

sober,

J

not to attend,
thinking

men

and women." 180

179
I (February 14, 185J), 277; IV (September 21,
Journal of Discourses,
1856), 42; I.XX (June 17, 1877), 42.
180
Herald, XVIII (March 6, 1871),
from Chatburn in Saints'
A letter
151-152.

70
housing

Later

George Garner .
reported

Apparently

Garner impressed

spring

of the Territory

Kaysville

(the

in early

for they

" 181

a companion and was working in the southern
efforts

opened branches

and at Santaquin.

The following

1871.

Kays Creek Branch)

by Brand from Nephi,

written

the missionaries

to the weary traveler.

in the desert

E. C. Brand had procured
part

companion by a

and his

him as being a good man, and "to meet such a man in Utah is

a cooling

like

to Chatburn

was provided

Their

Utah on January

at
was

6, 1871:

Brother Worwood and I l eft Fillmore on
Brother Joseph:
Fort; then
Tuesday, January Jrd, and took dinner at Buttermilk
Could not get
at eight in the evening.
on to Scipio, arriving
them
and after resting
a bed; but got feed for our horses,
on to
until one o'clock in the morning, struck out and traveled
at ten o'clock next morning, ready for
Checken Creek, arriving
which we
our last night 's supper and morning's breakfast,
severely punished as soon as the fire thawed out our beards-that we could not
to our comforters
which were frozen so tightly
Elmer, gave us a
sister
The good samaritan,
get them apart.
We then sought to preach again but found one of
good breakfast.
here and two
There are two parties
opposed.
the trustees
party,
The liberal
one orthodox, the other liberal.
trustees;
built the house and were in
had entirely
one trustee,
including
and so were we. They said, "Go ahead," and
favor of preaching,
every family in town to
We notified
I required no spurring.
all
notified
Next, the orthodox trustee
come to hear preaching.
We went to the house; found
to come to a dance in the evening.
it locked up with a good padlock and chain on the door, locked
But, a pair of blacksmith's
time in twelve months.
for the first
gates, and in we went and
tongs soon opened the everlasting
Uncle Brigham's school house,
preached with great liberty--in
Some would
the standard is firmly planted in the South.
••.
Poverty and
but had no change of clothing.
have been baptized,
Your Brother in Christ,
in southern Utah.
prevail
destitution
E C. Brand.182

181

during
The people in Utah must have changed drastically
Ibid.
in 1875 that, "There are
Jason W. Briggs reported
the next four years.
just as good people in Utah as anywhere else. " J. Smith and H. Smith,
IV, 170.
182

Saints'

Herald,

XVIII (March 9, 1871),

119-120.
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In the small
abilities

preaching

written

letters

of Southern

settlements

and

personality
ar e from

The foll owing exce rpts

success .

reaped

Utah, Brand's

the summer of 1871 :

by Brand during

Pa rowan , Ir on County, Utah , July 21st.
I have been to the extreme south , (St. George); cracked
got into the schoolhouse ! Br ot her
the shell in Toq·uerville;
Willis , Bis hop success to him! Baptized two--the first
of Dixie . Also visited Mountain Meadow, re - erected the
fruits
cross, blown off the monument, and pre ach ed at the settlement,
th e next day at Brig ham's Iron works, at Pint o , the whole
congreg atio n saying Amen.
Pr ovo , Utah, County Uta h, August 3rd.
two at Parowan, three at
I bapti z ed two at Toquerville,
Buckhorn Springs, and five at Corn Creek, and organ ized a
branch there caJled the Middletown br ar:ch.
Lake City , August 7th .
On Satur day I baptized the first
Utah,183
Salt

upon the people.

mission.

He spent the re st of his life

that

followed

another

While more than three
the two preceding

Prov o , and Union Fort

18

3saints'

Herald,

during

the

had not witnessed

Chur ch in Utah.

1871.

Malad, Ogden, Lehi,

year.

per

the success

This was t he end of one era and the beginning

for the Reorganized

remained i n Utah after

hundred converts

hundred were baptized

years

had

of the Reorganization

of over three

the Church an average

them.

f or the Reorganization.

preaching

the end of 1871, the missionaries

1869-71 period,

he made some kind of

in Utah.

Twice he return ed to labor

yea r in Utah.

in

Brand was rele ased in 1871 from the Utah

an effect

br ought into

person

in the Territory,

Wherever E. C. Brand traveled

Until

colored

Salt

survived

A part

of the conve rts
from year to

Branches were cont inuous
Lake City,
the migration

XVIII (September

Ephr aim, Beaver,
of 1872.

17, 1871),

of

Kays Creek,

There were dozens

533,

72
of scattered
After

members of the Reorganization

1871 there

were not the large

throughout

amounts of yearly

the Territory.
conversions,

enough of the new members remained in Utah to make a permanent

but

influence

upon the Territory.
The Salt
during

Lake Mission

the activities

Hall and later
years
Salt

before

of 1869-71.

at Cisler's
the first

recorded

eighty-two

184

The people

Hall for a period.

Reorganized

new members remained

chapel

met at Independence

It would be another

would be completed

ten

in

Lake City.
The missionaries

the Territory

feeling

would be the last
successful

of the Reorganization

in Ut~h during

they had accomplished

much for the Church.

time that

such a major missionary

drive

1869-71 le~t
It

would be

in the Mountain West.

184

Utah Branch Records, 59-60. These records
the names of converts who remained in Utah. After
accurate in regards to listing
everyone who joined
Utah.

apparently
only contain
1871 they are very
the Reorganization
in

73

CHAPTERVI
AN ERA OF DESPAIR,1872-1878
The story

of the Josephites

1878 could be put to music.
and disappointment.
of the decade.

in Utah during

the period

from 1872 to

The number would begin with notes

This would be the prevailing

Only the final

strains

of despair

theme throughout

would bring

notes

most

of hope to the

music.
For almost
harvest

a decade,

of converts

West.

The year

noted

for its

Reorganized

each year

1872 brought

prominent

Reorganization

company with Apostle

felt

their

This would be a period

and its
strife

publications,

and failures

for the

David arrived
Ells.

arrival.

in Salt

to labor

for the

Lake City in early

July

Together

they reopened

of the Reorganization

that

working with David would be able

David H. Smith threw himself

enthusiastically.

th e Utah Mission. 185

into

these

to stimulate

the task

IV,

?OJ.

It was

two older

before

promi-

the work

him most

During most of July he spoke at the Liberal

5J. Smith and H. Smith,

in

Jud ge A. D. Boren from San Bernardino

and Judge Boren had been members of the Utah Church.

nent individuals

18

being.

missionaries,

an era of internal

Josiah

by the leadership

in Utah.

a new era into

of 1872, David H. Smith was appointed

second time in Utah.

Both Ells

a full

in Utah.

In April

was awaiting

had reaped

from among the Mormons of the Mountain

visitors,

but even more important,

missionaries

Institute.
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His lectures

drew crowded attentive

the Northern

Utah settlements.

traveled

with him.

Providence,
influence

were held

among other

and Franklin,

Idaho.

of Mr. Lyman who was advocating

Territory.

David traveled

The ex-Mormo~ apostl~

Meetings

Brigham City,

186

audiences.

Amasa M. Lyman,

places

spiritualism

throughout

held by Amasa Lyman were atten:ied
and the company with him. 18 7

bring

work that

David,

Judge Boren,

about never materialized.

health

Their

broke down under the strains

"free

thinkers,"

these

gentlemen

a polygamist
of plural
physically

186

and Josiah

mission

in practice

marriage.

188

and spiritually.

in convincing
or that

David's

Joseph

Ells

by David

were to

was short-lived.

Ells

liberals.

David that

David's

his

found his

returned

of

Apparently
father

Smith had originated

companions

Josiah

often

the

of the work and the influence

such as Amasa Lyman and other
succeeded

at Logan,

David came under the

The seances

The great

through

health

was either
the doctrine
failing,

both

David to the Midwest.

Journals
of Amasa M. Lyman, July 7, 1872, in L.D. S . Church HistoLibrary,
Salt Lake City; hereafter
referred
to as Lyman.
187
Lyman, October 12, 1872, and November 1, 1872.
18811
Memoirs of Joseph Smith," Saints'
Herald, LXXXI(October 22, 1935),
1361.
Joseph Smith III, the brother of David and President
of the
Reorganized Church felt,
"I am convinced that insidiously
there was inculcated into my brother's
mind th e idea that his father was either a polygamist in practice
or that he wa s the spiritual
author of the Utah plural
marriage philosophy."
Barrett,
"John M. Bernhisel,
Mormon Elder in Congress," 184, contains
a letter
from E. A. Wellbourne,
superintendent
of the Northern Hospital
for the insane at Elgin, Illinois,
to John M. Bernhisel
written
in 1881
about David H. Smi th's condition . He mentioned that David
had been an
inmate since January 19, 1877. The superintendent
stated that David had
been "insane for two years prior to his coming to us,
is now quite childish
and simple in manner, his very little
mind is quite well contented.
We do
not think there is any chance of his recovery,
he has been insane for so
long."
Fifteen years later visitors
from the Utah Church found David still
at Elgin suffering
from his "apparent affliction."
Deseret News Weekly,
LI (October 12, 1895), 516, article,
"Davi d H. Smith."
rian's
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The Mormons in Utah at first
and because

he had changed

the Reorganization.
practiced

his

that

recovered.

that

David had suffered
In reviewing
"This

The special

satisfied
far

his

short

unfavorable

him.

his

11190

even greater

return

to San Bernardino

resentment

own desires

A short

Other missionaries

person

had contributed

Jason W. Briggs.

were appointed

Briggs

more to the

Now here

saints'

191

"anr:l h2d
of those
even more

among the Saints
Upon his

Herald,

The Judge claimed
human ordure.
Ibid.

in Salt

origins

this

away .
initial

failure.

W. H. Kelly , R. J. Anthony,

Lake City.

No other

of the Reorganized
face

to face

one

Church than

with the doctrines

IV, 60.

LXXXI (October
that

he passed

member

It must have been an exciting

he was in Utah,

J. Smith and H. Smith,

El ls

from the field

of Utah. 191

to Utah after
Warnock,

to arrive

189
190

Josiah

un availing

prominence

brother

1118
9

or the expectations

time thereafter

group were Robert

Jason

returned

among the people

Jason W. Briggs , and Z. H. Gurley.
for

failure.

his

, the Judge gave up his work as an active

of the Reorganization.

among this

on the toilers.

Ells

Hi s former

father

from which he never

a few months late~

tells

received.

his

Judge A. D. Boren found conditions

and antagonistic.

caused

breakdown

in Utah had been quite

of either

who had appointed

warfare

that

but soon even the Church in Utah

of 1872 ended in complete

efforts

in an asylum by

David was convinced

condition

constant

mission

that

experience

he was confined

a mental

David's

and Judge Boren were not well

Foremost

opinions,

The opinion

comments,

fallen

David had bee n conv i nced of the truth,

polygamy may not have changed,

realized

Joseph

felt

22, 1935), 1360.

at one time his

clothes

were covered

with

76
and leaders
Briggs'

he had so openly opposed for over twenty years.

efforts

Reorganized
published

in Utah were directed

newspaper

The first

publication

it,

The December issue
D. H. Wells.
felt

same that
years.

error

By directing

the attack

publications,

were discussed

by Briggs.

changed.

his reports

tract,

The Basis

during

July 1875 .

of Brighamite
The issues

Utah Church as a "monstrous,

192

reviewed

had proclaimed

religion

words of

in Briggs'
and in the

in Salt

continued

were the

and "Utah being

in the Midwest,

of The Messenger

and

in Utah for ten

Succession,

published

truth

upon Mormon leadership,

can be observed

Polygamy,

pe rverted

by Brigg s "to the

The "pla inly " and "kindly"

to the leaders

if anyone,

to Orson Pratt

The doctrines

A bitterness

became

but kindJy. 11193

plainly,

Blood-atonement,

it was

seek to assist

of his press

of the Reorganization

a

Church. 192

It will

and expose it;

he could reach the people.

quickly

Jason Briggs,

of The Messenger was devoted

Adam God, Polygamy,

the editor

in Utah.

of The Messenge r was an address

the elders

Zi on" all

This new publication

of the Gospel truth.

to avoid

and printing

The Messenger;

spokesman for the Reorganized

and defense

and defend

1877.

for the Reorganization

was an authoritative

Briggs

Lake City entitled

from November 1874 until

the mouthpiece

education

in Salt

toward establishing

Most of

Lake City

to attack

and priesthood.

the

11194

Briggs was president
of the Reorganized Quorum of Twelve.
His
publications
in Utah later got him into trouble with the Reorganization.
The Semiannual Conference of the Church in 1877 refused to sust ai n Elder
Briggs because they felt some of his articles
within The Messenger were
out of harmony with the faith.
J. Smith and H. Smith , IV, 174.
193
The Messenger, I (November 1874), 1.
194
Ibid ., I (December 1874), 6.
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probably

writings

to his

contributed

while

with the Reorganization

in 1878 from Salt

Church for a short

that

the Reorganization

were unable

to experience

within

the Territory

reported that "truth,
11195
Not until
Utah.
prove effective

1873 to 1878.

though

for a season will

to use more
Gurley

triumph

even in

of the Mountain West .

was recorded

IV, 79.

had.

work of the Reorganization

the people

The Ogden Branch reported

5J. Smith and H. Smith,

predecessors

why they
The

had enjoyed.

to speak and liberty

oppressed

conversion

others

that

than their

reaching

may explain

missionaries,

1879 did the mission

in again

Only an occasional

19

the success

found more opportunities

missionaries
buildings

of local

in

of Utah.

in common with the people

had little

combined with the lack

This,

the 187O's were

were of the new generation

Most of the elders

difficult.

extremely

during

missionaries

of the Reorganized

The labors

in 1877.

the Reorganization

within

Twelve Apostles

of the Quorum of

as President

No. 12, was not resustained

II,

Messenger,

exposed in his

due to doctrines

Briggs,

while.

from the

in the

was active

Lake City but later

even

trouble

Gurley resigned

in Utah.

laboring

and

Briggs

Both got into

group of able men.

Gurley were not among this

as was deemed

at Nauvoo."

of the Church rejected

wise in the stronghold

apostleship

time and care

men of the Church spent

"Some of the ablest

in the Mountain West.

were busy laboring

elders

Other Reorganized

.

as a missionary

of success

lack

in his

evidenced

attitude

The sarcastic

had been able to.

missionaries

earlier

that

of souls

to reap the harvest

He was unable

in Utah.

he was

every week while

nearly

Jason W. Briggs was busy preaching

in Salt

Lake City from

six new members during

this

78
stand-

The work at Provo and Malad was at a complete

of time,

period
still.

one-sixth

organization,

church

the folds

them into

brought

Woodhead, a local

William

and W.R.

Henry Marriott,
most stable

within

growth during
aided

made the Union Fort
of Utah. 198

the Territory

but often

to exist,

continued

Reorganization

a steady

member of the Church,
Huscroft

and

people

197

of the Josephites.

Branch experienced

The Union Fort

most of these

reached

missionaries

Reorganized

Godbeites.

by Wm.P. Smith,
Branch

one of the

branches

The other
activity

the 1870's.

of the

of the members was

at a low level.
factors

There were several
Reorganized

appointees

in Utah had reached

e s th emselves.

an all

t ime low.

branches

described

the situation

19711
History of Weber County,"
(July 188J), 62J.
01d Utah Branch Records,

as the

Condit i ons among the Josephites
and contention

to the elders.

in Utah in th e following

Utah Branch Records,

of the

to the failure

but none so obvious

The strife

may have been depressing

th e local

198

contributed

durin g the 1870's,

of the missionari

attitude

that

words:

within

Z. W. Gurley
"There is not

40-41.
Tullidge's
1-2.

to

with the

were sympathetic

These people

be cut off from the Utah Church.

had requested

City people

of the Plain

to

own

their

to establish

had tried

When the Godbeites

reap a harvest.

In

missionaries

Reorganized

had allowed

circumstances

unusual

City,

through

established

John Gammett, and Robert Warnock. 196

of George Robinson,

t he efforts
Plain

of Wanship was firmly

The small branch

to the rule.

Church proved to be the exceptions

of the Reorganized

Three branches

Quarterly

Magazine,

II

79
that

good brotherly

like

to see,

take

little

as 1873, problems

Malad reports

Another person
bitter

wrote

feelings

· th

201

US.

absent

among the members that

themselves

from meetings

began appearing

show the branch

from Salt

in the hearts

The dissent

of some that
within

It probably

members of the Josephite

throughout

was not all

Lake City :

and strife

ary work more difficult.

the branches

to offer

som9one else.

pleads

a conference

for the Salt

made the mission-

to many Mormons that

zation

a president

11200

are of us, who ought to be

appeared

Church had litt]e

the Utah

"No doubt you are aware of the

by W. Townsend in June of 1874 to the leadership

call

and seem to

"in good standing.

letter

that

I would

in the work. 11199

interest

District.

yet existing

as some still

As early

Wl

feeling

A

of the Reorgani-

Lake District

with power to

appointed,

for it is no use to trust to those east of Main Street,
for they do not want a conference;
for they do not want to
speak in public.
We want to get the hall we used to have, but
they do not want any more than a small house.202
Apparently
when it

some of the Saints

came to openly practicing

City branches
their

who stay ed in Utah were not the most bold

leader

their

religion.

were not the only branches

The Malad and Salt

with internal

Thomas Robson was cut off from the branch

many of the members of that

small branch

drifted

into

problems.
in Plain

When
City,

spiritualism

.
t ivi
· ·t y. 203
inac
199
2

saints'

00ibid.,
201
Ibid.,
202
Ibid.,

Herald,

XXV (July

7, 1876 ), 292.

XIX (March 16, 1873),

756.

XX (January

215 .

3, 1874),

XXI (November 21, 1874),

20311
History of Weber County,"
(July 1883), 623.

471.

Tullidge's

Lake

Quarter ly Magazine , II

or

80
Efforts
build

were made by some of the membership in Salt

a chapel.

Property

was purchased

on East and Second South.

March 5, 1877, ground was broken for the chapel.
completed
about half

of the needed funds.

ence had appealed
to construct
twelve

to its

a chapel

was issued

help finance

in Salt

in Salt

a chapel

there.

The chapel
Reor ganization
petition

influence

of that

Lake City.

Iowa.

in order

of the great

to

was to be

The epistle
Apostasy

from the

it was necessary

pa rt

The writers

to

of the pop ulation

The authors

were P. Cadwell,

and Jason W. Briggs.

to inaugurate

more decisive

At the same time,

attention

of this

of this

Church in Utah, which they claimed
of that

had been drawn up at the semiannual

in Utah,

see illustration

of the

The chapel

power in Utah"

the Reorganized

no inconsiderable

to be a missionary

204

epistle

made in a 1875 Memorial to Congress .

Bluffs,

in the efforts

Lake City would help to make good the claim the

The Memorial to Congress
at Council

An official

Confer-

20 5

in Salt

represented

" constitutes

financially

in the Mountain West,

"In view of baneful

was finally

General

for the payment of tithing

strength

build

Utah .

Lake City.

a house of worship

and the concentration

Congress

In 1876, the Reorganized

which called

faith

The building

On

The membership in Utah contributed

membership to assist

a symbol of Reorganized
declared:

204

in December of 1881.

Lake City to

measures

H.J.

page lOJ.

05J. Smith and H. Smith, IV, 170.
206
saints'
Herald, XXIII (September

8 , 1875),

Hudson, soon

the leadership

was given to the distinctive

2

J18.

11206

conference

The Memorial petitioned

against

chapel,

Territory.

in

differences

81
between the Mormon Church in Utah and the Reorganization.
was placed

on the loyalty

disloyalty

of the Church in Utah.

The following

of the Reor ganized

207

Emphasis

Church and the so-called

demands were made by the petition:

1.

The statutes

2.

Utah voting

methods be changed.

J.

Confederates

of Mormons on trial

4.

Throw open the lands

of Utah be examined.

were not to be allowed

jury

duty.

leaders

held by Brigham Young and other

to settlement.

5. Change the people running the post offices
Occasional

petitions

and memorials

to send Congress.

In another

in the anti-Mormon

crusade.

Federal

ten years

Government involved

and their

on the "persecution
Thus far,

front
let

there

in Utah.

alignment

involved

to get the

with the gentiles

, who

the Reorganized

still

commitment to the gentile

felt

that

Godbeites
building

it was their

"The Reorganization

do the work of evangelizing

Their

of the Reorganization

simply placed

was not a total

rank in the Utah Mission.

The liberal

were drawn up by the Reorganization

Church

list " in Utah.

The Reorganization

others

in Utah.

the Church would be really

The actions

opposed the Utah Church leadership,

Utah .

Church

duty to take
can not afford

the
to

Utah. 11208

had been of some assistance
in Salt

cause in

Lake City was often

to the missionaries
opened to Reorganized

207
rt was not until February 5, 1873 , that the Josephites
were incorporated under the name, "Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saint s."
208

saints'

Herald,

XXII (April

16, 1875),

577.

82
preachers.
course
it.

It was with regret

of the Salt

Feelings

Lake Tribune

entered

reflected

the liberal

Mormons lost

of the Tribune

during
in Utah.

was probably

the most noted convert

the 1870's.

Tullidge

As the first

missionaries

was a writer

in writing

in the Utah Magazine .

In 1878, Tullidge

reconsidered

was an ordained

assigned

and preached

Elder

writing

In 1881, the Reorganized
too warm an account

he was preparing
ceased

for them.

his activity

Charles

within

Wesley Wandell,

the Utah Church,

was another

lectures

a C. W. Wandell,
in Salt

209

early

The talented

author

a high priest

The article

reviews Wandell's

in the Midwest.

returned

in this

new

in a history

to Utah and

210
and ex-mission

Reorganized

As early

president

convert.

in

The exact

as 1866, the Union Vedette

entitled,
belief

W.W.

at him for

Church leaders

the Reorganization.

outstanding

By Septemb8r,

did not serve

"a Mormon of the anti-Polygamy

Lake City.

Mormonism in Utah,"

the Reorganization

Twelve became furious

of certain

of

of them

to serve with President

Tullidge

of his convers io n is not known.

records

denunciations

for awhile

Tullidge

of the Rocky Mountain Mission.

calling.

date

elder

to the

and historian

the Cht:rch. 209

of 1879, he w,qs bapUz,=,d into

The Reorganization
Blair

of

of the Reorganization

had been involved

Tullidge

control

and the Reorganization

Utah, Tullidge

and by April

on the

strained.

Edmund Wheelock Tullidge
Reorganization

the Josephites

after

between the editors

were continually

high repute

that

that

school,"

giving

"A Mormon's View of
Utah Mormonism was not

william Frank Lye, "Edward Wheelock Tullidge;
the Mormon Rebel
Historian ," Utah Historical
Quarterly,
XXVIII (January 1960), 67 .
210
saints'
Herald, LXXXII (November 19, 1935), 1488.

83
the old-founded
not record
call

of Joseph Smith. 211

doctrine

Wandell being

to return

a member until
212

to Australia.

ex-Utah Mormon, who established

Society

Islands.

These two elders

a year

after

his

but he played
Pacific.

an earlier
arrival

missionaries

Illinois,

re-baptized

an infection

213

Within
disease,

the Reorganization

contribution

cannot be closed

in the

due to the labors

arrived

westward.

in Salt

without

After

Lake City.

Institute.

William

On December 7, Joseph
The Reorganized

leader

as "the degenerate

of the

him gr eat ly.

union Vedette,

V (April

Autumn Leaves,

XVI, 350.

the first

four months in California,
Joseph was suffering

S. Godbe arranged

concerned

His purported

his first
house near

over the

reputation

and an apostate,

lawyer,

Because he had been called

7, 1866),

from

in time to speak on

had been quite

214

visit

Smith left

spoke at a ward meeting

son of a nobl e sir,"

bothered

noting

On July 17, President

manner in which he would be received.

212

the converts

to the Islands.

in his face but managed to recover

speech.

211

in the

Wandell was dead of heart

to Utah in 1875.

December 2 at the Liberal

spiritualist

firmly

and taught

Mormon missionary

indirect

for a trip

Joseph Smith III

Union Fort.

a mission

in Utah.

of Joseph Smith III

public

the Reorganization

an import ant ro l e in establishing

The "Era of Despair"

Plano,

1873 when he accepted

in Australia,

This was another

does

It was C. W. Wandell and Glaud Rodgers,

another

of Addison Pratt,

The Reorganization

in Utah
and
many

2.

213
veda E. Smith, Young Peoples History,
II, 85.
of Addison Pratt in possession
of Dr. George Ellsworth,
of History,
Utah State University,
Logan, Utah.
214
Anderson and Hulmes, 247.

See also the diary
Head, Department

84

men of Mormonism."

in memoirs with leading

"argumentative

indulge

These were mainly the

The homes of only a few were opened to him.

is my wife"

women to him as "this

received

The gentiles
to his

support

look,

a friendly

Lake City,

in Salt

a revolver

spoke before

When Joseph
all

dressed

alike,

to remind him of the supposed
but the ladies

didn't

three

the crowd at the Liberal

sat on the front

confront

Due to his sickness,

215
216
217
218

saints'

earlie r activities

walking

of the

Joseph had

seven women,

They were present

of his father

in Nauvoo,

him. 218

he felt

Herald , LXXXII (October

Herald,

while

Institute,

his first

8, 1935),

Salt

Lake City for the

visit

1299.

Anderson and Hulmes, 252.
Saints'

over the

days of his visit.

row in the hall.

On the 11th of December, Joseph Smith left
Midwest.

"he might be

he found no one with

from the officials

for the first

LXXXII (October

Anderson and Hulmes, 249-250.

11215

of S3.lt L~ko City met

for some type of reaction,

in his pocket

ill.

knew who he was. 217

to his visit

reaction

In anticipation

Mormon Church.

rule

greeting,"

or a casual

everyone

but he felt

There was little

carried

word,

Th8 people

commented that

He later

him with a cool treatment.
a "pleasant

216

held."

the Utah leaders

Mormons that

they were hoping that

upon polygamy and the authority

(sic)

different

their

realized

but the president

him well,

later,

physically

made him "almost

still

cause came only because

effect

a deterent

three

of the scene of Joseph F. Smith introducing

contemplation

years

Thirty-five

the sons of Hyrum Smith.

homes of his cousins,

to

he would not be out of place

he felt

by the Utah leadership,

things

1, 1935 ), 1263.

to Salt

Lake had

85
made only a feeble
despair
talk

for the Reorganization

and little

beginning
years

219

impression

real

upon the people. 219
in Utah.

accomplishm ent.

It had been a period

The Reorganization

of 1878 was in much the same position

earlier.

Ibid .,

319.

Thus ended the era of

that

it

of much

in Utah at the
had been six

86

CHAPTERVII
WHILETHE FIELD WASRIPE, 1879-1900
If there

was any one period

been successful
century.

in Utah it was the last

During this

pressure

in which the Reorganization

time,

the Federal

upon the Mormons in a drive

leadership

held and abolish

The branches

established

the activities

missionaries.
beca me a part
successful

work in the 1880's

combination

of several

to certain

the people

of the century
motivated

branches

factors

their

of effort

were limited
sending

"Now after

over from the people
11220

220

two decades

in the Territory,
two decades

of activity

the success

on the part

of the

of the

around their
the membership

witness

a fairly

thereafter.

A

of the Reorganization

Saints'

Perhaps

of the Reorganized

of Utah was one major reason
in results.

that
here;

after

labored

1880 .

in this

why the closing

decades

of their

missionaries

One missionary
mission

to the

reported

at least

I can see no indications
was only being

XXXXI (June 2, 1934),

182.

in

for some time I have

the Church need not look for any general

the Reorganization

Herald,

Church to

The optimism and hope that

a siz ab le percentage

having

come to the conclusion

effect.

the ~t0ry

in Utah centered

and a lack
limited

tell

the last

The final

Mountain West was not in evidence
1894 that,

period

areas.

The de-emphasis
convert

this

Until

history.

the Church

of polygamy.

of the Josephites

of Utah's

increased

to remove the power that

during

With permanent

of the nineteenth

Government was applying

the practice

membership of the Reorganization.
century,

two decades

should have

to that

realistic

in

turn-

87
channeling

its

efforts

Problems
The local

to more fruitful

in the branches

Reorganized

of the Utah District''

continued

historian,

Pauline

describes

fields.
to plague

the effort

in Utah.

Dykes, in her "Historical

the problems

of the Salt

Report

Lake Branch:

D. F. Nickolson continued as Sect. until June 15th, 1883
when resigned
•••
on this date the branch was dis-organized
by vote of the branch, because of so much jealousy,
quarreling,
bad feelings
and c. seemed to have ensued and on June 23rd, 1886
R. Warnock resigned as Pres •.••
Branch was practically
disorganized again, as there was no Pres. until Mar. 5th, 1888, and
during these few years, Pres. Joseph Smith was appealed to no
less than four or five times to try to adjust the differences
existing
in the Branch.
In this branch especially,
even from its incipiency,
Sata~
seems to have raged, and to have had more than his usual sway. 21
In 1884, the name of the branch was changed to the Salt
Branch.

It

remained

foundation.

federal

authorities

or sound congregations
The missionaries
the success

of the nineteenth

turn

to the Josephites.

"While the

the power of the Mormon

the Reorganization

had neither

the missionaries
222

and membership were only two of the factors
or failure

of the Josephites.

witnessed

the influence

an effective

The Deseret

as a "Persecutor

The last

that

two decades

move on the part

of the Reorganization

of the Mormons by the Federal

Reorganization

member stated,

with which to meet the challenge."

century

Utah Church to limit
prosec ution

1912 when it was on a more

were working to diminish

over the people,

influenced

name until

As a young Reorganized

secure

heirarchy

with this

Lake Mission

of the

in Utah.

The

Government made them react

News effectively

portrayed

in

the

of the Sai nts."

22

1pauline Dykes, "Historical
Report of the Utah District,"
City:
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints,
(Mimeographed copy in possession
of author.)
222

Bradley,

11.

(Salt
1917),

Lake
4.

88
The 1880's
there

witnessed

is any godliness

eyes of the world,
read an article
editorial

an active

reaction

in the desire

and attempt

then you can find

in the Deseret

describes

to the Josephites.

it

to become popular

in the Josephite

News, May 6, 1885.

the Josephite

crusade

"If

Church. 11223 So

A week later

against

in the

the people

another

of Utah and

declares:
However bad conditions
are in Utah, let such remember that
they will gain absolutely
nothing that will benefit
them either
spiritually
or temporally by leaving Utah and joining the
Josephites.
NOTHING,NOTHING,NOTHING.••
If you love popularity and the world, desire to be governed by the dreams and visions
of illiterate
men and women then join the Josephites •..•
Josephiteism
is Catholicism
.••
only in a milder form ..
, not
quite so popular.224
These are excerpts
that

filled

measures
Smith III

from only two of the many articles

the pages of the Deseret

taken

an anti-Mormon

"Where Mr. Smith Stands,"

leadership
order
miles

to all
felt

One of the most effective

by the News was the article

made before

distributed

News.

was later

the local

describing

polygamy rally
reprinted

the speech Joseph
held in Chicago in 1882.

and copies

Mormon congregations

it was necessary

on the Josephites

of the

in Utah.

for the people

speech

The Utah

to read the speech

in

that

they "might know how Joseph Smith talks about us two thousand
225
away."
When Joseph made his next trip to Utah, he felt his speech

had been a real
Utah during

the last

An active
representing

?"J

detriment

letter

to him.

two decades
debate

The efforts
were blunted

between Elder

the Utah Church and Joseph

of Joseph's
by these

24J.

to

methods.

Lyman 0. Littlefield

Smith III

' Deseret News, XXXIV (May 6, 1885),
224
Ibid.,
XXXIV (May lJ, 1885), 271 .
22
5Ibid ., XXXIV (July 15, 1885), 406.

two missions

was carried

of Logan,
in the

89
Deseret

News and the Herald

carried

the replies

and Saints'
entitled,

of the Reorganization.

Herald

became involved

"A Word With the

Herald

The article

ended with the words:

paper

to those

the Reorganization

drive

as Persecutors"

article

the lobbyists

"doing

their

and the fires
a rticle,

best

the author

more to stimulate
rest

aries.

Ward.

wishes
its

of

Lake Tribune.

a tilt

little

with the

pop-gun at the

in an attempt

were -tw0 artj _cles

to tie

ercti tled,

11228 The first

and "The Josephites.

in Washington

of gove rnment to fan the flame of intolerance

declares:

against

the Saints.

" I am satisfied
against

that

that

"

In the second

body has done

the Utah ' Mormons' than all

the

put together."
Attention

their

News

1122
7

more burning

persecution

The Salt

of the Reorganization

at the seat

of bigotry

to fire

persecutors

"The 'Josephites'
discusses

press,

made by the Utah press

with gentile

the Deseret

compared the activities

the Herald

courtesy

of at an individual.

The most effective

"if

Herald

In 1884, the article

Organ,"

of the gentile

News, have the ordinary
instead

Occasionally

in a tilt.

'Josephite'

the Saints'

Deseret

1883. 226 The Saints'

of Logan during

Elders
street

was given to the labors

of some of the Josephite

Capp and Hansen received
preaching

Andrew Jenson,

and effective
r epresenting

special

articles

mission-

as a result

work among the peop le in East

of
Jordan

the Utah Church spoke the following

226

Deseret News, XXXII (May 16, 1883), 262 and XXXII (September 12,
1883), 531, 535, (September 19, 1883), 547, and (November 14, 1883), 675.
The virtue of polygamy as practiced
central
topic of discussion.

227

Ibid.,

228

Ibid.,

XXXIII (September

by Old Testament

Prophets

is the

10, 1884), 535.

XXXI (March 1, 1882), 86 and XXXIV (February

25, 1885) , 91.

90
to the same group of people. 22 9

night

in the Saints ' Herald,

published

the article

the attention

Reorganization

between

the issues

it

claimed

.

time later.

Grove a short

at Pleasant

Andrew Jenson

to the Utah Church being

refers

someone to debate

with Mr. Thurman and Mr. Evans of the Utah Ch11rr!h, Anthony

openly debated

receiving

of the

Often the elders

Utah in 1881, W.W. Blai r and R. J. Anthony

At Lehi,

the two gro ups.

Perhaps

finding

had no trouble

with

dealt

that

speeches

at Ephraim and Tooele.

of succession

engaged Elder

the

by Jos eph F.

News written

George Q. Cannon made several

Reorganization

replaced

by

polygamy. 2 30

Smith defending
President

that

newspaper

in the Deseret

articles

brought

Messenger,

the topic

the Reorganized

Advocate,

the Saints'

testimony

of her last

of Emma Smith and the publishing

The death

was lacking

January

in Utah.

1, 1880, was

The article

group left

the only opposing

231

facing

the

"The Utah Church befo r e which we have stood in a warlike

for years , must soon face the issues we have raised against her
attitude
11232
The Mormons reacted openly during the last two decades to the
her.
Reorganization.

Both sides

The accomplishments

229
230

Ibid.,

vocal

IV (December 18, 1897),

Herald,
January

reaped

Record,

XX, 611.

1, 1880.

the last

two decades

enough success

from the Utah Church .

Jenson , The Historical

2 1
3 Saints'
232
Ibid.,

during

of the Josephites

reaction

with the same issues.

securely

stood

The missionaries

cannot be overlooked.
a very strong

still

71.
VI, 220-22 1.

to receive

91
Stable

branches

These centered
zeal,

were establish

ar ound the efforts

A number of people

the Dingle

ed in many parts
of active

were converted

Dell Branch was organized.

233

Utah where members were baptized
places. 234

An 1880 census in Utah reported
Part

of these

people

the Reorganization
Gazetteer

and Direct ol:.Y gives

the Church in 1884.
Scandinavian
established

Total

Barrett.

in the 1880's.

Efforts

mother to the Josephite

234
235

the Territory,

Bradley,
saints'

in Utah.
branches

the basis

The Utah

into

in Logan, where over

the Reorganization.

from Logan (not Swedish)

Lake City.

One of the

was EmmaMarie Larson

She describes

Church in the following

into

the Reorganized

the conversion

of her

words:

12.
Herald , XLI (March 21, 1894),

Robert W. Sloan (ed.),
Utah Gazetteer
Ogden, Provo, and Salt Lake City, 1884 (Salt
and Publishing
Company, 1884).
The branches
Union Fort 29, Beaver 20, Lehi 51, Heber 18,
Henneferville
33, Wanship 29, Santiquin 10,
and Salt Lake City 102.

of

for most of the new branches

were successful

were brought

of

as 386 in the Territory.

She was born in Logan in 1871 and baptized

Church in 1887 at Salt

233

to the organized

throughout

into

Salem, and

were 820 Josephites

membership was listed
provided

converts

traveled

at Manti , Salina,

there

where

the names and numhe~s of twelv9 branches

converts

a dozen Swedish converts
interesting

The missionaries

had not acti vely joined

but were scattered

elde rs with missionary

in the Bear Lake Valley,

Southern
other

local

of the Territory.

182.

and Directo:cy of Logan,
Lake City:
Herald Printing
with membership listed
are:
Provo 26, Springville
26,
Kays Creek 7, Richfield
25,

235

92
After a while mother got to thinking about Brigham Young,
having all those wives and breaking the law of the land, and
She went down
she left the Church; she wouldn't belong to it.
were having conference.
to Salt Lake once when the Josephites
I was about nine years old then 1880. They had a very nice
meeting, and she joined while we were down there.236

of H. N. Hansen and E. C. Brand,

The labors

and Norwegian people.

Swedish,

Danish,

Branch was entirely

Richfield

The

them.

would visit

only when a missionary

members assembled

very nice,

at Richmond.

were in the valley

Other Josephites

you."

tell

I'll

wasn't

"It

in Cache Valley,

says of life

Mrs. Barrett

who was back in Utah in 1884,

237 Brand, Hans H. Hanson, Peter Anderson,
branch.
successful
238
accomplished the majority of the work completed by
and Maugus Fyrando
founded this

appointee

Hanson,

people.

They often

missionaries.

were baptized

people

At Elsinore,

few Icelandic
The full

Saints

later

1880's

which had not received
Joseph

this

branch

a spark during

and Fyrando.

a new member for ten years,

Luff and R. G. Anthony,

in 1880.

Even a

of the Church. 239

work had received

by Br and, Hanson,

were well

Swedish converts

at Springville

est ablished

joined

Mormon converts

among Danish Mormons, over twenty

the Reorganization.

time missionary

and early

in 1880.

into

among the branch

represented

1870's

and Fyrando were originally

Anderson,

from Denmark and Sweden.

with Scandinavian

worked directly

a local

the late

The Provo Branch,

began to grow
missionary,

again

assisted

in

236

November 1967, Logan,
with Emma Barrett,"
"Interview
Lynn Kirlin,
Emma was 96 at
of this author.)
(Mimeographed, in possession
Utah, 8.
in Logan.
Reorganization
the
of
member
permanent
sole
the
that time and
after the interview.
She passed away shortly
237

01d Utah Branch Records,

55-57.

238

Elder Fyrando entered the Reorganization
was born September 28, 1836 in Maleno, Sweden.
239

01d Utah Branch Records,

26-29.

in Omaha, Nebraska.

He

93
up this

building

in Utah.

branches

Josephite

of the strongest

the labors

of Reor ganized

missionaries

new members of the Union Fort Branch
were later

in 1878 -1 879 .

estab lished

area .

Swedish

converts

came from that

as the b r anches
ove r three

a branch

up through

Finish

people at Pleasant

settlement

this

Grove.

and

the last

pro bl ems,

two decades .

of the Rocky Mountain Mission ,
This branch

of its

field

of R. J.

to gro w but not

Even with local

dozen new members during

Grov e Branch when part
found a mor e fruitful

the effo rts

in 1870 when he first

at Malad and Lehi.

of the Church.

elders

of Swedish Mormons

entirely

The Ogden Br anch continued

At Lehi , R. J. Anthony , now president

of membership.

increase

last

In 1879, Brand revisited

a br anch there .

Malad received

Pleasant

of the

some of the Mormons he had missed

converted

established

Several

The Beaver Br anch was built

Anthony and E. C. Brand.

as rapidly

in East Jordan . 240

a bra nch almost

Mangus Fyrando built

At Heber,

to be upset

Bra nch its

to gi ve the Union Fort

about

News had reason

The Deseret

to nativ e s of Utah.

but the growth here was

by the elders,

Union Fort was not ne glected
limited

By 1900 , Provo was one

to the message of the Reorganization.

receptive

and Hans

Mormons in Provo who were

and Norwegian

Danish,

Hansen found Swedish,

Anderson

Peter

of the Churc h.

branch

wavering

later

became the

membership emigrated

among Danish,

Swedish,

and the
and a few

This br anch also had a large

engli sh-

" . 241
.
memb er s h ip
spea k ing

Growth in th e Sal t Lake area
year.

The problems

240
241

Deseret

of this

local

consiste
branch

d of a few new members each
did not encourage

News, LV (December 18, 1997),

Old Utah Branch Records,

71.

10-15 and 75-77.

many people

94
with more apparent

to embrace a faith

to help
with

of unwanted members.

get rid

branch

at Santaquin.

as the last

two decades

from limited

apostasy,

emigration,

at Provo,

only the branches

the new branch . 242

Lehi,

by Fyrando

some stimula-

The Wanship Branch received
began.

branches

The Josephite

As the

and inactivity.

Some of

branch.

was established

among the Swedish converts

and M. T. Short
tion

into

transferred

the old members were occasionally
A small

Branch was organized

Lake Mission

members from the disorganized

selected

with about thirty

was disorganized

The old branch

The new Salt

members.

about ninety

Br anch in order

Lake Mission

In 1886, the branch became the Salt

having.

than the Utah Church was

problems

still

suffered
cl,:)Sed,

ccmtury

Ogden, Malad, and Salt

Union Fort,

Lake

. d • 24J
Cl·t y remaine
The Saints ' Advocate
tion

its

efforts

served

as its

directing

W.W. Blair

between the two groups

functioned

as a publication

toward Utah from July
edito r.

of the Reorganiza-

1878 to September
approach

The articles

in much the same manner as previous

1885 ,

the differences
Reorganized

Endowhad . Several new topics were also given attention.
literature
244
"Rea der, have
were attacked as not coming from Joseph Smith.
ments
and bewildered,

you been ensnared,
Turn from them!

242

Bradley,

Turn to Christ

and bound,
or cursed

by spurious

endowments?

be the land for ever and ever. 11245

lJ.

243

01d Utah Branch Records. Conference minutes of 1887 record eleven
of 56 men and a membership of 350 individuals,
branches with a priesthood
Provo,
Kaysville,
Branches reported from Union Fort, Beaver, Springville,
Weber, Wanship, exclude the branch at Malad, Idaho.
244
For a Mormon descripPart of the Utah Mormon Temple ceremonies.
tion, see James E. Talmage, The House of the Lord.
245

saints'

Advocate,

I (December 1879),

61.

95

gave the

Joseph

Smith III

were 1mdertaken

of most of the settlements

most of the towns,
to,

listened

than his

was better

even in Cache Valley,
the ranks

but few joined

The Utah Church effectively

by distributing

copies

Chicago in 1882.
branded

"s tands

Smith had been careless
was solid

and his desire

toured

Ibid.,

247

Deseret

248

that

of his

VII (January

Joseph

Like other

had made at
Prophet

of Utah." 247

·
· t erview
·
an d in
image
missionaries

and

of his influence

the Reorganized

to find

In

as a result

Joseph

but his in t egri ty

As

of Utah was sincere.

he took pains

the settlements,

part

1882 remarks,

to help the people

Utah in 1885 and 1889.

246

speech

the whole people

in several

·
h"is f a th er ' s p 1ura 1 marriage

visited

stopped

News claimed

before

as a liar

Sr.iith.

by Prssid6nt

Joseph was well received

of the anti-Mormon

The Deseret

Intense

visit.

original

of the Reorganization

of his visits.

the end of

before

to Utah two more times

returned

His reception

the century.

wi"th

than a Lake

rather

Ohio Court.

County,

Joseph

of "which

the decision

Tribunal

for a higher

be left

should

Church was right"

tours

that

The Mormons in Utah felt

Church."

original

of the

and successor

of,

continuation

and lawful

true

"the

Reorganization

Temple Case

had found the

for now a court

new issue,

another

Josephites

and for

for yourself

to "subscribe

Day Apostacy." 246 The Kirtland

by the Latter

deceived

friends

the people

encouraged

Blair

Editor

everyone

associated

th em. 248

Joseph

of the Reor ganiz a -

1883), 392.

News, XXXIV (July

15, 1885), 406.

knew that there were "other females in father's
Joseph apparently
He said he knew of them before his father's
family besides my mother."
but did not know of their ever bearing
death and for two years afterwards,
of Joseph's
J. Smith and H. Smith, III, 381. The results
children.
in Utah never proved to him otherwise.
interviews

96
tion,

he felt

that

there

from among the people

did establish

limited

of Utah.

the hope of drawing

This hope failed

The "fi eld had been ripe"

a close.

reaction

was still

more permanent

on the part
the success

two decades.

branches

away many converts

as the century
Josephite

in many ways.

of the Church within

of the Utah Church and problems
of the Reorganization

during

within

the close

drew to

missionaries
Utah.

Increased

the branches
of the last

97

SUMMARY

Mormon,249

of Utah was still

population

Church .

a dislike

way out for them without

was in part

tion

too dogmatic

to build

in his efforts

people

of these

joined

the Josephites

joined

The first
in Utah.

zation

eight

in the California

District

from the Territory

annually

249

during

of the gospel
of the Reorganizawas often

Over one thousand

period.

had

alone by 1875.

hundred Josephite
this

many

on to California,

were the most successful
of three

the

The Mormon leader

Mormons who traveled
Church.

An average

and had

up the Kingdom of God in the Mountain

the Reorganized

years

as a safety

provided

principles

the success

to Brigham Young.

a reaction

When he excommunicated

West.

of other

a sacrifice

the Territory

Other Mormons

Brigham Young.

There is no doubt that

they had embraced,

served

The Reorganization

of polygamy,

to the doctrine

reacted

of President

for the policies

lei't

from economic problems

for many Mormons who were suffering

valve

people

The Reorganization

conversion.

their

after

shortly

of thes8

ThEor.1ajority

ir. Utah.

the ,Josephi tes

from the Reorganized

members of the Mormon Church had joined

thousand

three

At least

very few Utah

of the century,

by missionaries

Mormons had not been contacted

of the

had entered

The Reorganization

in 186J, and by the close

the Territory

In 1895, 82 percent

two decades.

of Utah for nearly

the Territory

ones for the Reorganiconverts

The years

after

emigrated
saw

an:i Development in Utah,
Activities
T. Edgar Lyon, "Religious
XXXV(Fall 1967), 292-293.
Quarterly,

1847 to 1910," Utah Historical

in

organization

as the sole religious

The Mormon Church had existed

98
fewer conversions,

but in turn~

witnessed

a building

churches

and various

up of branches

and

a Church structure.

There were many Protestant
proselyted

in Utah during

Morrisites,

and Godbeites

from the Utah Church.

the nineteenth
all

failed

Protestant

century.

Mormon groups who
The Gladdenites,

to draw away substantial

missions

"made no perceptable

on the Mormon Church as to numbers. 11250 The Baptists
stress

their

committee

membership growth or publish

of the Methodist

the Mormons is concerned,
real

Church reported

real

Protestant

in a different

was felt

1.

has contributed

The anti-Mormon

Reorganized

Church.

Its

stimulus

to

A

"so far as converting
wastec..

way.

to Utah's

polygamy crusade

were unwilling

If twc hu11dred

Christians

during

them. 11251 The impact of

to discover

The Reorganization

that

evangelical

the time we have been unable
missions

impression

membership statistics.

morn=iyh-9.s beEm h.rgely

Mormons have been changed into

numbers

How?
history

was supported

was in part

in several
actively

due to the attention

ways:

by the
drawn

to it by members of the Reorganization.
2.
to basic

Both the Utah Church and the Reorganization
Mormon doctrines

as a result

of Josephite

probably
activities

Defense of polygamy and the Nauvoo Temple completion

3.

The Josephites

discontented

Mormons left

acted

as a safety

Utah as a result

valve

overreacted
in Utah.

are only two examples.

in Utah's

of the efforts

history.

Many

of the

Reorganization.

250

T. Edgar Lyon, "Evangelical
Protestant
Missionary Activities
Mormon Dominated Areas, 1865-1900," (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation,
University
of Utah, 1962), 247.

251

Lyon, 301, quotes from Henry M. Merkel,
Utah (Colorado Springs:
1828), 213-215.

History

in

of Methodism in

99
The activities

of the Reorganization

members of the Utah Church.
all

other

Reorganized

religious
Church.

In total

around proselyting

numbers of converts

groups combined failed
The Josephites

centered

to be as effective

were active

did make a major impact upon and contribution

made, probably
as the

in the Mountain West and
to Utah's

history.
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EPILOGUE

since 1900

Church was published

Reorganized

for

there

successful

highly

in attendance

were

a fine

Malad built

the

Since

services

that

compares

chapel

not

late

1920's,

were thirty-five

held

in the Mountain
Missionary

of the century.

at Josephite

age of the membership
are

branch

stable

over

At one time,

in 1920 and 1921.

Members moved away or their
1968 there

in 1909 to counter-

favorably

with

were

efforts

200 people

The congregation

there.

West

at

any Utah Mormon

same period.

of the

chapel

years

twenty-five

first

the

by the Utah Church

was the most

The Malad Branch

of the

The Origin

efforts.

Church

Reorganized

the Utah

representing

Mormons.

were

elders

Josephite

Smith,

of upset

groups

several

addressed

Church,

and Ut~h

missiona~i~s

of 1906-1907.
Fielding

Joseph

in the Ogden area.

active

act

the years

during

Mormon authorities

One of the most

1900.

Josephite

between

occurred

clashes

verbal

bitter

exception.

as the only

moments since

bright

were occasional

There

branch.

stable

a real

was not

briefly

flourished

Idaho,

in Southern

Malad,

there

1950-1960,

decade

last

the

Until

1900.

in Utah since

activities

on the Josephite

some remarks

without

in Utah would not be complete

Church

of the Reorganized

The story

by the

the Mal ad Branch
children

the

members on the Branch

was over
Josephites

joined

gradually

66 years
in Malad.

old.

fell

Utah Church.
records.

Regular

Church

apart.
In August
The ave rage
services
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Utah

visited

in

constructed

report

missionaries
and

Provo

areas.

in

1967.

Church
a testing

or

has

effort

Missionary

favorable
About

Today

proving

of

the

State.

the

Reorganized

Church
new chapel

the

dedicated

the

City.

Lake

Salt

of

and

conference

a district

for

Smith

W. Wallace

President

In 1966,

throughout

scattered

are

Church

Reorganized

from

100 members

Another

350 people.

over

is

membership

Total

in

foundation.

stable

a more

have

they

century

twentieth

suffered

branches

These

Provo.
Today

migration.

and

contention

and

City,

Lake

Salt

Ogden,

the

of

half

first

the

during

survived

Branches

30

picked

success
new members

Reorganized

period

up in
in

past

the

for

into

brought
in

missionaries

in preparation

Ogden,

tracting
were

Present

few years.

Utah

higher

Salt
the
seem

church

Lake

City,

Reorganized
to be
callings.

filling
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JOSEPH I f E CHURCH .

1881 Salt

Lake Branch.

1966 Salt
Salt

Courtesy

of Utah State

Courtesy
Lake Branch.
Lake Branch Reorganized

Historical

of Eugene Chaney,
Church.

Society.

Pastor
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RECORDS
BAPTISMAL
REORGANIZED
Beaver Branch
Name
W.W. Hutchings
Matthew Evan
Josephine Bennett
Ellen Covington
Oliver T. Smith
Elizabeth Winbleby
Edward M. Davis
Eliza Mitchell
William Thompson
William H. McLary
Anhau Bennett
Mitchell Stevens
Covington
Christopher
Charles VanVleet
Rachael VanVleet
Sarah Covington

Date Baptized

Name

1842*
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1871
1879
1879
1879
1879
1879

EmmaSmith
Emeline Nephems
Lorenzo Barton
Martha Davis
Mary C. Wark
George W. Alcott
Frances A. Alcott
Rosabella G. Alcott
Mary Anderson
Sottie VanVleet
Matilda Hutchings
Olive Hntchir:igs
Cyrus G. Davis
Elizabeth McLary
Mary Ann McBride
Sarah Waddell

Date Baptized
1879
1879
1879
1879
1879
1885
1885
1885
1885
1885
1885
1885
1887
1887
1887
1870

Heber Branch
J ohn Hurdsman
Lettuce Hurdsman
Mary McCornie
EmmaHurdsman
William Arid
Johnathan Sharp Sr .
Johnathan Sharp Jr.
Lucy Hurdsman
Lettuce Hurdsman
Elizabeth Aird
Per Olsen
Mary Olsen
Ola Johnson
Per Johnson Petersen
Amanda Petersen
Ann B. Edfors
Mils Edfors

1868
1868
1869
1871
1874
1874
1874
1874
1874
1877
1878
1878
1878
1878
1878
1878
1878

*Accepted on original

baptism.

Olof Tanlund
John E. Petersen
Jonas Johnson
Martha Johnson
John O. Johnson
Engborg M. Johnson
Olof Paulson
Paulson
Christina
Jonas E. Johnson
Elizabeth Johnson
Johnson
Christina
Petrns Johnson
Angnstus Emanne
Elizabeth Sharp
Grace McAird
Farmy A. Ehrenhien

1879
1879
1879
1879
1879
1879
1879
1879
1879
1879
1879
1879
1879
1882
1882
1882
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Ephraim Branch
Name
Louisa Perkins
John Andeston
Elza Amerton
Mary Welch
David Owen
Mary Metcalf
William C. Owen
Morgan James
John Phillips
Rob' L. Jeffery
Maria Jones
Caroline Phillips
Mary R. Jeffery
James Henifer
Thos. J. Franklin
Jane Franklin
Ameha Duel
Stephen F. Foster
Jeddidiah Franklin
Sarah Hennefer
Philip L. Thomas
Mary Thomas
Sarah Ann Thomas
Lucy Mitcham
George Bell
Margaret Bell
George E. Bell
Mary Bragg
Elija E. Mitchell
Sarah Ann Hennefer
James E. Hennefer
William T. Hennefer
William Duel
Henry Duel
Mary Lundstrum
Sarah Ann Mitchell
Amelia J. Bond
Amelia Townley
Catharine Bell
Hyrum Thomas
William L. Mitchell
Anna M. Townley
Stephen Foster
Abajail Foster
Comehias Hunt
Joseph E. Foster
Joyce Foster
John Bond

Date Baptized

1862
1868
1868
1868
1868
1868
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870

Name
Lucy Nieham
Eliza Nieham
William Townley
William Train
Mary Ann Duel
Alburt E. Foster
Rhoda Emily Foster
Lizzy Mitchell
Alice Harbottle
Rachel Hennefer
John T. Mowery
Louisa C. Mowery
Sarah Ann Mason
Alex Fife
Jeanette Fife
Jeanette Fife J.
John Emmis
Ellen Emmis
Joseph Fife
Mary Fife
Thomas Simmins
William Lawrensen
Caroline Rider
Wilson Ransen
Mary Ann Ranson
Elizabeth Mitchell
Johanson Nielsen
Mary Lytte
John Hidin
Ellen Hidin
Thomas Stevens
Johannah Stevens
William Nicholes
Ellen Nicholes
Caroline Lamensen
Frobs Swenson
Ellen L. Christoffersen
James Perkins
Jane Hunt
John Joseph Hunt
Mary EmmaHunt
Stephen F. Foster
H. Foster
Simon Smith
Lamris Larsen
Mary Larsen
David L. Evans

Date Baptized

1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1877
1877
1877
1877
1877
1877
1877
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(Lehi)
Name
Permelia Lterrett
Ann Thomas
Davis L. Thomas
David W. Clark
David Clark
William M. Libson
Libson
Elizabeth
Myra Clark
Rachael Clark
Permelia A. Lterrett
Hosea B. Merrett
William G. Lterrett
Charles E. Lterrett
Ann Clark
Franklin R. Hodge
Samuel N. Clark
John Brown
Harriet E. Herron
Rebecca A. Thomas
Olive Hodge
Arlette Sterrett
Sarah Hodge
Barbara Hodge
Susie H. Hodge
Anna L. Goodwin
Hannah Morgan
Jank Hodge
Larna E. Lterrett
Rebecca Hodge
Mary Burchell
Allen
Bornettie
John F. Allen
Dorathy M. Jenson
Else C. Jenson
Nils C. Jenson
Christine Hendrickson
Louise Hendrickson
Martha Hendrickson
James McSane
Harriet Carson
Ellen Carson
Rudell L. Luker
Andrew Galison
John Richins
Charolotte Richins
Annie L. Jenson
Annie K. Sorenson
Mary J. Richins

Pleasant

Date Baptized

1865
1867
1867
1868
1868
1869
1869
1869
1870
1871
1871
1871
1871
1880
1880
1880
1880
1880
1880
1880
1880
1881
1881
1881
1881
1881
1881
1881
1881
1881
1881
1881
1886
1886
1886
1886
1886
1887
1889
1889
1889
1889
1890
1891
1891
1891
1891
1891

Grove Branch
Name
Lulia B. Allen
Masia M. Jean
Mary E. McLean
Mary E. Flank
Hannah N. McLean
Margaret A. McLean
Minnie A. Flank
EmmaFlank
Yens C. Jensen
Dorothy H. Jensen
Thomas C. Williams
John Lrunnitt
John Hendrickson
Joanna Hendrickson
Mary E. Shelly
Jane Lrunnitt
Rudolph Tuker
Elizabeth Werton
Jeinro Weston
Mary J. Cotten
Jan e Gibson
EmmaC. Hodge
Eva Hodge
Janael E. Banshaw
Johanne Olson
Emilie Hendrickson
Johannas Olson
Carrie H. Sterrett
James C. Jenson
Peter Anderson
Niels P. Peterson
Joanna F. Peterson
Ida W. McLane
Minnie McLane
Hannah Hendrickson
Budie P. Ste rrett
Lilla Sterrett
Mehelmine K. Jensen
Elma C. Jensen
Lanna A Sterrett
Wm. L. Sterrett
Leonorah E. Madsen
Emma Burraston
Geo. F. Woodhead
Caroline A. Woodhead
Nettie C. Woodhead
Charlot te M. Radmall
Mary E. Woodhead

Date Baptized

1881
1881
1881
1881
1881
1881
1881
1881
1881
1881
1881
1877
1882
1882
1832
1882
1883
1883
1883
1884
1884
1884
1884
1885
1885
1885
1885
1885
1885
1885
1885
1886
1885
1895
1901
1901
1901
1894
1894
1894
1894
1894
1895
1895
1895
1895
1895
1896
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(Lehi)
Name

Pleasant

Date Baptized

Bertha C. Radmall
Sadie B. Radmall
G. Sterrett
Celestia
Beatrice Sterrett
Earl C. Sorenson
Henry J. Fadmall
Annie J. Radmall
John H. Radmall
R. Sorenson
Charlottie
Sorn Sorenson
Johnson
Christina
Dora Woodhead
Mabel F. Richins
Flora R. Sterrett
Nels P. Johnson

1891
1891
1891
1891
1892
1892
1892
1892
1892
1892
1899
1899
1899
1899
1899

Grove Branch continued
Name
Laura A. Stoutes
Flora Phillips
Mary A. Watterman
Hazel M. Richins
Bertha E. Sorenson
Flora C. Sorenson
Jennie N. ·Jensen
Myrtle A. Ranmall
Alfred A. Bechlive
Frank J. Ricklius
Jesse T. Sorrenson
Paul Paear Adolph
Peterson
Morleu J. Radmall
Geo. D, Radrr.all

Date Baptized

1897
1897
1897
1898
1901
1901
1904
1904
1906
1906
1906
1906
1907
l9Cl7
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Malad Branch
Name
William Richards
Margaret Richards
Ann Jones
Evan Richards
Peck
Elizabeth
Rachel Williams
Bradshaw
Elizabeth
Anna Vanderwood
Margaret Thomas
Oliver Hartman
Candace Jones
Thomas Bradshaw
Thomas Jenkins
Margaret Jones
Martha B. Jones
Eliza cT. Jones
William Jones
Sarah A. Metcalf
Rose Neiser
Martha Daniels
Elias E. Richards
Claudia Waylett
Candace Jones
Gwenford Jones
Mary E. Cox
Mary Jones
Joseph Jones
Ann Harrison
Emma Lockyer
Annie E. Vanderwood
Davi d J. Williams
William W. Richards
Ephraim Clifford
Mary A. John
John
Elizabeth
Price
David H.
Sarah Williams
Ella E. Thomas
Fred Murry
Dav id E. John
Henry E. John
Margaret L. Atkinson
Lula Jones
Rhoda Stephens
Martha R. Allred
William Bell
Annie Wells
Bolingbroke
Beatrice

Date Baptized

1866
1866
1866
1866
1866
1867
1867
1869
1870
1877
1877
1879
1879
1879
1879
1879
1879
1879
1879
1879
1882
1882
1882
1885
1886
1886
1886
1887
1887
1887
1889
1890
1890
1892
1892
1894
1895
1896
1897
1897
1899
1899
1899
1899
1899
1900
1900
1900

Name

Date Baptized

B. Layland
Estella
Mary A. Ricker
John R. Price
William E. John
Hannah Montrose
Lydia Montrose
Olive Montrose
Pearl Montrose
Mary Jean Montrose
Reese Waylett
Annie L. Janes
William Jones, Jr.
Sarelda Barnett
Sylvia Herbert
Mary Lewis
Margaret L. Evans
Rosa E. Lowery
Eliza T. Parks
Alice Williams
Rachel Vaughan
Lizzie Daniels
Thomas Jennett
Barbara Evans
Thomas Lilly
Cordelia Lamreaux
Lavella Richards
Andy L. Lamreaux
Marrie N. Lamreaux
Lenord Lamreaux
Lewman Lamreaux
Lavina Thomas
Martha A. Wilson
Lawrence M. Wilson
William A. Grann
Marie H. Grann
Florence E. Kent
David H. Ri cha rds
Mary A. Richards
Elias E. Grann
Nora Grann
Edward E. Grann
Blerx:la Butler
Edward B. Jones, Sr.
Edward B. Jones, Jr.
Johanna Thomas
Margaret Mabel Richards
David Williams
Alice Jones

1900
1900
1900
1901
1901
1901
1901
1901
1902
1903
1904
1904
1904
1904
1904
1905
1905
1905
1905
1910
1910
1910
1910
1910
1910
1910
1911
1911
1911
1911
1911
1911
1911
1911
1911
1911
1911
1911
1911
1912
1912
1912
1912
1912
1912
1912
1912
1912
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Malad Branch continued
Name

Date Baptized

Mary Ellen Jones
Theodore D. Thomas
Lizzie Daniels
Thomas Calvin Daniels
William Lester Daniels
Catherine W. Kunkle
Alice E. Price
Mary Bolingbroke
Margaret Richards
Kenneth B. Waylett
Elizabeth
Irene Cox
Pauline Jessie Cox
Ada Jones
Elizabeth Richards
William Richards
Eliza D. Thomas
Floyd Jones
Mary Ann Evans
Leah Mabel Evans
Ada Thomas
Edith May Thomas
Eliza L. Thomas
Beatrice Bolingbroke
Ephraim Bolingb roke
Evelyn T. Bolingb rok e
Harry Coddington
Philip Coddington
Lawrence Daniels
Edward Lilly
Thelma Opal Hartzog
Trissie Hartzog
Sarah Mary Thomas
Gecelia Thelma Daniels
William H. Vanderwood
Ralph L. Daniels
Harry Keith Waylett
David H. Bolingbroke
Sarah L. Thomas
Hyrum Sawyer
Elizabeth Vesta Jones
Ellen M. Lilly
Chester H. Neffenegger
Elmer L. Neffenegger
Mabel V. Neffenegger
Elvin M. Jones
Mary Bennett
Rachel Jane Jones
Thomas M. Jones
Eleazer Richards
William M. Leigh

1912
1912
1912
1913
1913
1913
1913
1913
1913
1913
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1917
1917
1917
1917
1917
1917
1917
1917
1917
1917
1917
1917
1917
1918
1918
1918
1918
1918
1918
1918
1918
1918
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920

Name

Date Baptized

Alice E. Jones
Mabel E. Jones
Sarah E. Jones
Mary Evans
Mary Rosetta Jones
Pearl T. Jones
Ormenta Jones
Victor Jones
LaVor Jones
Thomas Clothworthy
Billy K. McClurg
Lavina L. Mcclurg
Ann Ella Price
Mary M. Thomas
Daniel L. Thomas
Sarah C. Jones
Sarah C. Booker
Sarah A. Thomas
Sarah Lewis
EmmaE. Sawyer
Frank H. Sawyer
Flora P. Richards
Lula Thomas
Joseph Neffenegger
Ivy Reed
Thomas Reed
Noel Byron Waylett
Julian Thomas
Mariah Jones
Marie Jones
Marion McClurg
Leola Evans
Delbert T. Bolingb roke
Myron T. Jones
Annie Chivers
Elenor J. Jeffenegger
Mary A. Thomas
Leah Hill
Wilford C. Hill
William John Reed
Leona Johanna Mosier
Ernest Albert Mosier
John Thomas Reed
Mary Jane Reed
Theodore R. Reed
Sylvester
H. Reed
Daniel Ephriam Reed
George H. Tew
Ernest Rensel Mosier
Paul Hahan

1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1921
1921
1921
1921
1921
1921
1921
1921
1921
1921
1921
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Malad Branch continued
Name

Date Bapti zed

John Jones
Margaret Jones
Esther Neffenegger
Neffenegger
Elizabeth
Thomas Reuben Cox
Ernest Coddington
George W. Davis
Martha L. Davis
Mary Ann Moser
Woneta Clara Moser
Clara Rose Reed

1920
1920
1921
1921
1921
1921
1921
1921
1921
1921
1921

Richfield
Andrew C. Nielsen
Mathias Nielsen
Maren K. Nielsen
Josephine Christensen
Niels Erickson
M. Ericksen
Christine
Karen Thorsen
Gwen Jensen
Gine Jensen
Lars Thrsen
Elva Hansen
Abelone Jensen
Jens C, Christensen
Hine Christensen
Christrainsen
Christian
Peter Thornsen
Jahanne Lorrensen
Gwen Borgquist
Anna M. Petersen
Maria Thornsen

1880
1883
1883
1883
1883
1883
1883
1883
1883
1884
1884
1884
1884
1884
1884
1884
1884
1884
1884
1884

Date Baptized
James Edward Perse
Hugh Riddell
Margaret Jones
Alice Jones
Orthell M. Thomas
Lois Bennett
Emyrs Thomas
Dee J. Thomas
H. Thomass
Elizabeth
Violet Richards
James R. Chivers

1921
1921
1921
1921
1921
1921
1921
1921
1921
1922
1922

Branch
Niels P . Sorrensen
Mette M. Sorensen
Norri Sorensen
Mary Sorensen
Maria Larsen
Jens A. Thorstensen
Soren J. Kjeldson
Dorthela Kjeldson
Anna Catharine Jensen
Rosnine C. Kjeldson
Golbranson
Christopher
Nelse K. Kjeldson
Mary Ann Sorensen
Peter Sorensen
Johanna Meria Sorenson
Joseph Julius Larsen
Thorsen
Annie Elizabeth
Caroline Ericksen
Joharne K. Anderson
MarJ Sorensen

1884
1884
1884
1884
1884
1884
1884
1884
1884
1884
1884
1884
1884
1884
1884
1884
1844
1844
1844
1844
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Ogden Branch
Name
Charlotte E. Sharp
Lovina Campbell
Elisha W. Chase
Joseph Wheeler
Elizabeth Terry
John Taylor
Eleanor Taylor
Sarah A. Chapman
George T. Terry
Betsy Haws
Eleanor Thorne
Jane Chase
Ellen Sandall
,Jane D. Ccope:!'.'
Ellen F. Allan
Inez Cunningham
Tirzah Leavitt
Charlotte Chase
Clara Chase
Elijah Chapman
Amelia Stone
Acahel Thorne
John Hudson
Rebecca Hudson
Robert Coy
William Coy
James Rowe
John Coy
Joseph Grange
Sarah Grange
George Miller
E. Miller
Harriett
James Toombs
Ann Toombs
Solman L. Campbell
Ida M. Chase
Sarah Littlewood
Eliza J. Coy
Robert E. Coy
Mariah A. Coy
John A, Coy
Melissa B. Hudson
Susan C. Hudson
Mariah A. Hudson
Ida B. Miller
Alice E. Miller
George Miller
*Accepted on ori~inal

Date Ba12tized
18J6*
1840*
184J*
1860
186J
186J
186J
1864
1866
1867
1869
1870
1871
1875
1875
1875
1875
1875
1875
1876
1878
1878
1878
1878
1878
1878
1878
1879
1880
1880
1882
1882
1882
1882
188J
1887
1887
1888
1888
1888
1888
1888
1888
1888
1888
1888
1888
bantism,

Name
Sarah Coy
Minnie M. Hardy
Walter James Coy
Daisy Louisa Coy
Albert S. Coy
Riginald Cooper
Geneneve Chase
Ethe 1 Refield
Cleveland Redfield
Helen D. Coy
Minnie P. Farr
Jennie Farr
Jessie Farr
Haris Jens en
Marie Jensen
Mary Hardy
Clara Hardy
Harry Hardy
Martha Proctor
Rebecca I. Sueed
Amie Christensen
Caroline E. Jensen
Ella D. Hudson
Stella D. Hudson
Wil liams
Griffith
Susanna Williams
David J. John
Louisa E. Saudall
Leonard C. Saudall
Hazel Proctor
Elizabeth P. Terry
William Hardy
Frederick W. Clapp
Mary E. Clapp
Franklin C. Clapp
Henry A. Clapp
Valborg M. Nelson
Vera C. Proctor
Gerald J. Abels
Herman B. Gillespie
John A. Gillespie
Affie May Peerman
John De Groot
George Venuua
Ardellia Peerman
Bernard Robinson

Date Ba12tized
1888
1889
1893
189J
189J
1895
1895
1895
1895
1897
1897
1897
1897
l897
1897
1897
1897
1897
1898
1898
1899
1899
1899
1899
1899
1899
1899
1899
1899
1900
1900
1900
1902
1902
1902
1902
1902
190J
1907
1907
1907
1907
1907
1907
1910
1910
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Plain
Name
Samuel S. Thornton
Lovine Campbell
Mary D. Fisher
Isabel la Beaucoft
Joseph Wheeler
John Taylor
Ele a.nor Taylor
Milo R. Sharp
Edwin D. Brakenbey
Ralph Robson
John Rodson
Theo A. Robson
Franlclir, Robson
George C. Hodge
Rebecca Hudson
John S. Miller
Elizabeth Miller
William T. Waker
James Bosson

Date Bapt ized
1836*
1840*
1840*
1844*
1860
1865
1865
1873
1873
1873
1873
1876
187G
1877
1878
1878
1878
1878
1860

Elsinore
Niels P. Sorenson
Mette M. Sorensen
Hans Sorensen
Mary Sorensen
Joren J. Kieldson
Dorthea K. Kieldson
Rasanene C. Meldson
Anna C. Jensen
Sullivansen
Christopher
Nelse K. Kieldson
Mary Ann Sorensen
Peter Sorensen

*Accepted on original

City Branch

1884
1884
1884
1884
1884
1884
1884
1884
1884
1884
1884
1884

baptism.

Name

Date Baptized

Robert Coy
Elizabeth Hodge
Rebecca T. Halton
Amehia Dixon
James Row
James Dixon
Charlotte Dixon
Jos eph R. Baker
William Coy
John Coy
Clayborn Reader
E. Miller
Harriett
Geo. Miller
Lucretia Robson
Annie E. Robson
James Toombs
Ann Toombs
John G. Miller
Soloman L. Campbell

1878
1878
1878
1878
1878
1878
1878
1878
1878
1879
1879
1882
i882
1882
1882
1882
1882
1882
1882

Branch
Johanna M. Sorensen
Meolme Jensen
Thomas P. Jensen
James N. Jeldom
Jensen
Peter Christian
Magdalem Sorensen
Hansine Sorensen
Hans O. Sorensen
Mary M. Sorensen
Clara Sorensen
Miels D. Sorensen
Jensen
Christinana

1884
1884
1884
1884
1884
1889
1889
1889
1899
1899
1899
1899
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Provo Branch
Name

Date Baptized

William R. Cascroft
Elizabeth Gammon
Mary E. Gammon
Thatcher C. Hallett
EmmaE. Hallett
John T. Hallett
Thomas Gammon
Olive M. Hallett
Terry B. Hallett
Mary A. Hallett
James Goff
Arthur T. Christensen
Matilda Christensen
Maryard Goff
Matthew Phillips
Susan Phillips
Arletta Phillips
Alice M. Phillips
Matthew Phillips
Elizabeth Phillips
Emily Boyce
John H. Carter
Elizabeth R. Carter
Charlotte A. Carter
Matilda A. Carter
Mary A. Carter
Nancy A. Carter
Dominicus Carter
Louisa Hendrickson
Milkelmina Peterson
Martha Hendrickson
Josephine C. Thompson
Mary Liljarosh
Mitchell M. Stephens
Julia F. Stephens
EmmaCarter
Sarah C. Mathis
Gustane A. Widmark
Josephine M. Anderson
Gwen A. Winnberg
Josephine C. Winnberg
Alva C. Winnber g
Berdi M. Winnber g
Anna S. Widmark
Frederick C. Hansen
Dorre J . Anderson
Caroli ne W. Anderson
Johanna L. Benson

1865
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1871
1880
1880
1880
1880
1880
1880
1880
1880
1880
1880
1880
1881
1881
1881
1882
1882
1882
1882
1882
1882
1882
1886
1887
1887
1888
1890
1890
1890
1892
1892
1892
1892
1893
1893
1893
1893
1893
1893
1893
1893
1893

Name

Date Baptized

John T. Oberg
Antone Anderson
EmmaK. Jacobson
Ida Anderson
Louis Miller
Ellen Oberg
Selmer J. Oberg
Gearda Oberg
Anna Hansen
Johanna Reese
Gustof Midmark
Joseph Midmark
Hans P. Hansen
James Hansen
Lars Larson
Karen Larsen
Ellen Olsen
Neils Olsen
Ellen N. Olson
Augusta Olson
Guy L. Brokan
Johanna Peterson
Christan Nelson
Charles Anderson
Anna Midmark
Anna N. Jensen
Annie Eliza Barkner
Effie May Stevens
Mary E. Coster
Lanna Stoner
Maud Johns on
Ettie Carter
Sophia Carter
Aron Carter
Eliza Carter
Hulda Peterson
Flva Phillips
Allan G. Mathis
Nellie Carter
Chi lle Carte r
Hannah Larson
Jennie M. Oberg
Anna E. Smith
Clairance Smith
Daisy N. Smith
Vernus Carter
James M. Downs
Mary E. Cowns

1893
1893
1893
1893
1893
1893
1893
1893
1893
1893
1893
1893
1893
1893
1893
1893
1893
1893
1893
1893
1894
1895
1895
1895
1895
1895
1896
1896
1896
1897
1897
1897
1897
1898
1898
1898
1898
1898
1898
1898
1898
1898
1898
1898
1898
1898
1898
1898
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Provo Branch continued
Name

Date Baptized

John Starr
Emma Starr
Ennice Starr
Albert Cooper
Amelia Cooper
Lewis D. Larsen
Peter N. Smallerup
Lorenzo R. Gardner
EmmaG. Gardner
Annie V. Gardner
Mable M. Gardner
John H. Carter
Joseph O. Carter
Nancy L. Carter

Name

1898
1898
1898
1899
1899
1899
1899
1899
1899
1899
1899
1899
1899
1899

Sarah J. Carter
Ada Carter
Margie Carter
Lorenzo S. Gardner
Hannah Hendrickson
Leland B. Carter
Rodney Carter
Ellen T. Oberg
Floyd L. Gardner
Earl G. Gardner
Vera P. Gardner
Hannah Starr
Jane Starr

Scattered

Date Baptized

1899
1899
1899
1900
1900
1900
1900
1902
1903
1903
1903
1903
1903

Members

Logan, Utah
John H. Allen
Carl Wirklund
Elizabeth A. Wirklund
Johanna M. Jenson
Johanna C. Berthelson
Clara S. Jenson
Car Erickson

1889
1889
1889
1889
1899
1889
1890

John H. Allen

1889

Anna Johnson
Ellen Anderson
Gwen Olson
Wilhelmina B. Olson
Ingrid Carlson
John A. Johnson
Mathilda Erickson

1899
1899
1899
1889
1889
1899
1890
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Salt
Name
Envy Fisher
Ann Wright
W.W. Blair
~lizabeth J. Blair
Edmund C. Brand
Mary Ann Armstrong
Elizabeth Rockwell
Joseph Clalk
Lettuce Burdman
John H. Burdman
John Gorton
EmmaWarburton
Mercy Gill
Martha Warren
Sohis Butcher
Isabella McConnie
Mayard Foreman
Mary Clift
Harriot Heath
James Page
Sarah Hugh Page
George Wardle
Emily Might
Mary Carning
John E. Carlise
Jane Wilson
Rusk Edgington
Elizabeth Miller
Richard Williams
Rachael Williams
Codia Williams
Ellen Thomas
James Fisher
Annie Sunpson
Mary Myers
Fezetta Bartlett
EmmaTreniane
Ernaline Edgington
John A. Weston
Ann Clark
Elizabeth Rands
Samuel Clark
William Weston
John Phillips
Caroline Phillips
Abigal Roberts
Johanna Stevens
Ann Townsend
*Accepted on original

Date Baptized
1833*
1849
1857
1859
1866
1866
1867
1868
1868
1868
1868
1868
1868
1869
1869
1869
1869
1869
1869
1869
1869
1869
1869
1869
1869
1869
1869
1869
1869
1869
1869
1869
1869
1869
1869
1869
1869
1869
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
baptism.

Lake Mission
Name

Date Baptized

Henry Fi sher
Mary Runsinar
John Runsinar
EmmaRunsinar
Francis Parton
Charles Edgington
Marianne Jensen
Christina Tegan
Johanna Tegan
Oliviu s Christensen
Melta Christensen
Charlotte Oglessby
Henry G. Cox
Jens H. Peter son
Johann a Is ua cs
Ann H. Nunn
John Rugg
Frederi ck Rugg
Hans J. Peterson
Betty Jenderson
Chars Toolsch
Henry Gregory
Mary Mit chell
Sarah Gregory
Sarah Mis onger
Hyrum Davis
Nancy Davis
a Burdman
Emm
Mary Albertson
Lydia McClark
Johanna Carlson
Paul C. Ludviguest
Arrlrew Peterson
Mary Thownserrl
George Gregory
Peter C. McLane
Elizabeth McLane
Ezra Strong
Lydia Clark
Mary Lewis
Olof C. Carls on
Jeremiah Gibson
Margaret Kinghorn
Clara Clark
Florence Robinson
Pauline Biggard
Peter Olso n
Mary Olson

1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1871
1871
1871
1871
1871
1871
1871
1871
1871
1871
1871
1871
1871
1871
1871
1871
1873
1873
1873
1873
1873
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Salt
Name
Jessie Marberk
Ann F. Robinson
Robert Warmark
Charles Albertson
Lettuce Burdman
Martha Coleman
Wm. James Browning
Charles Browning
Henry Payne
Annie L. Birth
Morgan David
Sarah A. Ward
Sarah Stewart
George E. Ward
George Kingham
Elsie Anderson
Ann Smith
George Kingham
Joseph Marriott
Larsen
Christiane
Sarah Coleman
Fred A. Smith
William Rogers
Mary Wilson
Mary E. Wilson
Kate Wilson
William Marncok
David Browning
George Browning
Elizabeth Ranson
Elizabeth Curtis
Alice V. Clark
John Ransom
Alice Robinson
Nannie Weston
Joseph Wilson
Jennie Armstrong
Lucy Fisher
Emily J. Wilson
Virtue Clif Witzel
Jesse Armstrong
Mary Kelley
Eva Gill
Elizabeth Cox
Charles Curtis
Henry R. Nelson
Sarah Curtis
Matilda Christensen

Lake Mission continued

Date Baptized

Name

Date Baptized

1873
1874
1874
1874
1874
1874
1874
1874
1874
1874
1875
1875
1875
1875
1875
1876
1876
1876
1876
1877
1877
1877
1878
1878
1878
1878
1878
1878
1878
1879
1879
1879
1879
1879
1879
1879
1879
1879
1879
1879
1879
1879
1879
1879
1880
1880
1880
1880

Eliza Wil son
Ezra Pettet
Charlotte Pack
R. S. Fuller
Sarah Grange
Ethan Barrow s
Lucy Barrows
John Hoy
William Parton
Robert Armstrong
Sarah Hoy
Andrew Larsen
Amanda Payne
Ezra Wilson
Elizabeth Robbins
Roberta McDonald
Wi lliam Smith
Laurence Kenark
Charles Burrows
Philip Roberts
Benjamin Blake
EmmaBlake
Lavini a J ayder
Stephen Stone
Eliza Stone
Oliver Johnson
Louis Rusk
JoAnne Rusk
Wm. Evan Renee
EmmaSonen
John Holmberg
Augusta Snderberg
Clara Ward
Sarah Rands
Mariah Petersen
Adam Coon
John Larsen
Matilda Lar s en
Larsen
Christina
William J. Smith
Elizabeth Smith
Clara Parton
Neils L. Peterson
Elizabeth Kingham
Sarah Stewart
Mary A. Smith
Elizabeth Allen
William Kingham

1880
1880
1880
1880
1880
1881
1881
1881
1881
1881
1882
1882
1882
1882
1883
1883
1883
1884
1884
1884
1884
1884
1884
1884
1884
1884
1884
1884
1884
1884
1885
1885
1885
1885
1885
1885
1885
1885
1885
1885
1885
1885
1885
1885
1885
1885
1885
1885
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Salt
Name
Eliza Foreman
Ann Smith
Young
Percilla
Catherne Frederickson
Johanna Peterson
George Coughton
Maryann Coughton
Ione Ward
Joseph Lee
Jensen
Christian
Christopher Wilson
Nelson
Jefferson
Lucy A. Young
George Christiansen
J. Thomas McDonald
Mary A. Cochran
Jane Pettit
Ezra Pettit
Parley Pettit
Augusta Sobberg
R. J. Dallin
Ada P. Heldman
Rachel P. Gray
Henry F. Hamlin
Amelia E. Gard
Isabel Nelson
James Christenson
Ardeas Anderson
Martha J. Field
Wardell Christy
Morris Ward
Florence Wolfendur
Eva F. Knuedson
Effe Smith
Willian E. Cook
John Wm.Hopkins
Theodoria Cook
Abram Paul Jeffs
Jacob E. Jeffs
Joseph Brothman
Mary Brothman
Emma J. Hopkins
Caroline Walker
John Larson
Annie C. Larson
Joseph B. Smith
Carl Anderson
Thomas Williams
Virtue Edgington
McArnie
Isabella

Lake Mission

Date Bapti zed

1880
1880
1880
1886
1886
1886
1886
1886
1886
1886
1887
1887
1888
1888
1888
1889
1889
1889
1890
1890
1891
1891
1891
1891
1892
1892
1892
1892
1892
1892
1892
1892
1892
1892
1892
1892
1892
1892
1892
1892
1892
1892
1892
1893
1893
1893
1893
1893
1893
1893

continued
Name
Samuel Carlisle
Louise Knowldom
Selma Mary Olson
Grieves
Isabella
Sarah J. Allen
Maggie Kingham
Susan A. Shepherd
Sarah E. Davis
Eliza Q. Brown
Joseph Jeffs
John S. Cox
Joseph H. Anthony
Mary C• Smith
Junius B. Smith
Pearl P. Anthony
Emily Hamlin
Cordelia M. Hamlin
George Kinghorn
Karwin Marriott
Mary Nelson
James Conyers
Vera Higgins Hilson
David Benson
Johanna Carlson
Oatman
Elizabeth
Bertha Oatman
Burton R. Oatman
Grace Oatman
Mary C. Baslian
Frank Davis
Milford Warnberg
Mary E. McDonald
Wallis W. McDonald
Peter Smallerup
Carl C. Larsen
Theodore Thoreson
Dina E. Larsen
Emily C. Larsen
Blanch M. Larsen
Sanford Cochran
John B. Bowdidge
Oline Thorenson
Milo Peter Larsen
John Hall
Hilga Hall
France W. Warnberg
Nancy Jane Honn
Mary Clodia Honn
Charles Morris Honn
Ruth Pettit

Date Bapti zed

1885
1885
1886
1894
1894
1894
1894
1894
1895
1895
1895
1895
1895
1895
1895
1895
1895
1895
1896
1896
1896
1896
1896
1896
1896
1896
1896
1896
1898
1898
1898
1899
1899
1899
1900
1900
1900
1900
1900
1900
1900
1900
1900
1901
1901
1901
1901
1901
1901
1901
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Salt
Name

Lake Mission continued

Date Baptized

Clara Christiansen
Gwen A. Warnberg
Josephine Warnberg
Alva Warnberg
Birdie Warnberg
Edith Theresa Hedelius
Helga Gerelda Hall
Eleanor G. Hall
Sarah Ione Larson
Klara A. Wallin
Inga Maria Wallin

1893
1893
1893
1893
1893
1902
1902
1902
1902
1903
1903

Name

Date Baptized

Lars E. Petersen
Amelia Osborn
Carl Milhelm Hedelius
Mary C. Hedelius
Carl Leonard Hedelius
Johan August Wallin
Erie Adolf Wallin
C. Herman Wallin
Johanna A. Jansson
Edward H. Picker
Sarah Ethel Newson

1901
1902
1902
1902
1902
1903
1903
1903
1903
1903
1903
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Springville
Name

Branch

Date Baptized

Jacob Killiam
1843*
Susan Killi ·am
184J*
Margaret Ann Hayman
1844*
Morgan David
1875
Anges Haze
1879
James Stevenson
1880
Chat E. Malstrom
1880
Martha Stevenson
1880
Laurentina F. Malstrom 1880
Charles N. Malstrom
1880
Ariel J. Malstrom
1880
Anna M. Malstrom
1880
Johanna S. Malstrom
1880
Adlia Redinitger
1880
Cherubim
Richnitzer
1880
Holle J. Everett
1880
Cornelius Workman
1880
Charles J. Workman
1880
Lydia Workman
1880
Louisa D. Workman
1880
Lydia Y. Workman
1880
Angeli ne Taylor
1880
Joseph Grange
1880
George Evans
1880
Sarah Grange
1880
Gennice Bla nchart
1880
John Blancha rt
1880
Rosetta J. Blancha rt
1880

Name

Date Baptized

Elizabeth G. Bla nchart
Ether E. Blanc hart
Margaret Blanchart
Thomas Burt
Ann Burt
Martha E. Humphry
John Anderson
James T. Birks
Soren P. Jensen
Marria Berfield
Herbert F. Bir ks
Jacob Mccurdy
Henry L. Killian
Rosetta A. Killian
Kayra O. Jukkuab
Luaura P. Killian
Charles W. Killian
Henry T. Henning
Minnie E. Henning
Gunnil Henning
Peter Larsen
Hellen Larsen
Olafer Olsen
John Johnson
Runolf Funolfsen
J. Mason
Svein Olsen
Elenora Mason

1880
1880
1880
1881
1881
1881
1881
1882
1882
1882
1882
1885
1886
1886
1886
1886
1886
1886
1886
1886
1887
1887
1888
1888
1888
1889
1889
1889

Kays Creek Branch
John Hudson
Thomas Lundall
Enoch King
John Weaver
Ann Lundall

*Accepted on original

1871
1871
1871
1871
1871

baptism.

Ellen Lundall
Maria Hudson
Jane Weaver
Jane Bowler
Sarah A. Allen

1871
1871
1871
1871
1880
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Union Fort Branch
Name
James Wardle
Mary Wardle
William R. Huscroft
Geddrediah Doty
Hannah Doty
John Wood
EmmaJ. Huscroft
Jane E. Huscroft
Delphine E. Wood
William P. Smith
Sarah Smith
Lucy Ann Griffiths
Lucy E. Wheeler
Sarah Elliott
Ellen Griffin
Rosannah Newsom
Philip G. Stone
Arnelia P. Stone
Richard Lowery
Mary H. Raymond
Hannah Stone
Susan M. White
George Frand White
Susan M. White
Olive White
John H. Galbraith
Martha Marriott
Joseph S. Whithorm
Henry Marriott
Joseph Marriott
John Egel
Sarah Ann Egel
Mary Olive Raymond
Mary A. Terry
John Marriott
Joseph N. York
Jane E. Marriott
George G. Hoscroft
Mary E. Huscroft
Ether Marriott
Guger Johnson
Jacob Johnson
Jacob E. Terry

Date BaEtized

1865
1865
1865
1865
1867
1867
1869
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1871
1871
1871
1873
1873
1873
1873
1873
1873
1873
1874
1875
1876
1876
1876
1876
1875
1875
1876
1876
1876
1876
1876
1876
1876
1876
1878

Name

Date BaEti zed

Mary Withey
Mark Surridge
Edward Bayurham
Catharine Bayurham
Myria Surridge
Martha E. Surridge
Mayard Ann Surridge
David Mark Surridge
Thomas Brandon
Mary Ellen Wardle
David Hyrum Doty
Mary Margaret Doty
Ellen Pearson
Annis Wardle
August A. Okesson
Charles D. Wardle
Clarence L. Wardle
Edith E. Doty
Andrew D. Doty
Louisa Purson
Emmilyna Purson
Joseph Johnson Doty
John Terry Wood
Allan E. Wardle
Ole Sonna Gunnerson
Hans Jenson
Elmo Jenson
Fredrick Christenson
Inga Christenson
Grace Wood
Pearl Adell Wardle
Charles John Lundeen
Lars E. Peterson
Malema Johnson
Carl Robert Lundquist
Oscar W. Okerland
Maria S. Lundquist
Gusta David Lundquist
Anna Sophia Okerland
Signa A. Lundquist
Tunna Eliner Lundquist
Johana Agusta Johnson

1878
1879
1879
1879
1879
1879
1879
1879
1879
1880
1882
1882
1886
1886
1893
1892
1892
1892
1893
1893
1893
1893
1896
1897
1897
1897
1897
1897
1897
1899
1899
1884
1901
1901
1904
1904
1904
1904
1904
1905
1905
1905
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Wanshi:e Branch
Name
Jane Frazer
Samuel E. Williams
Mary Williams
John S. Carpenter
Abagail Daniels
William L. Nutshell
Sarah Ann Nutshell
Hannah Garner
James Garner
Henry Haughaud
William Milliner
Ellenor Milliner
David Leening
Elizabeth Treming
Mary Ann Smith
Roxey Killer
Lucina Bates
John Bates
Simon St reet
Mary Ann Street
Louis W. Smith
George M. Robinson

Date Ba:etized
1835*
1838*
1840*
1840*
1869
1870
1870
1871
1874
1875
1875
1875
1875
1875
1875
1875
1875
1875
1875
1875
1875
1876

Santaquin
John J. Johnson
Elizabeth Johnson
Clif Tanlum
John C. Johnson
Tugebury Johnson
Isac Lowe

*Accepted on original

1879
1879
1879
1879
1879
1881

baptism.

Name

Date Ba:etized

Matilda Robinson
Maynard A. Haughaud
John Barllett
Sarah Ann Barllett
James Ouar Olsen
Trecy Olsen
Benta Matilda Petersen
Maryann C. Petersen
Lousia Sophia Petersen
John Trimmitt
Sarah Trimmitt
Roxey Lucina Bates
Robert Muttines
EromanHannah Bates
Annie Maria Anderson
Thomas Hunt
Mary Street
Sarah Hallman
Andrew Frazer
John Leo Hallman
John Bwilthrop
Ande J. Ross

1876
1876
1877
1877
1877
1877
1877
1877
1877
1877
1877
1877
1878
1879
1879
1880
1881
1881
1881
1881
1886
1886

Branch
Mary S. Lowe
Peter Peterson
Anna C. Peterson
Betsy C. Erickson
John P. Lilja
Hannah N. Lilja

1881
1887
1887
1887
1887
1887
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